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PROBLEM:
Pr o grams to educate Hispanics for ministry require specinl traini ng ,
knowledge of students' needs, appropriate curriculum, teaching method o l ogy,
and educational materials.
~~RFOSE:

To identify the teachers' background and preparation, the students'
characteristics, and the characteristics and problems of the educati0nal process.
To draw recommendati ons for improving teacher training,
curriculum planning, teaching methodology, and educational materials.
ge~eral

PROCEDURE: Questionnaires were distributed among all teachers in Catholic
Education for Ministry k~ong Hispanics (CEMH) in California. This study is
based on 54 questionnaires that represent 67% of the population estimated.
CONCLUSIONS: Most of the teachers were bilingual lay women born in Latin
American countries.
Their main goals were evangelization, integral
education, education for ministry, and building the Kingdom of God. One
third of the teachers had only undergraduate studies. Only one third had
studies in education.
A large proportion reported inadequate knowledge
in the o logy, Church teachings and Church history, moral development,
ethics, anthropology, sociology, economy, counseling, and teaching and
planning techniques.
The students were mainly women, Spanish monolingual, with elementary
education, under 40 years of age.
The courses usually had less than
30 students and more than 100 hours per year.
Teachers reported students' interaction, ex3ms and class presentations;
and lectures among the most used and effective methods, and reading aloud
and memorization as ineffective but also generally used.
Few teachers
used supervised practice.
Pastoral differences with Anglo administrative
personnel, lack of educational materials and time pressure were the most
frequent problems.
F.E:COMMENDATIONS:
(a) to train teachers as educators, offering them courses
on all the subjects needed and including supervised practice; (b) to form
multicultural/multi-ministerial teaching teams and provide education for
the cognitive, affective and motor domains, emphasizing the pastoral
approach of the Second Vatican Council; (c) to for malize ministries t h rough
certification and a system of ongoing education; (d) to establish dialogue
and collaboration between teachers in CEMH and Anglo administrative p e rsonnel;
(e) to design specific materials for CEMH, to establish a clearinghouse
for teachers' hand-made materials, and to elaborate an an n otated bibliography
of resources; (f) to replicate this study a mon g English speaking, to develop
studies on the types of programs existing, the role of Hispanic women in
ministry, a comparison between Hispanic lay ministers and active and
inactive Catholics, and a direct evaluation of the effectiveness of
different teaching methods for CEMH.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Catholic Hispanics throughout the United States have
gathered together in three National Pastoral Encuentros
(Encounters).

The First Encuentro, in 1972, brought

together people from different national origins that had the
Spanish language in common.

Apparently it was the first

formal step to develop the consciousness of the American
Church about the large number of Catholic Hispanics who were
without proper pastoral attention.

It was the beginnings of

a network among Catholic Hispanics in the United States.
(Segundo Encuentro, 1977).
During the Second Encuentro, in 1977, some areas of
concern were discussed and some recommendations for better
pastoral care were made.

Several of these areas of concern

implied a specific type of education, such as leadership
training, formation of lay evangelizers and catechists,
education of lay ministers, and promotion of integral education for the people.

As a result of these recommendations,

most of the dioceses with large Hispanic population have
established or are planning to establish educational centers,
such as: schools of ministry, pastoral institutes, master
catechist programs, or permanent diaconate programs designed
to develop within lay people and ordained married ministers
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a better understanding of Catholic doctrine and tradition
and the skills that enable them to minister more effectively
in the Hispanic communities.

(Segundo Encuentro, 1977).

As a preparation for the Third National Encuentro, held
in 1985, eight regional Encuentros were held throughout the
United States. Encuentros at the parish and diocesan levels
were the basis for the regional Encuentros.

The Encuentro

process implied a broad consultation with the grassroots
regarding their pastoral needs.

As a whole, the Third

Encuentro process reinforced the plea for education for
ministry

and

leadership among Catholic Hispanics, asking

for special services to families, women, migrants, and
alienated people.

(Tercer Encuentro, 1985).

In California, the petitions for education were even
stronger than at the national level.

Two of the five

priority needs were on education (integral education and
education for ministry/leadership) and education was
mentioned as indispensable for having good ministers to
meet the other three needs
and social justice).

(evangelization, youth ministry,

(Encuentro Regional, 1985).

The

Catholic Hispanic Institute of California (CHIC) has been
created to educate and prepare lay people, religious, and
clergy for ministry and leadership roles in the Hispanic
community.

(California, 1985).
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The teachings of the Catholic Church call for education
and ministry in the cultural setting of the people, using
their own language, respecting and enhancing their cultural
values.

(Catechesi Tradendae, 1980; Evangelii Nutiandi,

1979; Medell{n, 1968; Puebla, 1979; Sharing, 1977; Vatican
II, 1975).

Recently, bishops in this country have written

pastoral letters addressing the pastoral care of the Hispanics
and making a call for a more appropriate education and ministry (Garmendia and Valero,

[n.d.];

(The) Hispanic Presence,

1983; Mahony, 1982; Obispos, 1982; Pastoral Statement, 1983.
Some areas of education were identified in the above
resources as requirements for Catholic Education on Ministry
Among Hispanics

(CEMH).

These are:

valuing the Hispanic culture;

(a) understanding and

(b) knowledge of the Catholic

faith in the areas needed for ministry, such as: scripture,
christology, ecclesiology, theology, evangelization,
catechesis, pastoral work, spirituality, morality, and
philosophy;

(c) knowledge of social sciences and skills

needed to minister: anthropology, psychology, sociology; and
teaching, counseling, planning, leadership, and team working
skills;

(d) understanding of the students' needs: educational,

psychological, social, economic, spiritual, and cultural.
(California, 1985; Certification, 1985; Directory, 1981;
Encuentro Regional, 1985; Evaluation, 1985; Finnerty, 1982;
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Guidelines, 1980;

(El) Heraldo Catolico, 1983; Propuesta,

1984; Segundo Encuentro, 1977; Tercer Encuentro, 1985).
The background and preparation of the teachers in CEMH,
the characteristics and needs of the students, the conditions,
in which the educational process is taking place, the
teaching methods and educational materials used, and the
difficulties faced by the teachers seem to play an important
role for the attainment of the goals pursued in this type
of education.

The outcomes that are expected in CEMH might

imply a complex preparation on the part of the teachers and
the elaboration of specific programs.
Some studies in related areas constitute an important
resource, Cuevas, 1946; Meyer, 1973, 1974; Ricard, 1966;
Sahagun, 1969, and others, provide historical information
on the background of Mexican origin Hispanics who are the
great majority of Hispanic people in California.

Migration

and statistical trends were analyzed by Grebler, 1965, 1970;
Glenmary, 1981, and Secretariat, 1982.

Some important

issues in the history of the Hispanics in the United States,
with special emphasis on the Mexican American were reported
by Acuna, 1972; Chavez, 1971; Romano, 1971; Sandoval, 1983;
Soto, 1978, 1979, and Stevens, 1970.
The work of Elizondo, 1975, 1978, 1983; Gutierrez, 1973,
1980; Marins, 1976; Reflexion Teologica, 1984, and Sanchez,
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1985 were i mp o rtant res ou rces for determining the the o l o gical
foundations for CEMH.
Regional,

The Encuentros' documents

(Encuentro

1985; Segundo Encuentro, 1977; Tercer Encuentro,

1985) provide the pastoral framework for CEMH together with
some documents of the Church (Evangelii Nutiandi, 1979;
Hispanic Presence, 1983; Obispos, 1982; Puebla, 1979;
Sharing, 1977; Vatican II, 1975).

Specifications regarding

the educational foundations of CEMH are found in surveys
(Directory, 1981; Evaluation, 1985; Herrera [n.d.]; Vision
Paper, 1984), documents with guidelines (Certification, 1985;
Guidelines, 1980; Permanent Deacons, 1983; Propuesta, 1984;
Sharing, 1977) and in essays focused on ministry and
education for ministry (Doohan, 1984; Monroe, 1980).
Studies developed on ministry programs and education
for ministry provide insights on important issues to be
considered in CEMH.

(Braden, 1982; Cuny, 1982; Hayes, 1982;

Nichols, 1984; Padgett, 1982; Partisano, 1983).
(1982) and Murrieta's

Finnerty's

(1977) studies constitute an important

basis as both were conducted within the Mexican American
Community.
Several authors have researched a variety of issues
concerning the cultural, psychological, and educational
characteristics of Hispanic people.

These studies give

valuable insights for tailoring education for ministry to
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the needs, personality, and culture of Hispanic people.
D{az-Guerrero, 1972, 1975, 1977; Garza, 1977, Hernandez, 1971
and Holtzman et al., 1975 analyze the pscyho-social
characteristics of Mexican Americans.
on their cultural values

Other studies focus

(Cabrera, 1963; Ram{rez, 1968),

and some on their cognitive styles

(Buriel, 1975, 1980a,

1980b; Knight and Buriel, 1977; Knight and Zahn, 1975;
Ogletree, 1981).

Korsenny, 1979; Landman, 1954; Moerk, 1974,

provide studies on the immigrants' acculturation process.
Studies developed by Kiefe et al., 1977; Murillo, 1971, and
Nutini, 1976 provide data on the Hispanic family and
research developed by Lindborg, 1977; Nieto, 1979; and
Waterman, 1979 give information on the Hispanic women.
The resources found in these areas of related studies
(history, theological, pastoral and educational foundations,
education for ministry and cultural, psychological and
educational characteristics of the Hispanics) consitute the
basis and framework for the development of this study.

The

lack of specific studies on CEMH on which to anchor the
present study is, in this way, overcomed by the broad
spectrum of studies developed in related areas.
Statement of the Problem

A great

need for education for ministry among Catholic
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Hispanics has been identified during the last ten years.
(Encuentro Regional, 1985; Segundo Encuentro, 1977; Tercer
Encuentro, 1985).

As a response to this need, a variety

of educational programs and institutions have been created
throughout the country, at the diocesan and regional levels
and several more are in the planning stage.

These programs

require special teachers' training, knowledge of students'
characteristics and specific needs, appropriate curriculum
and teaching methodology, and adequate educational materials.
Objectives of the Study
The major objective of this study was to identify and
describe teachers' perceptions of their own background and
preparation related to CEMH.
The second objective was to identify and describe
teachers' perceptions of the general demographic and
educational characteristics of their students.
The third objective was to identify and describe some
characteristics and problems of the educational process in
CEMH.
Significance of the Study
A review of the literature indicates that there is no
research available specifically on Catholic Education for
Ministry among Hispanics

(Dissertation Abstracts, 1985;
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Eric, 1985; Peatling, 1980).

This study provides an

exploratory analysis of the characteristics of this type of
education and identifies some of the areas that need to be
addressed in order to improve this type of education.
The study suggests some educational elements to be
considered for:

(a) improving teachers' training;

(b)

planning future programs and enhance already existing
programs;

(c)

improving the conditions of the educational

process, and (d) solving some of the problems faced by
In this way, this study will provide:

teachers.

(a)

administrators of programs for CEMH with information and
recommendations for the upgrading of teaching personnel and
with insights for improving the conditions of the educational
process;

(b) teachers with parameters to reflect upon their

particular ministry and motivation for further preparation
in their teaching skills;

(c) other investigators with

introductory information in the area of CEMH that might
facilitate further studies.
Limitations and Delimitations
This study has some limitations and delimitations.
These are:
1. The academic component of CEMH.
2. Teachers in CEMH in the two archdioceses and ten
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dioceses of California.
3. Teachers who have taught a minimum of one full course
to Hispanics in an educational program of lay ministry or
permanent diaconate or have been conducting workshops in
educati o n f o r ministry for at least two years.

These

conditions seemed to be necessary for the teachers to
answer the questionnaire.
4. Teachers whowere officially recognized as educators
for ministry

by the diocesan offices and who performed their

teaching under the supervision of such offices.
5. Teachers who were involved in education for pastoral
and religious ministry.
Assumptions
The study is grounded on several assumptions.

These

are:
1. All subjects could read and understand the statements
in the questionnaire.
2. The subjects responded honestly and to their best
ability to the questionnaire.
Definitions
There are certain definitions important for the reader
to keep in mind.

These include:

Anglo/Anglo-Americans: Persons living in the United States
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who speak the English language, who constitute the North
American mainstream and who do not belong to an ethnic
minority, as

considered

in several research studies such

as Buriel, 1980; Garza, 1974; Lipton, 1977; Moerk, 1974, and
Ram{rez and Castaneda, 1974.
Catholic:

A person who belongs to the ancient, undivided,

universal Christian Church known as Roman Catholic, who
recognizes the primacy of papal authority (Hardon, 1980).
Catholic Education:
lie magisterium.

Education accor.ding to the Catho-

It comprises what must be believed and

lived out in order to be saved and sanctified; a system of
doctrine, culture, and practice (Hardon, 1980).
Comunidades de Base (CEB) or Basic Ecclesial
Communities:

Small group of Catholics who gather together

to study, pray, and live their Christian _faith - iEvangelii
Nutiandi, 1979).
Diocese:

Territory over which a bishop exercises

ecclesiastical jurisdiction (Hardon, 1980).
Diocesan Offices:

Administrative and pastoral depart-

ments of a diocese in charge of a variety of ministries.
The diocesan offices that usually provide education for
ministry among the Hispanics are:

El Centro de Pastoral

Hispana or Office of Hispanic Affairs, the Youth Department,
and the Religious Education Department.
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Education for Ministry:

Educational programs composed

of regular clases, workshops, evangelization events and
spiritual retreats provided to adults and young adults with
the specific goal of training them as ministers.

This study

is concerned specifically with the academic component of the
education:

classes and workshops.

Other names frequently

used as synonymous are education for lay leadership and
"educacion de servidores"

(education for servants).

Hispanics: Persons of Spanish and Latin American origin
living in the United States of America, who generally speak
the Spanish language
Lay people or

(Segundo Encuentro, 1977).

la~ty:

The faithful who are not in holy

orders and do not belong to the religious state as approved
by the Catholic Church
Mexican American:
in the United States

(Rardon, 1980).
People of Mexican descendt living

(Buriel, 1980; Garza, 1974; Kagan, 1977;

Ram{rez and Castaneda, 1974).
Ministry:

Authorized service of God in the service of

others, according to specified norms revealed by Christ and
determined by the Catholic Church.

Among various types of

ministries are loving, spiritual and temporal service to
others, liturgical services, evangelization or missionary
preaching, and catechesis

(Rardon, 1980).

Permanent Diaconate/deacons:

Lifelong commitment to
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serving as deacon in the Catholic Church.

An ordained

ministry for celibates or married men (Hardon, 1980).
Procedures
Population and Sample
The target population consisted of all the teachers in
Catholic Education for Ministry among Hispanics in the
12 dioceses of California.

This state was selected because

(a) a large proportion of Catholics were Hispanics;
the dioceses had

(b) all

some kind of program on education for

ministry and were interested in their improvement and grm-;rth;
(c) the researcher had a basic knowledge about the region,
had been involved as teacher and administrator in some of
these

programs and saw

the urgent need for some scientific

data on which to base this type of education;
researcher knew teachers

~. ana ·

(d) the

administrators · .· from .. the

12 dioceses, therefore, a large proportion of responses were
expected.
The entire population of teachers in CEMH in California
was selected for this research.

This decision was based

upon the small number of people involved in this type of
education.
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The Survey Instrument
Since no instrument could be found that was appropriate
for this study, the investigator developed a questionnaire
for data collection.

The review of the literature was the

primary source for identifing the variables to be considered
in the questionnaire.

Additions were made based on

discussions with a group of experts and the personal
experience of the investigator.

Data Collection Procedures
The questionnaires were distributed personally to the
directors of Hispanic diocesan offices in California in a
regional meeting held in October, 1984.

The directors

distributed the questionnaire among the teachers in CEMH
and asked them to return the questionnaire

(stapled or

closed) to himself/herself, or to mail it t o the researcher.
A response of 72 % was obtained in the first round.
further efforts to collect the questionnaires,
were received.

After

85 % of them

Oppenhein, 1966, considered that a question-

naire response of 40 to 60 percent is typical if respondents
do not have special interest in the subject, and seldom more
than 80 percent respond when interest is high.
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Data Analysis
The data were analyzed by using descriptive statistics.
Frequency distributions, percentages, and correlations were
used.

..

";•"

Organization of the Remainder of the Study
The development of Catholic Education for Ministry
among Hispanics and the difficulties involved in achieving
it were introduced in this Chapter.

An exploratory study in

CEMH was considered necessary becapse of the lack of studies
in this area and the need to improve it.

A description of

the problem, its purposes and significance, the population
to be analyzed, and definitions and procedures were done.
Chapter two reviews the literature relevant to this
study.

A historical perspective on Catholic Hispanic

Population;

the theological, pastoral, and educational

foundations of Catholic education for

ministr~

studies on

education for ministry, and the cultural, psychological, and
educational characteristics of the Hispanics were reviewed
and constitute the framework for this study.
Chapter three presents the research methodology used in
this study.

Chapter four provides an analysis of the data,

and Chapter five contains a brief summary of the study,
conclusions drawn from the findings, and some recommendations
for improving CEMH and for future research.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
This chapter reviews the literature of studies related
to Catholic Education for Ministry among Hispanics in California

(CEMH).

These studies were selected as a foundation

for understanding this type of education and to identify its
needs and main characteristics.

Such a foundation was con-

sidered necessary in order to identify the areas and elements
of concern in CEHM in relation to the objectives of this
study which were the identification and description of:
the teachers' background and preparation,

(a)

(b) the teachers'

perceptions on the general characteristics of the students,
and (c) the teachers' perceptions on some characteristics
and problems of the educational process.

These objectives

were formulated as a basis for the improvement of
CEMH.
No formal research was found on Catholic education for
ministry among Hispanics, and little research was found on
Catholic education for ministry (Dissertation Abstracts,
1975-84; Eric, 1985; Peatling, 1980).

This review presents

related research on the history, culture, and education of
the Hispanics, on Catholic literature dealing with education
for ministry, and on studies on education for lay ministry.
The review of this literature is presented in four areas:
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(a) Catholic-Hispanic Population: a Historical Perspective;
(b) Theological, Pastoral, and Educational Foundations;
Education for Lay Ministry; and

(c)

(d) Cultural, Psychological,

and Educational Characteristics on the Hispanics.
Introduction
The Catholic Hispanic population in the United States
is made up of descendants of those Spaniards and/or Mexicans
who lived in the Southern territories of the United States
before 1848, and of immigrants of Spanish-language countries
and their children.

The United States census

(1980) counted

14.6 million Hispanics, making them the largest minority in
the United States, accounting for 12 percent of the total
population.

Their average age of 23.2 years is considerably

lower than the general average age of 30.0 years; 53.9 percent are under 25 years

(Characteristics, 1982).

It is important to consider:

(a) that neither the Puerto

Rican, nor the undocumented immigrant is considered in the
census

(Herrera, n.d.);

(b) that the number of Catholic

Hispanics is unknown because neither the United States
Bureau of the Census, nor the Catholic Census correlates
both variables

(Secretariat of Hispanic Affairs, 1982);

(c)

that Catholic Bishops and Protestant ministers estimate that
80 to 90 percent of Hispanics are Catholics

(Sandoval, 1983);

and (d) that if these trends continue, Hispanics will consti-
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tute the majority of Catholics in the next century (Fitzpatrick, 1982).
The 1980 United States Census counted 4,543,770 Hispanics in California, 19.2 percent of its total population.
(Characteristics, 1982).

Table 1 (page 18) gives the His-

panic population breakdown by age, at the national level as
well as for California.

Glenmary (1980) identified

4,749,250 Catholics in California, 20.1 percent of its total
population.

If 80 percent of Hispanics are Catholics,

approximately 3.6 million (75%) of the Catholic population
in California is Hispanic.
Sixty-eight percent of the Hispanics in California are
of Mexican origin, 91.7 percent live in urban centers, and
48.5 percent are concentrated in the Los Angeles area.

The

Hispanic population of California is greater than the total
population in 34 states of this country (Mercado Laboral,
1981).

Table 1:

Hispanic Population in the Nation and California
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The history of California is closely linked with th e
history of Mexico, and most of the studies developed in Ca lifornia and the Southwest are focused on the Mexican American.
Therefore, the review of the literature gives special
attention to the Mexican American, without losing the
perspective of Hispanics as a group.
Catholic Hispanic Population:
An Historical Perspective
The historical events lived through by a people exercise
a strong influence on their vision of the world and on their
everyday life.

Ideals, goals, and socio-cultural and psycho-

religious characteristics are better understood when
related to an historical framework.
The education for Ministry among Hispanics needs a
historical perspective for a better understanding of its
characteristics, as well as for the appropriate development
of its programs.
four epochs:

(a)

Consequently, this section is divided into
the Colonization Process:

1500-1800,

Turmoil and Reconstruction in the Nineteenth Century,
.
h o f a Secon d Mes t 'lZaJe:
.
t h e B1rt

1

(b)

(c)

1910-1960, and (d) the

Struggle for Liberation, Church Renewal, and Education for
the Ministry:

1960-1986.

1. Mestizaje:

the process of mixing two races, physically

and socioculturally (Elizondo, 1978; Larouse, 1979).
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The Colonization Process:

1500-1800

Before the Spanish colonization, Mexico and Central
America constituted one cultural zone integrated into a
mosaic of similar small subcultures.

All together they

formed the "Mesoamerican culture" with two important centers:
the Aztec culture in the North

(Central Plateau of Mexico)

and the Mayan culture in the South
Central America)

(South of Mexico and

(Palerm, 1967; Wolf, 1967).

The prehispanic background of most of California's
Hispanic immigrants is

Mesoamerican.

Little is

known of the Indian-Californians apart from their history
during the years of colonization.
The Spaniards who conquered America were Catholics who
soon became integrated into the native population by biological and cultural mestizaje

(Aguirre Beltran, 1966;

Elizondo, 1978, 1983; Sahagun, 1969).

Ricard

(1966) de-

scribed the Spanish conquest as a "spiritual conquest"
because one important goal was to convert the Indians to
Catholicism.

Latin American bishops have identified Catholi-

cism as one of the most important uniting and characteristic
elements for all Latin American countries

(Medellin, 1973;

Pueb 1 a, 1 9 7 9) .
Hispanic people have been a part of North American
history since 1513.

From 1513 to 1550 Catholic missionaries
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from Spain traveled to Florida, North and South Carolina,
Georgia, Alabama, Tennessee and Louisiana.

At the end of

the century Spanish speaking people were present in New
Mexico and Texas; they arrived in California in the seventeenth century.
Mesoamerican natives had theocratic-polytheistic
cultures.

Their daily life was full of religious meaning.

Their social structure, philosophy, education, socialization,
and economy were based on religious concepts

(Elizondo, 1978;

Leon Portilla, 1962, 1971, 1972; Sahagun, 1969; Soustelle,
1970).

Three main elements gave rise to the characteristic

nature of Hispanic Catholicism: seventeenth century Spanish
Catholicism, the socio-religious background of the Indians,
and the nature of the evangelization process

(Aguirre Bel-

tran, 1966; Cuevas, 1946; Ricard, 1966).
Spanish soldiers were motivated by the ideals of
conquering lands for God and Spain while obtaining economic
goods and social power for themselves.

The Spanish mission-

aries' goal was to save souls for heaven by converting
Indians to Catholicism.

As a consequence, the Indians were

subjected to complex and contradictory processes of mestizaje, violence, oppression, paternalism, destruction, education, alienation, evangelization, all of which caused the
death of their native culture and the birth of a mestizo
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culture.

This mestizaje gave origin to syncretic and popu-

lar Catholic religious beliefs and expressions

(Aguirre Bel-

tran, 1966; Elizondo, 1978, 1982; Fitzpatrick, 1982; Ricard,
1966; Spicer, 1962).
To evangelize the Indians, the missionaries gathered
them together in missions, towns, and "rancherias"

(small

communities scattered in rural areas), and used the "flor
y canto"
arts)

(flower and song, meaning the plastic and poetic

that were the Indians' way of communicating.

Sacred

history, gospel values, church history, and doctrine were
taught through drama, songs, dance, architectural, and pictorial expression.

After a week or a month of evangeli-

zation, the Indians were baptized and the missionaries left.
The Indians were expected to keep the new faith at horne
through easy religious practices and prayers.

This type of

Christianization, together with the loss of their language
and codices, and the illiteracy in the Spanish language,
required the transmission of the new faith by oral traditions
and artistic expressions

(Aguirre Beltran, 1966; Brambila,

1964; Decorme, 1914; Elizondo, 1978; Ricard, 1966; Sahagun,
1969; Sandoval, 1982).
The mission system consisted of a mission center responsible for the evangelization and pastoral care of an ·
extensive surrounding area.

Social, health, educational,
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and religious services were rendered in the center on a
daily basis.

Attention to far-away people was regular but

sporadic, on a weekly, monthly, bi-monthly, or even on an
annual basis.

The family altar played an important role in

nurturing the religious life at horne, while the "errnitas"
(small chapels) and churches were the center of their social
and religious life as a community (Brambila, 1964; Decorrne,
1914; Ocampo, 1950; Ricard, 1966).
Eventually, all town and cities built their churches as
their principal building in the main "plaza''.

In most of

the rural areas the missionaries visited only to hold
"missions"

(weeks or months of evangelization) or to preside

at the Indians religious "fiestas".

The "fiesta system" was

reinforced by the missionaries in order to foster Christian
beliefs and practices.

It gave place to a socio-political-

economic-religious structure based on the amalgam of community
organization and education, economic activity and services,
political power and social prestige, and religious beliefs
and practices.
patrones"

The "fiestas" were organized for the "santos

(patron saints), the main "patron" corresponding

to the whole town and four or eight minor patrons for each
of the different "barrios"

(neighborhoods).

A religious

stewardship system called "rnayordorn.la" permitted several
people to participate in the organization of the fiestas.
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Holding a "cargo"

(office) in the "fiesta" raised a person's

social prestige and power.

The strong economic expenses in-

curred were considered necessary to balance the economy.
According to the earlier Indian values and the communitarian
goals of the missionaries, the land belonged to God.

The

products of the land and of human work were not for the
benefit of the individual but of the community.
lation of wealth was considered to be an evil

The accumu-

(Foster, 1953,

1960; Nutini, 1976; Redfield, 1930, 1962; Spicer, 1962; Vogt,
1969, 1970).
Turmoil and Restructure:

The Nineteenth Century

At the beginning of the nineteenth century the church
was a very strong institution.

The life in the cities was

highly influenced by the existence of numerous Catholic
temples, chapels, convents, schools and universities.
Rural people were also very influenced by the missions and
the socio-religious structure.

In California, 21 missions

were founded during the eighteenth century; the first one
being the Mission of San Diego de Alcal~, founded in 1769.
In 1810 the independence of Mexico, led by a Catholic
priest, Miguel Hidalgo, initiated an important and traumatic
period of struggle against the domination and oppression of
the natives and mestizos by the Spaniards.

In the war for

independence, Mexico lost almost 2,000 priests either by
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execution or expatriation,

leaving the people with very few

religious services and almost without religious education
(Brambila, 1964; Cuevas, 1946; Decorme, 1914; Sandoval, 1983;
Spicer, 1962; Von Humbolt, 1941).
In 1821, Iturbide, the first emperor of the independent
country and a former seminarian, officially proclaimed the
new nation as Roman Catholic.

In 1840 the diocese of Cali-

fornia was established and Garc{a Diego, a Hispanic, was
assigned as its first bishop.

At that time, twenty-one

missions were already established and actively involved in
evangelization and education throughout California.

The

missionaries were proud of having baptized approximately
90,000 Indians, with almost 17,000 living in the missions.
The missions were organized following special orders from
Spain.

They functioned as communes, with everyone sharing

the work and the benefits and the Indians depending upon the
missionaries for their economic development, education and
social support.

Conversion to Catholicism and assimilation

of the Spanish culture were two aspects of the same process.
The fiesta system in California was not as strong as in
Central and South Mexico (Cuevas, 1946; Sandoval, 1983).
The areas most abandoned by the missionaries were what
is now Texas and New Mexico.

North American Catholics were

allowed into Texas as colonists, but they received no at-
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tention either from the Mexican dioceses or from North
America.

While Mexico was still being reorganized as a new

nation, Anglo-Americans in Texas started a process of independence from Mexico and annexation to the United States.
In 1846 President Polk declared war againt Mexico, with the
intention of taking over Texas as the first link of a chain
that would end with the conquest of all of the recently
independent Mexican nation (Sandoval, 1983).
The war was bloody and painful, with the loss of at
least a third of the Mexican territory to the United States.
The war lasted two years, ending with the Treaty of Guadalupe
Hidalgo in 1848.

The treaty guaranteed to all Mexicans who

lived in the conquered territories the right to maintain
their culture, lands and political rights.

Mexican-Americans

became North · Am~rican -: citizens as a minor.i ty ·dominated ·by
conquest (Lopez y Rivas, 1973; Romano, 1971; Serv1n, 1974;
Stevens, 1970).

Mexican people living in California when

the annexation took place called themselves "Californios,
Mexicans, or Mexican Californios"

{Sandoval, 1983).

In 1850, J. A. Alemany, a Spanish Dominican who was
sympathetic to Mexican Californios, was appointed Bishop of
California, with its See in Monterey.

Alemany promoted the

establishment of a Franciscan novitiate in Santa Barbara and
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brought priests from Spain to add to the 35 he found upon
his arrival.

Bishop T. Amat, a Spaniard, was appointed

successor to Alemany in 1855.

Amat did not accept the mesti-

zo Catholicism of the Californios, and in 1856 he issued a
pastoral letter strongly criticizing it.

He entered into a

violent controversy with the Catholic Hispanics and the
Franciscans.

This conflict caused pain and problems to the

Spanish speaking people in California (Sandoval, 1983).
In 1853, the Archdiocese of San Francisco was formed
with Irish priests in most of its important posts.
became the center of California Catholicism.

Soon it

When the dio-

cese of Grass Valley (Sacramento) was formed in 1870, an
Irish Bishop was appointed.

Mexican people, who had become

a minority, were discriminated against by the Irish immigrants
and isolated in their barrios.

Most of the bishops and

priests considered the mestizo culture of California inferior
and rejected their type of mestizo Catholicism.

In addition,

the old animosity between England and Spain, between Protestants and Roman Catholics surfaced in California reinforcing
the rejection of the Mexican Californios by the general Anglo
and Irish American population.
live, work, play, and worship

Mexicans were supposed to
apart (Sandoval, 1983).

The

isolation and discrimination of the official church fostered
a popular Catholicism centered in religious practices and
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traditions that were kept at home

(Sandoval, 1983; Soto,

1979).
The Guarantees of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo were
worthless.

Most of the lands owned by the Californios

ended up in the hands of Anglo speculators and special
taxes were imposed on Spanish speaking miners.

No jury

would indict or convict an Anglo for killing or raping a
Mexican, and the testimony of Mexicans and Indians had no
standing in court (Sandoval, 1983).
The majority of the Mexican Californios lived at the
subsistence and under poverty level, and feelings of disgrace,
shame, shyness, and bitterness were common.

However, the

Hispanic culture was not completely uprooted; its language,
traditions, and religion were kept alive in the barrios.

In

the 1900's in Oxnard in Los Angeles, Chicanos and Japanese
united and struck for better conditions in their jobs

(Ma-

ciel, 1976; Sandoval, 1983; Serv{n, 1974; Soto, 1978, 1979;
Stevens, 1970).
Little Hispanic migration took place from 1848 to 1910.
Usually people who came during those years were from the
state of Sonora, in Mexico, and came to work in the gold
mines of Northern California

(Servin, 1974).
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The Birth of a Second Mestizaje:

1910-1960

By the end of the nineteenth century and the beginning
of the twentieth century, Mexico underwent great conflicts
and restructuring, with significant consequences in the life
of the country, of the church, and of the people.

As a re-

sult, there was a great migration to the United States.
fact,

In

82 percent of Mexican migration to the United States

during the first half of this century occurred from 1900 to
1925 (Alvarez, 1983; Gamio, 1930, 1931; Grebler et al.
1970).

Mexican immigrants

were seeking peace, freedom,

economic prosperity, and · nearness to their families and
friends who lived in the previous Mexican territory.
Mexican American mestizaje
facts of Mexican history.

was

influenced by several

Cuevas (1947), Lopez Moctezuma

(1968, 1970), and Meyer (1973, 1974) described some of these
facts:
1. The Reform Movement in Mexico with a separation of
State and church.
2. The declaration of the Mexican Constitution of 1857
with its anti-religious articles attacking the freedom and
religious feelings of the people.
3. The reaction of Catholic Mexicans to the antireligious constitution, with the excommunication of the
liberals from the church and the fight of the laity--mainly
"campesinos''

(peasants)--against the government in a
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religious war called "Guerra de los Religioneros."
4. The period of peace (1860-1910) under the government
of General Porfirio D{az, recognized as the "Paz Porfiriana"
(Porfirian Peace) because of Porfirio's conciliatory politics between government and church.

His government favored

socio-economic development and the renewal of the church.
This renewal was prompted by Pope Leo XIII's social
teachings.

These circumstances favored social and civic

actions, such as the birth of the Catholic party, the
formation of trade unions among "campesinos" and "obreros"
(peasants and industrial workers), and a tendency toward
the socialization of some church ministries.

The priests

in rural areas had multiple roles: pastors, counselors,
teachers, social workers, evangelists, catechists, and
social activists.

The people turned to them practically

for everything they needed.
5. The Mexican Revolution (1910-1920) and the subsequent religious persecution (1920-1930) caused the expatriation of all but one bishop and the killing of priests,
nuns, and lay people.

The profanation and destruction of

the churches was widespread.

Mexican prelates, involved in

a complex political game with the Mexican government, the
United States, and Rome, united in their goals, but divided
in their means, finally responded to the crisis with the
"suspension de cultos"

(cessation of church services).

The
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laity, chiefly the "campesinos", reacted with another religious war called "La Cristiada", whereas the more educated laity were involved in organizing political actions
to change the Constitution.

As a counter

~eaction,

more anti-

religious articles were added to the Constitution in 1917.
These articles limited the action of the church to
the interior of the temples and homes.

Religious schools

were banned by the Constitution and the teaching of doctrine
was reduced also to the temples and homes.
to teach religion in any school.

It was prohibited

Catholic schools were

threatened with disappearance.
6. Rural areas

(with 80 percent of the total population)

were without pastoral attention.

The persecution aroused

"apasionada" (with all the heart) defense of their faith,
even without real knowledge of its content and meaning.
Faith was kept by popular expressions and home traditions.
The laity involved in political action, demoralized by the
impossibility of changing the Constitution, turned to a
conciliatory approach with the government.

Both the govern-

ment and the people made concessions and arrived at informal
agreements which allowed the people to practice their faith,
although they were always under the pressure of an antireligious Constitution.*
* This pressure continues today because the Constitution
has not been -changed.
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Meanwhile, in California, the hierarchy was building
hospitals, churches, universities, and schools.

But this

growth did not reach the Hispanics, voiceless in the organization of the "Anglo" church, and considered objects of
charity and liability.

In an official document, Archbishop

Hanna opposed unrestricted migration on the grounds that
Mexicans drained their charities, were a large proportion of
the jail population, affected the health of the community
adversely, required special attention, were of low intelligence, diminished the percentage of the white population,
and remained foreign

(Sandoval, 1983).

Between 1900-1945

Catholic Hispanics in California had practically no bishops
or priests ministering to them in their own language.
Franciscan seminaries demanded German but no Spanish.

Only

one Spanish Jesuit carne to the archdiocese of San Francisco
during those years, and only one priest was trained in
Mexico for 97 years.

Hispanics who entered into the priest-

hood had to abandon their own language and become completely
assimilated into the "Anglo" culture if they were to succeed
(Sandoval, 1983; Soto, 1978, 1979).
Mexican workers, as well as Japanese rural workers,
suffered labor injustices.

Several strikes were organized

under Mexican leadership after 1883.

In 1927 the first

stable organization of Mex ican workers was formed in Cali-
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fornia, and in 1928 several Mexican unions were integrated
into the "Confederaci6n de Uniones Obreras Mexicanas" in Los
Angeles.

Neither the Anglo-American workers, nor the Catho-

lic church joined their struggle (Maciel, 1976; Sandoval,
1983).
Segregation in so-called "Indian or Mexican schools"
was common from 1848-1945.

Mexicans fought in the courts

and in 1945 "forced segregation" was declared illegal.
However,
nomic and

"de facto" segregation continued because of eco~ocial

discrimination.

Violation of freedom was

common, including the enforced use of "English only" in classroom and schools yards

(Maciel, 1976; Sandoval, 1983).

Between 1930-1939 a huge deportation of people of
Mexican origin, including permanent residents and United
States citizens, was undertaken because of the Great Depression.

However, the need for new workers appeared soon,

and the "Bracero" program (1942-47 and 1951-64) brought a
large number of legal and illegal migrant workers to fill
temporary agricultural and industrial jobs

(Grebler, 1970;

L6pez y Rivas, 1973; Stevenp, 1970).
The continuous influx of Mexican immigrants harmed the
Hispanics living in the United States because of their competitian in the job market.

The fact that there always has

existed a first generation of Mexicans has caused special
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difficulties for the acculturation and integration of the
Hispanics in California in contrast with other ethnic groups
who have been integrated into the mainstream by their second
or third generation (Maciel, 1976).
In 1940 the Hispanic population was 15 percent urban
and 85 percent rural, but with World War II the proportion
was reversed, and 80 percent of Hispanics lived in cities.
The war brought significant changes for the Hispanics who
were the largest ethnic group enrolled in the armed forces,
and also the most decorated with the Medal of Honor (Sandoval, 1983).

New opportunities for economic development

appeared for the Hispanics as Anglo-Americans gained new
perspectives regarding the Hispanics, and the Hispanics acquired assertiveness, were prouder in the self-awareness
and less prone to accept the indignities of the past.

On

the other hand, life in the cities broke them away from the
"cultural niches"

(closed cultural environments) they had

had in their barrios, and constant confrontations with the
dominant group caused a greater need for assimilation in
order to survive (Acuna, 1972; Nava, 1973; Sandoval, 1983;
Servin, 1974; Soto, 1979; Trejo, 1979).
The first official awakening of a group of Catholics
in the American church regarding the needs of Catholic
Hispanics, chiefly Mexican-Americans, began in 1943 in San
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Antonio, Te x as, with a meeting of Mexican American priests.
Their conclusions included a request for economic and social
development, but they cautioned against any separate organization or parish for Me x ican Americans.

As a result, the

Bishop's Committee for the Spanish Speaking was created in
1945 (Sandoval, 1983; Segundo Encuentro, 1977; Soto, 1979).
Liberation Struggle, Church Renewal, and Education
for Ministry:

1960-1986

Church officials have estimated the population explosion
among the Hispanics at 3 million in 1947, 8 million in 1962,
14.4 million in 1975, and 19 to 20 million today.

This popu-

lation explosion, together with the increasing awareness of
the church regarding the specific pastoral needs of the
Hispanics and the ecclesiastic reforms of the 60's,
ushered in a new era for the Hispanics (Sandoval, 1983).
The Bishops' Committee for the Spanish Speaking drew
attention to the needs of the Hispanic people through four
provincial offices of social and spiritual welfare that were
created in 1945.

These offices, one of them in Los Angeles,

raised awareness of the oppression and e x ploitation suffered
by Hispanics. They worked to eliminate discrimination and
prejudice and they created programs for social, educational,
and economic betterment.

In 1952, the Committee began to
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address the needs of the migrants and became active in helping to unionize the farmworkers.
In 1950 a group of priests, authorized by the Archbishop
of San Francisco, created the Spanish Mission Band to minister
to the 150,000 rural Hispanics in the archdiocese.

Called

"priests of the poor", these priests broke away from traditional and institutional approaches, traveled extensively
preaching social justice and were involved in union meetings
and the development of lay leadership.

The Band was active

until 1962 when it was dissolved by the archdiocese's
chancellor as a result of the pressure from growers who
accused these priests of being Communists and threatened to
eliminate their financial support to the church (Sandoval,
1983).
The Second Vatican Council

(1962-1965) encouraged the

development of evangelization and liturgical expressions
based upon the specific culture and needs of each group.
This focus reinforced the Hispanic struggle for social
justice, integral education, evangelization, catechesis, and
pastoral care in their own language and culture.

At the

same time, it promoted renewal and transformation within the
entire Catholic

churc~.

The awareness of the social meaning of the Gospel, the
pride of Hispanic heritage and the discovery of self-
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identity caused "El Movimiento Chicano" to flourish in the
60's.

A movement of struggle for liberation, "El Movimiento''

was subsequent to the Black Movement; but, whereas the Black
Movement originated with church leadership and was headed by
religious leaders, "El Movimiento Chicano" came from lay
people and official church support had to be promoted and
organized (Sandoval, 1983).
Cesar Chavez, a lay leader trained by the Spanish Mission
Band and supported by a few Catholic priests, started the
unionizing of farm workers.

The movement gained the support

of Protestants involved in the California Migrant Ministry
and Chavez issued a powerful challenge to the Catholic Church
to support them, not with theories arid concepts of social
justice, but with commitment to serve them and be present
with them

(Chavez~

1971).

A few bishops, priests, and sisters were "converted" to
the Hispanic cause in the late 60's.

In 1969 the National

Conference of Catholic Bishops established an Ad Hoc Committee on Farm Labor to deal with farm workers' unionizing
efforts.

The Committee started with a mediator role and

ended as a real advocate in the disputes.
picketed with Chavez' strikers in 1973.

Several bishops
When the California

AgriculturalLabor Relations Act was passed by the legislature
in 1975, Father Roger Mahony, today the Archbishop of Los
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Angeles, was named the president of the Agricultural Labor
Relations Board established by the Act (Sandoval, 1983; El
Heraldo Catolico, 1985).
Sandoval

(1983) and Soto (1978, 1979) dated the birth

of the Chicano movement that started within the church at
around the same time.

Mexican American priests, confronted

by these events, analyzed their place in the church and
became aware of the hunger for liberation and justice when
they realized that no other minority was .do deprived of
leaders.

Blacks had one priest for every 4,300 Catholics;

the United States as a whole had one priest for every 800
Catholics; there was one Hispanic priest for every 61,000
Catholic Hispanics, and several were serving other ethnic
groups.

In the . late 60's, Fr. Juan Romero, in Los Angeles,

was not permitted to celebrate the Mass in Spanish, even
though 80 percent of the parish confessions and 90 percent
of the calls were in Spanish (Sandoval, 1983).
Sandoval

(1983) and Soto (1978, 1979) comment on

further events in the life of the Chicano movement within
the church.

In 1969, Mexican American priests in San

Antonio organized "PADRES"

(Priests Associated for Religious,

Educational, and social Rights) to be the "voice of the
voiceless".

They wrote the bishops asking for the assign-

ment of a Spanish speaking priest in Spanish speaking
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parishes, subsidies for low income parishes, adaptation of
the liturgy to the Hispanic culture, and revision of the
curriculum in the seminaries.

Subsequently, an association

of Mexican American Religious Sisters called "HERMANAS" was
created.

They worked for the liberation of one thousand

Mexican nuns reduced to domestic service in convents and who
were deprived of pastoral ministry.
dades Eclesiales de Base"

(CEB)

They developed "Comuni-

(Basic Ecclesial Communi ties),

promoted lay leadership for social change, and fostered
education of Hispanic Sisters for pastoral ministry.
Confronting oppression in the church was a traumatic
experience for the Hispanics who had always loved and respected the church.

Church leadership was critized, some

chanceries were picketed, churches were painted with graffiti,
popular demonstrations were organized, etc.

An exodus of

Hispanics to other religious denominations started, not
because the Hispanics rejected their faith, but mainly
because of the poor service they received from their
parishes.
In 1964 the National Office of Spanish Speaking was
formed in San Antonio, and several Hispanic regional offices,
institutes and diocesan councils began to appear across the
nation.

The first independent diocesan council for the

Spanish speaking was instituted in Stockton, California, in
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1968.

These offices were engaged in social, economic, edu-

cational, and spiritual tasks.
the caseloads were enormous;

The problems were urgent;
and the lack of trained

Hispanic leadership was evident.
In 1971, the National Office for Spanish Speaking was
moved to Washington, D.C. as a division of the Department of
Social Development and the World Bureau of the United States
Catholic Conference (USCC).

Its Director, Pablo Sedillo, a

lay leader from Fresno, California, had lobbied in the different departments of the USCC and in Congress.

In 1974,

Sedillo successfully helped to transform the office into a
Secretariat.

He has been highly supportive of the develop-

ment of Hispanic ministry and a decisive element in the
"Encuentro Movement"
have been:

(Sandoval, 1983).

Sedillo's main goals

(a) to move from social assistance services to

a fully pastoral service that enables people to become
conscious builders of their own history,

(b) to increase the

number of professional ministers for the Hispanics; and (c)
to invite Hispanic organizations and leaders to participate
in this historical enterprise.

The role of the National

Office is to be the key to the motor, while the motor itself is the Hispanic people and their genuine leaders (Segundo Encuentro, 1977).
The Encuentro Movement was promoted by Sedillo, Fr.
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Edgar Beltran, and Bishop Joseph Bernadin of Chicago.

Its

purpose was to bring together the leaders of the church and
Spanish speaking people at local and national levels for a
dialogue and team work on Hispanic pastoral needs

(Sandoval,

1983).
The Primer Encuentro Nacional Hispano de Pastoral was
held in Washington, D.C., in 1972.

One Hispanic bishop and

250 priests and religious delegates participated.

The 74

conclusions demanded a greater participation of the Spanish
speaking in leadership and decision making at all levels
within the American church.

The reaction of the bishops

varied: some were enthusiastic, others were indifferent or
defensive.

This caused different responses to the idea of

repeating the process at the regional and diocesan level.
Only three out of twelve episcopal regions and 15 out of
156 dioceses held their own "Encuentro".

However, the influ-

ence of the Primer Encuentro was strong because it put together progressive Hispanics and pro-Hispanic bishops,
priests, and religious brothers and sisters.

It revitalized

the apostolic movements and favored the "Comunidades Eclesiales de Base" with the changes in mentality and structures
they imply (Sandoval, 1983; Segundo Encuentro, 1977).
The "Segundo Encuentro" was held in 1977, also in
Washington, D.C.

Preparatory meetings at the local diocesan
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and regional levels were held.

Nearly 50 bishops and 1,200

persons --a large proportion of them lay persons-- were
present to analyze Hispanic's pastoral priorities.

The main

priority was Evangelization, subdivided into different areas
for its consideration:
1. Ministries for Evangelization

2. Evangelization and Human Rights
3. Evangelization and Integral Education

4. Evangelization and Political Responsibility, and
5. Evangelization and Unity in Pluralism

A request for an integral education of all Hispanics,
especially the alienated people

(people who do not partici-

pate fully in society or in the church) was made within each
of the five areas.

Specific demands for the education of

ministers were also strong in most of the areas

(Segundo En-

cuentro, 1977).
Other important factors that have influenced the Hispanics have been:
1. The renewal of the church in Latin America, fostered
by the CELAM (Conferencia Episcopal Latino Americana/Latin
American Conference of Bishops) --with its two major meetings in Medell{n, Colombia (1968) and Puebla, Mexico {1977).
2. Liberation Theology which promotes a preferential
option for the poor, with important changes in focus and
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methods of ministry

(Gutierrez, 1973, 1980; Medellin,

1968; Puebla, 1977)

(Eagleson, 1980).

3. The Mexican American Cultural Center,
Texas, founded by Fr. Elizondo.

(MACC) , in

This center addresses

the socio-economic, psycho-cultural, and religious reality
relating it to pastoral and liturgical ministries; fosters
dialogue between ministers and the people; develops
courses and educational materials with laity, priests,
religious, and bishops attending the courses; brings
together theologians from all over the world, especially
from Latin America.

Chicano liberation theology was born

in MACC, with Fr. Elizondo being its major exponent
(Sandoval, 1983).
4. Lay movements such as "Cursillos de Cristiandad"
(Christianity short courses), Christian Family Movement,
Marriage Encounter,

and the Charismatic Renewal that touch

the Hispanic where they live and meet some of their
religious and social needs
5.

(Sandoval, 1982).

RECOSS (Region Eleven Commission of the Spanish

Speaking) was founded in 1974 as a consultative body to
the bishops in California.

It started exclusively

with priests ministering to the Hispanics, currently it
includes religious sisters and lay ministers.

RECOSS has

promoted the formation of Hispanic offices, departments
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or divisions of Hispanic Catechesis and Youth Ministry in
all the dioceses; facilitated continuous interdiocesan
dialogue and support, and carried out educational projects
at the regional level, through working committees

(Encuentro

Regional, 1985; RECOSS, 1982; Reflexion Teologica, 1984).
Today, most of the dioceses in California have programs
of education for ministry among the Hispanics.
most common programs are:

Some of the

(a) catechists and master cate-

chists formation, with the same guideliness and certification
standards as their English counterparts
and (b)

(Guidelines, 1980)

formation for Hispanic youth leadership, now in the

process of establishing similar guidelines and certification
standards as those of the catechists

(Propuesta, 1984).

Special efforts to educate ministers for evangelization
have been made at regional levels by the "Equipo M6vil de
Evangelizacion"

(Evangelization Mobile Team).

Awareness of

the need for pastoral planning and basic training for
evangelization has been raised through workshops in most of
the dioceses.

The possibility of certifying evangelizers is

also under study (Certification, 1985; Evaluation, 1985;
RECOSS, 1982, 1984) and the California Hispanic Pastoral
Institute has been created as a means to educate Hispanics
for ministry (California Hispanic, 1985).
The beginning of the 80's was characterized by the
publication of several pastoral letters regarding Hispanics.
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Hispanic bishops issued the first one in 1982 (Los Obispos,
1982).

The second --the most extensive and detailed-- was

from Archbishop Roger Mahony of Los Angeles, at that time
Bishop of Stockton (Mahony, 1983).
statements followed
Statement, 1983).

Several more letters and

(Garmendia and Valero, [n.d.] ; Pastoral
The most important one was issued by the

National Conference of Catholic Bishops.

It is titled "The

Hispanic Presence Challenge and Commitment".

At the end of

the letter, the bishops convened Hispanic people for the
"Tercer Encuentro Nacional de Pastoral Hispana"

(Third

National Hispanic Pastoral Encounter), asking them to raise
their prophetic voice (The Hispanic Presence, Challenge and
Commitment, 1983).
The process of the "Tercer Encuentro'' started in 1983
with leadership training and an evaluation of the "Segundo
Encuentro".
1984.

A grassroots consultation took place in early

Based on diocesan consultation and reflection, a National

theme was proposed at the end of 1984 and studied at the
diocesan and regional levels in early 1985.

The Regional

Encuentro in California was held in Fresno in May, 1985,
with the attendance of 450 delegates, most of them lay
persons.

Of 15 proposals sent to the National Encuentro,

seven asked specifically for education for ministry, seven
asked for integral education for all the Hispanic people,
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especially the alienated, and four more asked for Hispanic
ministers capable of responding to their needs, especially
in the area of social justice (Encuentro Regional, 1985).
The Third Hispanic National Pastoral Encuentro was celebrated in Washington, D.C., in August, 1985.

The need to edu-

cate Hispanics for leadership positions, diverse ministries
and overall integral Christian formation was emphasized repeatedly (Tercer Encuentro, 1985).
Summary
The great majority of the Catholic Hispanic population
in California is from Mesoamerica, and people of Mexican
origin constitute by far the largest subgroup.

The Spanish

colonization process in all Latin America implied a Catholic
evangelization that, because of the very religious nature of
the prehispanic mesoamerican cultures, gave place to a
cultural and religious mestizaje.
All Mexicans and Spaniards living in California became
United States citizens with the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo
in 1848.

Large waves of Mexican migration took place during

the first half of this century, looking for economic
political betterment.

and

In general, Hispanics in California

suffered racial discrimination, had few opportunities for
their own development, and lacked appropriate pastoral servvices from the Catholic church.

Therefore, the transmission
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of their faith and their religious practices were kept at home.
During the last thirty years an awareness of the Hispanic presence and pastoral needs have increased in the church.
Strong efforts on the part of the bishops, clergy, sisters,
and laity are presently being made in order to better serve
the Catholic Hispanic population who constitute approximately
75 percent of the Catholic population in California.

The

need for appropriate education, leadership, and ministers
among the Hispanics has been of great concern to pastors.
Today, the Catholic church in California is endeavoring to
educate and serve the Hispanics.

As a result, programs,

courses, and workshops are provided in all the dioceses in
order to educate the Hispanics for different types of lay
ministry.
The following section will review main theological,
pastoral, and educational foundations on which CEMH is based.
The last two sections of this chapter will provide information from studies conducted on education for lay ministry
and on the cultural, psychological, and educational characteristics of the Hispanics.
Theological, Pastoral, and
Educational Foundations
A brief review of some aspects of Hispanic history in
California was presented in the previous section in order to
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provide a background for understanding the reasons and needs
of CEMH.

This section provides the Catholic, pastoral, and

educational perspective with which CEMH in California is
usually undertaken.

Basic foundations from the Scriptures

and the teachings of the church are presented, as well as
some key considerations regarding adult religious education
of the laity.
The recent efforts of the Catholic church in providing
education for ministry among Hispanics spring from the
Second Vatican Council's call to renew the church and from
the awareness among the bishops and Hispanic people of the
Hispanic presence in the church and their pastoral needs.
The Vatican II Council

(1962-1965), aware of the

priestly, prophetic, and kingly-servant ministries inherent
to all Christians, and conscious of the complexity and
urgency of the pastoral needs in the modern world, issued a
call for improving the nature of ministry within the church.
Jesus' ministry and the ministry of the primitive church
were to be the model, said Vatican II.

The Decree on the

Apostolate of Lay People and the Constitution on the Church
and the Modern World emphasized the role of the lay person
in the consecration of the world through evangelization and
sanctification of the temporal order and as the necessary
conditions for building God's Kingdom on earth (Vatican II,
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A.A., 6,7,9,13; G.S., 40,42,43).

The changes that followed

Vatican II renewal were geared to set the foundation for
those lay ministries that are formally recognized as such
by the hierarchy and which are the subject of specific preparation.
Ministry in Scriptures
The concept of "ministry" is found in the Scriptures
since the time of Moses

(Ex. 24, 13).

The understanding of

this concept has evolved through history .and there have been
changes in the types of activities that flow from these
evolving visions of "ministry".

Despite these variations,

a common denominator is always found.

Ministry was consider-

ed as service to the community in the name of God; therefore,
it was usually related to the religious services rendered by
kings, prophets, and priests (Is. 61, 6; Jb. 1, 9; Lk. 1, 9;
Eph. 44, 11).

Jesus clearly reinforced and clarified this

idea when He expressed that He came to serve and not to be
served and that, according to God's will, if people wanted
to follow Him it was by serving their brothers and sisters
(Mk. 10, 42-55).
In the beginnings of the church, the concept of
ministry as service was applied to different circumstances
ood diverse aspects of Christianity.

Paul considered him-

self a minister of God, the Spirit and the church, as well
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as a minister of the gospel and reconciliation (2 Cor. 5, 18:
6, 3-9; Col. 1, 23.25; Eph. 3, 7).

Lay people and deacons

who served at the Table and/or served the poor were considered ministers (Acts 6, 1.4; 11, 29; 12, 25; 1 Cor. 16, 11; 2
Cor. 8, 4; 9, 1-9's).
A diversity of charisms was given by the Spirit to work
in the ministry of the church (1 Cor. 12, 5; Eph. 4, 12).
Ministers received special gifts in their personality and
education (Acts 6, 3; 1 Tm. 3, 1-·12; 4, 16; Ti. 1, 6-9) and
were united by these charisms because all of them were given
for the common good (1 Cor. 12, 7).

Some of these charisms

were related to the church and others to the community.
Apostles, prophets, doctors, evangelizers, and pastors were
ministers of the church (1 Cor. 12, 7), while teachers,
healers, leaders, counselors, and people helping in discerning were ministers of the community (1 Cor. 12, 8ss; Rom.
12, 7ss).

Community-oriented ministries sometimes were

recognized as formal ministries of the church, but usually
they were considered as the ministry of the laity in the
consecration of the world.
The apostles participated in Jesus' ministry and mission by preaching, baptizing, witnessing, healing, serving,
leading, and uniting the community.

They were considered

same as Jesus, as the light, the stone or foundation, the
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p~stor,

the door, etc. who served the community and thereby

opened for it the life with God (Mt. 5, 14, 16; Jn. 8, 12;
9, 5; Eph. 2, 20; 5, 8; Me. 12, 10).
Several ministries of governing needed by the communities gradually integrated the hierarchical ministry of
the church which was exercised by the ''presbiteroi",
"diakonai'', and "episkopai".

These ministries sprang from

the same charismatic principles as any other ministry and
were considered merely as one way of doing Christ's ministry.
Thus, ministers are

in the first place the ones who proclaim

the Word (Act. 6, 4; Lc. 1, 2), evangelize

(Rom. 15, 16; Col.

1, 23; Phil, 2, 22) and who are specifically in service to
the community (Act.

6, 1-4; Rom. 12, 7, 9, 13)

(Leon-Dufour;

1980; New American Bible, 1970).
The Church, Its Mission and Ministry
Sanchez

(1985), in his analysis of ministry in the very

primitive church, found no polarization between ministers
and non-ministers.

All the people shared the responsibility

of continuing Jesus' mission and being of service to the
Christian community and the world.

That is why the primi-

tive church had the experience of the richness and diversity
of charismatic activity and was really missionary.

Ministry

evolved and adapted itself to diverse circumstances, even
the notion oj "apostle" suffered modifications throughout
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time and space in the New Testament.
fixed and finished model of ministry.

Jesus did not leave a
The only constant and

fixed characteristic of ministry is that it was and is understood as service, including the ministry of ecclesiastic
authority.

All ministries flow from the charisms and coin-

cide with them.

They are understood as a vocation to serve

the people of God, and they exist by the power of the Lord
and the Holy Spirit.

The church, obedient to God's action in

her, evangelizes through diverse ministries, without being
the source or agent of the ministries.
Ministry is essentially functional, says Sanchez (1985).
Its function is loving Christian service.

It consists of

"being" servant and not of "doing" service or possessing
power.

Ministries should not be seen as tasks to accomplish,

but as living symbols of Christ.

Only in this way is the

church the "Sacrament of Christ", the one which makes possible salvation through the building of the Kingdom of God.
In Catholic theology, the church has been defined as
the Body of Christ because the life of Christ is communicated to all the members of the church through their participation in one unique Spirit.

The Spirit unites the members

themselves and with Christ by communion and participation.
The church in this way constitutes the universal sacrament
of salvation, the sign and instrument of intimate union
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with God and the whole human race

(Puebla, 1979; Vatican II:

A.A. 12; L.G. 1-8; 12; 32).
The mission of the church is to continue the mission of
Jesus --prophet, priest, and servant king-- (the concept of
servant-king is used to indicate the type of Jesus' serving
leadership in contrast with the dominating type of leadership
of the kings) to bring about God's kingdom.

To realize its

mission, the church proclaims and teaches God's word, celebrates the sacred ministeries, and serves humanity.

In other

words, the mission of the church is to evangelize, that is,
to announce and make alive the good news that the Kingdom of
God is here (Evangelii Nutiandi, 1979; Sharing, 1977: 30;
Vatican II: L.G. 5, 1975).
In order to fulfill the church's mission, the Spirit infuses a diversity of charisms among its members, and thereby
God calls everyone in general, and each one in particular, to
service.

Church and ministry are realities that imply each

other necessarily (Sanchez, 1985; Vatican II: G.S. 12).
Corresponding to the three aspects of the church's mission
and existing to serve it are three main areas of ministry:
the ministry of the word, the ministry of worship, and
the ministry of service (Puebla, 1979: 805; Sharing, 1977:
3 0) •

Ministry is the church in action.

The ideology and de-
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velopment of ministry depends on Ecclesiology, mainly on the
structural and organizational model of the church (Marins,
1976; Permanent Deacons, 1983; Sanchez, 1985).
Doohan (1984), analysed different lay theologies, models
of the church, and lay spirituality from
present.

Vatican II to the

His review -makes evident that these theologies,

models, and spiritualities have resulted in diverse understandings of ministry within the church, leading to different
types of ministerial actions.
The close relationship between ministry and the world is
confirmed

in numerous church documents which underscore the

need to discern the signs of the times, to know and understand the culture and needs of the people, and the specific
characteristics of the population in order to enhance the
ministry to them (Medellin, 1968; Puebla, 1979; Sharing,
1977; Vatican II: G.S. 1965).

Furthermore, these documents

express the relationship between ministry and personal and
social development and the need to renew the pastoral
structures of the church in order to promote a Christian
human development for all people, especially the poor.
Ministry must be appropriate to each culture precisely
because the church is not linked to any particular race or
culture.

Ministry enters into communion with the diverse

cultures, infusing them with the values of the Gospel.

Faith
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and culture are two different realities: therefore, the
Gospel is not identified with any culture.

However, the

Kingdom of God announced in the Gospel is lived by people
deeply immersed in a particular culture and is experienced
through the elements of that culture.

The Gospel must reach

and transform judgement criteria, determine and shape values,
points of interest, lines of thought, sources of inspiration,
and life models in all cultures
Vatican II: G.S. 58-59).

(Evangelii Nutiandi, 19-20;

Culture must be subordinated to

the integral development of the person and to the common
good of the community and of the entire society.

The

character of the culture cannot be determined by any authority.

On the contrary, the authority must promote the means

and conditions to foster the cultural life of all different
groups.
Because of the secular character of the world, lay
people are called upon to exercise their ministry as leaven
in the world, impregnating the whole temporal order with
the evangelic spirit in order to consecrate the world
(Vatican II: AA, 2, 5; L.G. 31).
the church and in the world.

Lay ministry e x ists within
In both cases, it is aimed at

fostering renewal of the social order through the liberation of the servanthood that allows the participation of
all people in the freedom of God's children. Lay ministry
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promotes the kingdom of truth,

justice, peace, and love

(Vatican II: AA 7,9; L.G. 36).
Deacons, as ordained ministers, are called to serve in
special ways in the administration of the sacraments and in
the ministry of the word (Vatican II: LG 29; CD 15).
The Permanent Deacons Guidelines
ministry as:

The

(1984), described their

(a) being in direct collaboration with their

bishops and in communion with their bishops and fellow
priests;

(b) being a ministry of love and justice, aiming to

meet the needs of the needy and addressing the structural
and institutional causes of poverty;

(c) proclaiming the

Word by teaching, preaching, counseling, sponsoring retreats,
etc.;

(d) participating in the Liturgy in special ways,

preaching and performing liturgical roles such as solemn
baptizing, witnessing marriages, bringing Viaticum to the
dying, etc.

On occasions deacons assume roles as pastors

or leaders of small Christian communities.

The deaconate

is always in service to the particular needs of local
communities of faith.
In summary, the Vatican Council as a great theological
redirecting of the church, caused an ecclesial conversion
that has led to today's concept of ministry.

The church was

rediscovered as a community living in the heart of the world
in order to minister to the world.

Community, incarnation
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and ministry are mutually interrelated, giving birth to a
new missionary life in the church (Doohan, 1984).
Goals in Education for Ministry
For all Christians involved in ministry, the most profound questions of humankind and, therefore, of ministry,
are answered by examining the life of Jesus.

He enhances

the person and gives new meaning to humankind through salvation and the realization of all humanity's vocation
children of God.

as

Hence, men a nd women direct themselves

towards their full development and the growing affirmation
of their dignity and rights.

This development is possible

only with the exercise of freedom, which implies moral conscience, freedom of election, and the essential equality of
men and women and of all humankind (Vatican II: G.S., 01,
02, 16-17, 29-30, 41).
In 1965, Pope Paul VI said that Christians have to work
in order "to permit the passage from less human life conditions to more human life conditions".

A Christian integral

human development, focused on the person as well as on
society is necessary to accomplish pope Paul VI's goal.

It

is through personal conversion, a life according to gospel
values, and the transformation of society that the Kingdom
will be developed.

A liberating education, by which the

person converts him/herself into the conscious author of
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his/her own development, is the key to the liberation from
any servitude and is needed for Christian integral development
(Freire, 1970; Medellin, 1968; Puebla, 1979; Tercer Encuentro, 1985) .
Therefore, education must:

(a) go deeply into the con-

science of human dignity, favor personal development, and
promote a community experience;

(b) be open to dialogue,

looking for the enrichment of the values that the youth
sense and discover, promoting the understanding between
adults and youth;

(c) affirm local and national peculiar-

ities, integrating them in a pluralist unity at the
national and world levels; and (d) enable a continuous and
organic change necessary to any development (Medellin, 1968,
4. 8) .

In order to accomplish this type of education it is
necessary to:

(a) consider the students' own problems,

needs, and situations;

(b) help them value their decisive

mission in the transformation of society;

(c) recognize the

special role played by youth groups in bridging the gap between adults and young people;

(d) analyze gospel values

and differentiate them from values opposed to them;

(e)

teach and permit self-criticism to develop a critical sense
of the world, promoting in this way truth and authenticity;
and (f) ensure basic education to each and every person.
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Education must be integral.

It should emphasize the values

of conversion, intelligence, volition, conscience, fraternity, and freedom (Medellin, 1968: 4.4., 4.8, 4.15; Vatican
II: G.S.

60-61).

Education for ministry has to be comprehensive.

In

addition to the formation common to all Christians, it needs
to be specific to the needs of the particular community to
be served (Puebla, 1979: 827-834; Vatican II: A.A. 28).
General basic education must include the following:

(a)

human formation so that the person is healthy pschologically
and emotionally and able to adjust to the culture and society in which he/she lives;

(b) teachings on how to live the

mission of Christ and the Church;

(c) doctrinal, moral,

theological, and philosophical preparation;

(d) general

culture, in its theoretical, practical, and technical aspects;

(e) promotion of authentic human values that enable

good human relations; hence, "convivencia"
collaboration, and dialogue;

(life sharing),

(f) not only theoretical in-

struction but practical ways to see, to judge, and to act
according to the faith;

(g) growing and perfection of one-

self through service to others;

(h) continuous formation

that follows the maturation process of the person and the
evolution of problems and situations; and (i) a harmonic
formation that maintains the unity and integrity of the
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human person (Vatican II: A.A. 29).
Specific education, adapted to the several different
aspects of ministry is also needed.

For example: to pre-

evangelize, one must learn how to prepare the ground for
the gospel message by considering and attending basic needs
of security, affection, acceptance, growth, and intellectual
development (Sharing, 1977: 34).

To evangelize, one must

learn how to arouse the beginnings of the faith, eliciting
an interior change or conversion of the personal and social
conscience of the person

(Sharing, 1977: 3 4) .

It is also

necessary to learn how to dialogue with believers about
Jesus and His message, to understand the controversial aspects of the Gospel and learn to deal with them (Vatican II:
A.A. 29).
In catechetical ministry, one must learn how to foster
a mature faith and incarnate the Gospel in daily life.

To

make the faith alive, it is necessary to adapt the teachings
to the character, aptitude, age and life conditions of the
people.

The content of the teaching must be founded in the

Sacred Scriptures, Tradition, Liturgy, Magisterium, and the
life of the Church.

Appropriate catechetical methodology

is also required (Sharing, 1977; Vatican II: C.D. 13-14).
Some of the elements required for this specialized
type of ministry are:

(a) special formation for those cate-
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chists working with the handicapped, the youth and any
specific group or culture;

(b) administrative skills for

those in coordination roles
243);

(Sharing, 1977: 213, 227-228,

(c) training in the essential elements of the message,

community, worship and service, as outlined by the Guidelines for the Formation and Certification of Catechists and
Master Catechists in California (1980).
comprises:

The basic course

readiness for religion with its psychological,

moral, and multicultural foundations; awareness of God
through the study of scriptures, tradition, christology,
christian moral life, social justice, prayer, liturgy and
the Church, and creative teaching skills.
chist course . includes

The Master Cate-

courses on theology, education and

psychology at the college level.

On-going formation and

evaluation are also required.
Minorities demand special attention.

It is necessary

to distinguish among subgroups within larger groups as in
the case of Hispanic Cubans, Mexican-Americans, Puerto
Ricans, etc.

Ideally the catechist would be a member of the

particular ethnic and cultural group, or should understand,
empathize with the group and have an adequate formation in
the specific values, beliefs, and mores of the particular
group.

The catechesis must be in the primary language of

the group, should suit its psycho-cultural characteristics
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and needs, and must affirm the identity and dignity of its
members, using the findings of the behavioral sciences
(Sharing, 1977: 194).
Any text must promote a critical and liberating education and the discovery of the community dimension
1979: 978).

Formation for family-oriented

(Puebla,

catechesis is

another consideration (Sharing, 1977: 226).
Lay people working toward the transformation of the
temporal order (social action) need to know the social
doctrine of the Church and the Christian meaning and value
of material goods.

Above all, they need to understand and

be able to deal effectively with people and their problems
and to organize institutions (Vatican II: A.A. 28).
The ministry of liturgy requires special formation in
pastoral and liturgical theology, prayer, music, anthropology, and cultural expressions.

Knowledge of popular reli-

giosity is also needed (Medellfn, 1968: 8, 14; Puebla, 1979!
904-915; Vatican II, 1975).
Formation for the Ministry of diaconate requires
primarily a pastoral orientation.

These ministers must be

well integrated and familiar with local resources and needs.
The formation of deacons must be oriented toward helping
the deacons evaluate the culture and society in which they
will be serving.

The pastoral formation, which is the
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focus of the Diaconate program, needs to identify and improve
the students' gifts and engage them in a diversity of supervised pastoral activities.

The spiritual formation must be

achieved mainly by formal spiritual advising and reflection,
prayer, and retreats.

Scriptures, theology, christology,

ecclesiology, anthropology, Christian morality, canon law,
and history of the church need to be studied.

Liturgy,

homilies, social justice and ministry, psychology, and sociology must also be integrated into the program (Permanent
Deacons, 1983).
Women's participation in ministry needs to be fostered.
The collaboration of women is of great importance in evangelization, organization of pastoral
education, social services, etc.

plans~

catechesis,

Above all, special

attention · is needed to promote the education and
access of women to the full life of culture, society, and
the church (Puebla, 1979: 834-848; Vatican II: A.A. 10).
Because of the demands imposed by the unity of the
faith within the diversity of forms
and pluralism of cultures

(Puebla, 1979: 5, 15)

(Guidelines, 1983; Sharing, 1977:

193), it is necessary to consider the integration of the
different ministries in a "pastoral de conjunto"
pastoral .action)

(Hedeili'n, . 1968: 7, 15).

(joined

The "pastoral de

conjunto" promotes the practical expression of communion
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between diverse ministries and ministers

(Puebla, 1979: 809).

Several pastoral criteria and recommendations established by the Conferencia Episcopal Latinoamericana (CELAM)
are of useful consideration in educating people for ministry.
Some of these are:

(a) promote lay ministry in those organi-

zations and structures where the process of liberation and
humanization of the society is decided, including the international level;

(b) support, motivate, and educate the

people in traditional apostolic teams and movements;

(c)

promote a close colaboration between lay ministry and the
hierarchy;

(d) promote team work;

(e) avoid the clerical-

ization of the laity because the fundamental ministry of
lay people is their Christian presence in the world;

(f)

look for personal vocation, charisms, and aptitudes in
relation to the needs of the community;

(g) direct all

ministries towards the growth and maturity of the ecclesial
community without losing the perspective of service towards
the world;

(h) take care that the exercise of ministry by

some lay people does not diminish the active participation
of the whole community and (i) develop appropriate studies
to implement these recommendations
18 ; Pueb 1 a, 1 9 7 9 : 811-81 7) .

(Medell{n, 1968: 10, 13-
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Summary
Jesus and his life of service endeavoring to develop
the Kingdom of God is the basis and model of all ministries.
Jesus did not establish a fixed and finished model of ministry.

Ministry, therefore, has to adapt itself to the

historical and cultural contexts in which it is performed.
Ministries in the Church are related to Jesus' mission
of building the Kingdom of God.

The ministry of the Word

carries out His prophetic mission, the ministry of Liturgy
corresponds to his priestly mission and the ministry of
service responds to his role as king-servant.

Within each

of these large areas of ministry, there are multiple types
of specific ministries corresponding to the different needs
of the Christian community and the world.

All different

ministries flow from special charisms of the Spirit given
to the people to exercise their Christian mission.
To be a Christian implies, by its own nature, to do
ministry, in the sense of being of service to the community
and the world.

Certain ministries are officially recognized

by the Church and require a specific type of education.
Catechesis, evangelization, pastoral action,

liturgy, social

action, counseling, youth ministry, etc. are some examples
of this.

Most of the ministries may be done by lay people,

a few liturgical services are reserved for deacons and priests.
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Officially recognized lay ministry has been expanding
considerably during the last twenty years.

Special efforts

to provide an appropriate education for lay ministry are
being made in most of the Christian churches.

The following

section reviews some studies conducted in education for lay
ministry.

Some of them were developed within Protestant

communities, others in the Catholic Church, and a few of them
are on Hispanic ministry.

The last section of the chapter

will review some studies on the cultural, . psychological and
educational characteristics of the Hispanics.
Education for Lay Ministry
Studies on education for lay ministry started to appear
recently because of the growing need for appropriate preparation and specialization in diverse ministries.
increase in

The

postgraduate studies and centers of research in

ministry have been instrumental in this regard.
This section is divided into three main areas:
studies conducted on education for lay ministry;

(a)

(b) surveys

conducted by official Catholic agencies, which constitute a
valuable background for this study; and (c) studies on
Catholic Hispanics, which provide basic information useful
to their education for ministry.
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Studies in Education for Lay Ministry
and Related Areas
Several studies found in the area of ministry were
developed in Protestant churches.

In order to have a clear

perspective on the state of the research in Catholic
education for ministry, Protestant, and Catholic studies are
presented separately.
Protestant Studies
Padgett (1982) developed,

implemented~

and evaluated a

training process to improve leadership effectiveness among
different types of lay ministers in a local United Methodist
Church.

His work was based on three hypotheses:

(a) lay

leaders' zeal for their work is thwarted by failure to
understand their ministry from a biblical, theological, and
historical perspectives;

(b) many leaders do not feel that the

clergy give them genuine authority to exercise their
ministry; and (c)

lay training is usually based upon

innappropriate adult education assumptions and practices.
His training sessions were specifically based upon these
hypotheses and were designed to overcome their shortcomings.
At the time of the evaluation, he found that:

(a) teachers

had a great need for understanding adult developmental theory
and for using andragogical theory and teaching methods;

(b)
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students wanted knowledge and skills to improve the effectiveness of their leadership; and (c) biblical, historical, and
theological understanding of lay ministry improved the
student's appreciation of their role.
Braden (1982) designed a model for training teachers in
an adult church school.

He tested the model in three

different churches and found that all traditional theoretical
principles in secular and religious education, as well as in
theology, had been seriously challenged by recent theories.
Most of the teachers needed additional instruction and
practice time to incorporate the new theoretical principles
and to learn to work with them.
Ewers
ministry.

(1979) designed an educational model for general
The model proposed to educate lay ministers by

promoting in them a "theological position" and not through
programming techniques.

Ewers stressed the need to develop

the cognitive (intellectual and thinking abilities) and
affective

(ex periences and feelings) domains · of . the

students at the human ' and faith levels.
Along the same line of reasoning, Nelson (1980)
identified the need to increase self-perception of the
physical, emotional, intellectual, and interpersonal aspects
that invigorate the ministers and their Christian life.
Wilson (1983) analyzed the needs of the laity for:

(a)
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nurturing through regular support,

(b) skills development

through appropriate training, and (c) spiritual formation
through confessional sharing and compassionate deeds.
In regard to the educational environment, Van Wyk (1979)
considered participation in a small group to be an important
factor.

Ewers

(1979) concluded that education for ministry

is not achieved through regular classes, but through worship,
preaching, administration, pastoral, and counseling
experiences.

Therefore, he added, new ministers need to be

involved in ongoing caring groups to be sensitized to the
meaning of ministry.

Nelson (1980) tried to develop a

theology of group dynamics geared to "living in community",
where the person continuously grows and is invigorated for
his/her whole life.

It is the dialogue on the meaning of

the group relationships and on the relationship of each
person with the rest of the community that leads to
symbolization and meaning.

Religious meaning is not achieved

through contemplation, assimilation of content or conscious
development, but rather through full involvement in the life
of the community.
Motivation to ministry was analyzed by several authors.
Cuny (1982), Grangberg (1983), Nelson (1980), and Padgett
(1982) emphasized the need for adequate self image and
understanding of one's personal calling, identity, and
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vocation before being able to exercise the common
priesthood of all Christians.

These authors considered a

theology of laity as an imperative for lay ministers.
In his study for improved leadership, Padgett (1982)
found that ministry students needed a prerequisite of _basic
biblical, historical, and theological formation to understand lay ministry and to appreciate their own roles.
Continuous support from the pastor and having enough
knowledge and skills to feel secure in their ministry played
an important role.

The study of Cuny (1982) supported the

findings of Padgett regarding the need of the laity for
clergy support and found that lay people were largely
unaware of such support, even when it existed.
In 1979, Van Wyk

identified some important motivational

factors for lay ministers.

He found that a personal

invitation from the pastor and the excitement of knowing
they are doing Christ's work are among the most important
ones.

On the other hand, low personal priority in the

service of Christ and lack of personal insight about their
own gifts for service hindered their ministry.
The length of the training period and the need for
continuous education have been analyzed by several authors.
Braden (1982) found that a 12-hour comprehensive course to
train ministers for adult education was not enough.

-
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Additional classes and practice were needed.

Stamey

(1980)

noticed that at least one year of supervised ministry is
needed before it can be determined if a person is appropriate
for ministry and 18 months were required to evaluate a
person's success in achieving his/her goals.

Stamey

emphasized the need for continuous education during this
period of time.
Moore

(1983)

focused directly on "education for

continuity and change" as a requirement for an equilibrium
between continuity and change in real l{fe.

She proposed

a "traditioning model" in religious education to pass on
the living Christian traditions while transforming the
historical tradition.

The model was based on a continuous

process of hermeneutics that takes place in the community,
which addresses the interpretation of the past-present,
faith, the world, and Christian hope in order to foster a
continuous conversion process.

Groome (1980), developed a

religious education methodology for Catholic catechesis,

..

following the same principles.
Several studies have been conducted on education for
specific types of ministry.
Sunday school,
1983);

These include teaching adult

(Braden 1982); ministry of the Word,

(Lewis, 1983); pastoral care,

1983); service to the elderly,

to grieving people,

(Hogan,

(Hayes 1982); Ungeres,

(Lundy, 1983); ministry

(Grose, 19 83} ; and ministry for,
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with, and through the elders,
1982).

0'1ann, 1983);

(Pisarcik,

A common denominator of these studies was the short

period of time used for training, usually between four to
twelve weeks, with approximately 20 to 30 hours, including
the supervised practice.

Reaching out and lecture-type

teaching were the most common methods of training.

Only two

studies included theological formation.
Catholic Studies
Approximately 90 percent of the studies found in
Catholic education were conducted on school issues, primarily
in parochial schools, but including some universities and
seminaries.

Studies on youth ministry were beginning to

appear, mostly focused on early and middle adolescence.
Very few studies were found on adulthood (Dissertation
Abstracts 1975-1984; Eric, 1985).
In a review of research on Catholic religious education
throughout the world, Peatling (1980) found that only 31 out
of 254 studies, 18 master's theses, and 23 doctoral
dissertations were conducted on adult religious education or
related areas.

Around seventy-five percent of these studies

focused on one specific area, such as attitudes, beliefs,
moral development, family, drugs, education, and evaluation.
Most of the studies on education for ministry
were conducted in small settings and in relationship to a
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specific type of program.

Nacke

(1980) analyzed the effects

of a three-day \vorkshop on "life planning" and noticed that
the students gained new knowledge, increased effectiveness
and meaningfulness in their ministry, gained insight into
their own personal characteristics, and developed new
abilities.

Peer consultation was considered very useful

during the workshop.
In 1983, Partisano designed an educational process to
facilitate "ministerial identity" among people studying for
diverse ministries.

The process consisted of six sessions

of one and one half hours, based upon a systematic
reflection about the participants' view of ministry and the
role of their education for ministry.
Two studies focused on the methodology of education for
ministry.

Nichols

(1984), a Jewish, analyzed the teaching

methodology of Jesus and related it to adult religious education.

A list of Greek, Roman, and Jewish educational method-

ologies was developed, and the educational methods used by
Jesus were checked against them.

The analysis presented the

educational principles followed by Jesus:

(a) selection of

methods based on the abilities of different people, the attitude of the pupils, the size of the group, the location of
teaching, the content that was being communicated, and the
purpose of the teaching;

(b) the use of a variety of methods was
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intentional, and He never let the method overshadow the
purpose or content of the lesson;

(c) all Jesus' teachings

were based on the daily lives of His pupils; and (d) all the
methods were used to their fullest potential.
Little (1965) analyzed the documents of the Vatican II
Council and selected United States Synods, looking for
principles of adult education.

No adult education

principles per se were found, but areas of concern related
to adult education were identified, such as:
integral nature of learning;
processes in adult education;

(a) the

(b) the need for adequate
(c) the request to consider

the adult as a conscious learner; and (d) the emphasis in
respecting the dignity of the learner, allowing him/her to
be the subject of his/her own education.
Hammer (1985) and Birch (1985) developed some studies
of special interest to education for ministry.

Hammer

focused on the extraordinary ministers of the Eucharist and
their need to develop a theology of this ministry.

The

training of the ministers included the theology of the
Eucharist, the theology of the Eucharistic ministry, and
some practical considerations when visiting a homebound or
hospitalized person.

After seven months of ministry, the

evaluation revealed that many of the ministers had become
involved in wider dimensions of ministry.

Birch designed a
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retreat experience for families, based on the theology of
family as the domestic church, to help the families understand their ecclesial reality, empowered them to
together, and to assume their mission.

wo~hip

An evaluation of the

content and· dynamics of the retreat revealed a better understanding and integration of the concept of domestic church
in their lives.

The evaluation also revealed that the

facilitation process during the retreat needed to be
improved.
Another study focusing on retreat ministry was
developed by Balcruz (1980).

A process for working on values

clarification during the retreat was designed in order to
deal with values' confusion in ethnic minorities, especially
among the Filipino community.
A descriptive study on campus ministry was conducted by
Lanagan in 1979.

The study analyzed the distribution of

time of Catholic campus ministers in relation to the work
components established in the Guidelines for Campus
Ministries:

liturgy, pastoral, counseling, administration,

prophetic witness, education, teaching, and forming
community.

A significant positive correlation between

personal and institutional characteristics was found.

In

Catholic universities, the spiritual/pastoral area, which
included counseling, liturgy, and pastoral, was ministered
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mainly by priests while administrative, organizational, and
educational ministries were in hands of lay ministers.

In

state universities, lay ministers had roles of prophetic
witness and fostering personal formation and professional
growth.
Monroe (1980) concluded that the newness and uniqueness
of the recent phenomenon of lay ministry was indicated by
the lack of appropriate vocabulary to discuss the subject.
In an effort to clarify the confusion, she identified four
types of lay ministry:

(a) Type I:

the ministry of all the

baptized, that is, the most basic, fundamental, and
important type;

(b) Type II:

persons who have an explicit

and informed Christianity, who object to the "clericalization
of the laity" at the expense of a proper understanding of the
laity's role in the transformation of the world;
III:

(c) Type

lay people who--on a voluntary or part-time basis--

perform ministry functions officially designated by the
hierarchy of the church, i.e. catechists, lectors,
extraordinary ministers of the Eucharist, etc.

Citing Fr.

Richard Me Brien, Monroe emphasized that ''ministry" in the
strict theological sense, must be officially so designated
by the church because while all ministries are acts of
service, not all acts of service are ministries.

Therefore,

the term "lay ministry", is properly used only when
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referring to this group of people; and (d) Type IV:

the

persons in this form of ministry might be called "Ecclesial
Ministers" because of their commitment to professional
service within the church community and concern for the
integrity of all the corporate expressions of church life.
These persons regard this commitment as vocational rather
than as a career; serve in parishes, diocesan agencies,
hospitals, and campuses; are engaged in administration,
· spiritual direction, parochial ministry, evangelization,
religious education, social justice advocacy, and liturgy;
and respond to other emerging needs of the local, national, .
and international church.
Surveys Conducted by Official
Catholic Agencies
Hayes

(1983), in a preparatory study to the Vision

Paper on Adult Religious Education (1984) conducted a survey
through all diocesan offices of religious education in the
country which distributed a questionnaire to their adult
educators.

From 661 questionnaries received, 53 percent of

the educators worked at parish level, 37 percent at diocesan
level, and 10 percent in college and other places.

Some of

the findings of particular interest to this study were:
different terms used to describe their activity:

adult

education, adult faith development, adult catechesis,

(a)
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ministry to adult learners, lifelong learning, adult learning,
and andragogy;
themselves:

(b) roles with which the educators identified

program planner, teacher/facilitator, and

administrator;

(c) one third of the job responsibilities were

in education for ministry; 68 percent were involved in
catechists' formation; 50 percent were training parish adult
educators, and 20 percent were conducting continuing
education for the clergy;
methods were:
media (74%),
{70%);
were:

(d) the most often used educational

discussion groups

(93%), lectures

(80%),

course (73%), and conferences and workshops

(e) the most common needs faced by the educators
more qualified staff (33%), better leadership

training (33%), clergy support (29%), and better
education of clergy (24%) .
In 1981 a Directory of Diocesan Lay Programs and
Resources was developed under the direction of the Bishops'
Committee on the Laity following a survey throughout the
country.

The survey identified the offices of pastoral

ministry and the characteristics of programs for lay
~inistry.

From the 160 dioceses nationwide, 64 percent had

programs for training lay ministers and 8 percent were
'

planning to have them in the near future.

In California,

6 out of 12 dioceses had programs in education for ministry
and 3 more were planning to have them.

Four dioceses in
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California reported programs for the Spanish speaking .
Responses to the survey ranged from detailed catalogues
for degree programs in universities to brief notations about
workshops for volunteer ministers.

Little common vocabulary

was found; different names described the same realities.
The programs included training for pastoral ministry,
lectors, eucharistic ministers, social ministers, youth
ministry, catechist and master catechist formation, ministry
to hospitals, the aged, and the sick, training for parish
councils, and others.

The subjects taught were dogma,

theology, moral theology, scriptures, history, literature,
methodology, psychology, pastoral ministry, administration,
models of the church, Christian personhood, types of prayer,
and others.
Also in 1981 a National Study on the Permanent Diaconate
in the United States was developed under the direction of the
Bishops' Committee on the Permanent Diaconate.
focused on three major aspects:

The study was

(a) the deacons,

(b) their

self-perception, and (c) personal satisfactions and tensions.
The survey sought information from the deacons, their wives,
their supervisors, and their bishops.
The data showed that 91 percent of the deacons spent two
or three years in formation.

The formation program was

described as mainly academic by 45 percent of the respondents,
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as primarily pastoral by 27 percent of them, as primarily
spiritual by 20 percent; and 9 percent described it as
having a mixed orientation.

Respondents ranked scriptural,

theological, and spiritual formation as the most adequate.
Education in counseling, field experience, canon law,
hospital and prison ministries were identified as the most
inadequate.
Eighteen ministry activities were performed by the
deacons, with adult religious education ranking in eighth
place according to its importance.

Forty-three percent of

the deacons considered education to others as an important
aspect of their ministry.
Noteworthy findings related to Hispanic ministry were:
(a) only 133 Hispanic deacons existed in the country (9%);
and (b) only 6.4 percent of the bishops considered that
deacons were serving the minorities.
In California, most of the dioceses have--or had in the
past--permanent deaconate programs.

Only the dioceses of

Sacramento and Stockton had programs specifically designed
for Hispanics

(El Heraldo Catolico, 1983).
Studies on Catholic Hispanics

Two surveys, conducted in the Northeast, identified
some of the major characteristics of Catholic Hispanics.
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One analyzed the religious, cultural, and social
experiences of the Hispanic people in the Archdiocese of
New York (Hispanics in New York, 1982); the other analyzed
Hispanic cultural values and identity and provided a
description of the ministerial role played by the Northeast
Center for Hispanics

(Hispanic Community, 1982).

Both

studies mainly described the Puerto Rican population, which
constitutes the majority of the Hispanics in that area.
Herrera (n.d.) summarized different surveys and studies
of the socio-religious characteristics of the Hispanics.
She attempted to develop a methodological framework to deal
with adult religious education of the Hispanics. She
stressed the need to consider the work of Knowles
1983) in adult education, of Hall

(1970,

(1959, 1969, 1977) about

non-verbal communication and of Ram1rez and Castaneda (1968,
1974) on bilingual bicultural education.

Some criteria for

designing adult catechetical programs and their evaluation
were developed.
Murrieta (1977) analyzed the role of church-affiliated
Hispanic organizations in meeting some significant needs of
Hispanics in San Diego County.

"Cursillo de Cristiandad",

the "Confederaci6n Guadalupana", and the "Comunidades de
Base" were analyzed.

The three organizations seemed to

respond to many of the significant needs of their members
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because of the self-development they encouraged and the social
services they provided.
were:

Among the needs generally mentioned

religious and secular education, employment

opportunities, bilingual services, assistance with youth,
and Spanish speaking priests.

More human and religious

benefits were identified by the "Cursillistas'', with
members of "Comunidades de Base" in second place, and
"Guadalupanos" in third.
In 1982, Finnerty studied the participation of adult
Mexican Americans in religious education programs in New
York through a mailed survey among participants and
administrators.

No correlation was found between

participation, educational level, income, or age.

The

major goal of the participants in these programs was selfimprovement through learning more about their religion,
receiving help to be better persons, or personal satisfaction.
Interest in learning how to teach--their own children and
other people--was the second important motivation.

The

motivation to education for ministry was considerably less
important.
The theological studies of Elizondo (1975, 1978, and
1983) constitute an important resource because of their
focus on the bilingual/bicultural reality of many Hispanics
and the birth of a second mestizaje.

Historical, anthro-
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pological, and other scientific studies on the Hispanics
--related to the Scriptures and the church--serve as a
foundation for his theological approach.

His book

Christianity and Culture (1975) is an introduction to
pastoral theology and ministry for the bicultural community.
The process of the Tercer Encuentro de Pastoral Hispana
during 1985 gathered important data on the Hispanics
educational needs.

Even though no scientific needs

assessment was made, an "an§lisis de la realidad"

(reality

analysis), based on a "grassroots'' consultation was
accomplished throughout the country (Tercer Encuentro, 1985).
In California, more than 10,000 persons participated
in the process and shared some of their concerns related to
their educational needs.

Two out of the five pastoral

priorities--identified and analyzed through the process-specifically asked for education.

One priority asked for

integral education of all Hispanic people, especially the
poorest and alienated from society.

The other one asked

for education for leadership, including different kinds of
ministries.

Considerations on the other three pastoral

priorities--evangelization, youth ministry, and social
justice--also have explicit implications for education for
ministry, as in all of them the participants ask for "wellprepared personnel to be doing these ministries"

(Encuentro
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Regional, 1985).
An analysis of the documents of the Encuentro revealed
large educational needs and aspirations.

In an asystematic

way, but clearly stated, Hispanic people in California
expressed their main concerns about the needs in education.
Broad educational ideals and some long and short term goals
were identified; main areas of study, specific subject
matter, and important characteristics and requirements to
attain their goals were discussed; some suggestions on
appropriate educational theories and methods were offered;
and subjects and agents of education were identified.
After carefully reading these regional documents, it is
possible to conclude that most of the pastoral needs in
California centered around education (Encuentro Regional,
1985).

In contrast, the analysis of the national documents

revealed specific educational needs in the same two
priorities--integral education ane education for leadership-while the other three priorities presented few specific
demands on education (Tercer Encuentro, 1985).
Summary
Different types of studies on education for lay
ministry were reviewed in this section.

Most of the studies

done in Protestant churches focused on specific educational
programs, usually short courses or educational
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interventions; a few of them proposed educational models or
analyzed important factors in the educational process.
The studies developed in the Catholic Church are of
five types.

Some of them are surveys conducted by official

agencies of the church and are geared to the identification
of main characteristics of a determinate type of population
or educational needs in an area of concern.

Other studies

analyzed educational principles found in the Gospel and
documents of the church.

The third type were similar to

the studies developed by Protestant Churches and focused on
educational programs for specific types of ministries.

The

fourth type consisted of studies related to Hispanic
ministry, usually describing some characteristics and needs
of the Hispanic population, useful to plan and provide an
appropriate education for ministry.

The fifth type were

studies developed through non-scientific methods, but of
special relevance because of their large "grassroots"
consultation.
The last section of this chapter will review several
studies developed on the cultural, psychological, and
educational characteristics of the Hispanics.

These studies

were usually conducted under educational frameworks; therefore, they constitute the necessary complement to the other
sources of the literature reviewed in this chapter.
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Cultural, Psychological, and Educational
Characteristics of the Hispanics
Selective studies on Hispanic culture, psychology,
religious, and educational traits were reviewed in an effort
to have enough background for the recommendations to upgrade
teaching personnel and improve the conditions of the
educational process in CEMH.

Most of the studies are

focused on the Mexican American population because people of
Mexican descent constitute by far the strongest subgroup
among the Hispanics in California.
This section is divided in the following manner:

(a)

Cultural Identity, Acculturation, Assimilation, and
Integration;

(b) Cultural Values and Acculturation;

Cultural Values Acculturation and Social Behavior;

(c)
(d)

Culture and Social Organization; and (e) Cultural Values,
Socialization and Acculturation.
Cultural Identity, Acculturation,
Assimilation, and Integration
Several studies have analyzed cultural identity among
Mexican American people.

Korsenny

(1979) identified a

continuum of cultural identity based on self-definition by
people of Mexican origin, with four major definitions
according to the cultural level of assimilation and
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integration to the Anglo-American culture:

(a) American of

Mexican ancestry for those who are well assimilated into the
mainstream of American life;

(b) Mexican

A~erican,

when

they consider themselves as living with elements of both
cultures;

(c) Chicanos, people who promote the birth of and

are proud of a new identity based on the biological and
cultural mestizaje; and (d) Mexican, who usually are people
of first-generation migration, who reside in this country
but are identified with their country of origin.
Buriel

(1980), D{az Guerrero (1975), and Ram{rez

Castaneda (1974) analyzed the cultural identity of the
Mexican American by contrasting their tendency toward the
"traditional" culture of Mexico with the "industrialized"
culture of the United States.

"Mexican traditional values"

identified in Mexican Americans were:

cooperativeness, love

and affection, neighborly interchange of aid, sense of
community, dependence, paternal authority, children and wife
obedience to father-husband, folk religiosity, and use of
Spanish.

These values appeared in open contrast to some of

the characteristics of the Anglo-American culture:
egocentrism, independence, competitiveness, and lack of
mutual aid and sense of community.
Although these major characteristics were generally
common to all Mexican Americans, this group was not
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homogeneous.

Major differences were found depending upon:

{a) the antiquity of their own or family migration:
second, or third generation;
in which they live:

first,

{b) the type of neighborhood

Mexican Barrio, urban area, American

middle-class neighborhood, rural area, etc.;

(c) the level

of English language and mainstream values required for
subsisting; and (d) the language{s) chosen to be spoken at
horne {Buriel, 1975; Kiefe, 1977; Landman, 1954; Moerk, 1974;
Ramirez and Castaneda, 1974; Ramirez et al, 1974).
Ortega y Gasca {1978) noticed that because these
variations in cultural manifestations have been analyzed
under theoretical frameworks such as:

"acculturation",

"assimilation", and "integration'', the focus has always been
from the perspective of the dominant culture.

The authors

emphasized that these approaches were a hindrance to
understanding the cultural identity of this group and that
research conducted under new theoretical frameworks was
needed.
In an opinion survey, Kuvlensky {1979) analyzed the
assimilation versus pluralism orientation among rural
Mexican American youth in regard to cultural, sociostructural, and psychological aspects.

The youth wanted to

have "substantial" but not "complete" fusion in the A.merican
mainstream, and very few of them desired an extreme ethnic
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or cultural differentiation.

Women appeared to be more

assimilated than did men.
Aguirre Beltran (1966) stated that different levels of
identification with the original culture and/or of
assimilation into the mainstream culture are two
complementary aspects of the acculturation process.
Landman (1954) and Moerk (1974) studied the acculturation
process of the Mexican American, and Ramirez y Castaneda
(1974) identified different levels of acculturation based
on language, habits, values, and ideas.
studies, one by McDaniels

Two different

(1967) and the other by Pruneda

(1973), tested the level of self-esteem in relation to
different levels of acculturation among Mexican Americans
and found no significant differences.

Buriel (1980), based

on three different studies, demonstrated that the common
assumption that identification with Mexican American culture
inhibits the development of positive self-concept and upward
mobility was incorrect.

Stronger identification with the

Mexican American culture promoted greater integration into
the Anglo American mainstream.

All these studies sustained

the idea that the existence of Mexican American identity is
a necessary element for the individual's personality
development, upward mobility, and integration into the
nation's mainstream.
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As an educator and anthropologist, Wolcott (1981), in
a critical review of "multicultural" textbooks, emphatically
called educators to keep in mind that individuals cannot be
part of more than one cultural group and that thoughtful
attention must be given to processes of social boundary
maintenance.

Wolcott maintained that a "pluralistic society'',

but not "pluralistic culture" should be promoted, that the
response to the cry of any ethnic group is to strengthen
their children's cultural identity and ties with their
family and community.
Since the "Segundo Encuentro Nacional de Pastoral Hispana" Catholic Hispanics have been arguing for unity in
pluralism and have openly been stating their need and
aspiration to be integrated into the country's mainstream
without being assimilated.

This type of acculturation is

possible only in a pluralistic country that respects and
values different cultures, but not in an assimilative
country which promotes the losing of different cultural
identities.

The latter causes problems for the personality

and social development of the different peoples which
currently constitute the United States nation (Segundo Encuentro, 1977).
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Cultural Values and Acculturation
Early studies on Mexican American cultural values,
conducted under the "melting pot" theory, had the tendency
to identify those aspects of the culture that inhibited the
assimilation of the Hispanics into the mainstream.

Those

aspects were considered a hindrance for the development of
Mexican American people, expected to become Americanized by
losing their culture and identity in favor of a "nobler and
finer America".
Ram{rez and Castaneda (1974) cautioned against the
underestimation and misinterpretation of Mexican American
culture and values based on the melting pot theory as
presented by several social scientists who considered ' the
Mexican American culture and values as the ultimate case for
their low socio-economic level.

This "damaging culture

assumption" led to the conclusion that Mexican American
culture encouraged individuals to become lazy, resigned,
passive, fatalistic, non goal-oriented, docile, shy,
infantile, emotional, authoritarian, unreliable, limited in
cognitive ability, untrustworthy, lax, priest-ridden, and
non-achievement oriented.
Holtzman and D{az Guerrero (1975) conducted an eightyear longitudinal study comparing personality and cognitive
development across different social classes in Mexican and
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Anglo American children.

Also, in 1975, D{az Guerrero

published some studies comparing Mexican, Mexican American,
and Anglo American children.

Mexican and Mexican American

children considered men to be biologically superior to women,
and women having a tendency to self-sacrifice.

According to

these authors, these concepts lead the wife-mother to a life
of continuous abnegation, passivity, and subjugation in the
belief that dependence, obedience, and self-sacrifice were
virtues, and harmony, cooperation, and protection were
important cultural values.

Consequently, Mexican Americans

tended to face life passively, while Anglos faced life and
stress actively.

The above-mentioned authors suggested that

these values were related to Catholic ideology which
promoted a ''Passive Endurance Stress" philosophy

(PES) in

constrast to Protestantism, which favored an ''Active
Endurance Stress" philosophy (AES).
Holtzman

and D{az Guerrero considered that the Anglo

American AES philosophy valued conflict, competition, action,
aggressiveness, equality, individual freedom, opportunity,
independence, informality, and pragmatism.

Mexican American

PES philosophy valued harmony, protection, dependence,
cooperation, prescribed roles, formality, idleness, and
platonic philosophy.

Both sets of values caused different

types of behavior with different kinds of consequences.
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According to these authors, AES causes:
stomach ulcers, and coronary diseases;

(a) hypertension,
(b) crime usually

committed for economic gain, and suicide because of
frustration and loneliness; and
culture and social structure.

(c) a power equality decision
On the other hand, PES causes:

(a) neurasthenia, hysteria, and hyponchondriasis;

(b) crime

for reaching the limits of emotional problems; and (c) power
love-decision culture and social structure.
For the Mexican, to endure stress passively was the
best, most virtuous and realistic way of coping, and an
approved social and moral way of defending oneself from the
stresses of life.

In the Anglo American view, to endure

stress actively was the best way of coping since achievement,
freedom, and equality were some of the Anglo American virtues.
Decisions made in the power-equality system expected
children's education to be focused on independence,

aggressiveness., achievement motivation, and individualistic
ideals.

Because of these values, Mexican Americans had the

tendency to modify themselves when dealing with stresss,
while Anglo Americans had a tendency to modify the
environment.

Either of the systems might be efficient or

inefficient, but is was evident that their coexistence was
causing problems to the Mexican American family.
(Holtzman, 1975).
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Ram{rez and Castaneda (1974) clarified the situation
by stressing the "bicultural reality" in which Mexican
American children live.

Following D{az-Guerrero's theory

and data on the "historical-biopsychological-socio-cultural
premises for human behavior" Ram{rez and Castaneda, in a
study conducted in the Southwest of the United States,
identified and analyzed four value clusters.

These were:

(a) identification with family, community, and ethnic group,
(b) personalization of interpersonal relationships,

(c)

status and role definition in family and community; and (d)
Mexican Catholic ideology.

They further identified three

types of Mexican American communities according to their
level of acculturation; namely,

(a) traditional,

(b)

dualistic, and (c) atraditional.
A summary of the characteristics of these three types
of communities, exemplifying the different value clusters,
follows.
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Table 2

A Summary of Characteristics of Traditional,

Type
of com munity
Traditional

General
characteristics
of community

Dualistic, and

Identification
with family,
community, and
ethn lc group

Small, rural, and
Strong identlfica ·
close to the border.
tion with family,
Most residents are
community, and
Mexican Americans
ethnic group.
and usually have
Members of elt·
considerable politl·
tended family
cal and economic
participate in
power. Most mem·
child rearing.
bers of the com·
munity are related
to each other and
their primary lan·
euaee is Span ish.

Atraditional Communities

Pe r50na I izatlon
of Interpersonal
relationships

Status and role
definition

Religious
ideology

·preferred
cognitive style

Relationships are Status and ro les
Emphasizes self ·
Predominantly
close with an
are well -defined
control, self·
field sensit ive.
understood com·
and based on age
denial, and
mitment for
and sex. Sociali·
respect for con mutual help and
zation empha·
vention. Sin and
cooperation.
sizes respeto,
guilt are doml·
Most peer·
being bien
nant themes.
groups relations
eduudo, and
are determined
emulation of
by family ties.
adult behavior.

Mixed, -but more
Moderate em·
Status and roles
Peer-aroup rela·
Strong ldentifica·
In the direcphasis on re·
are less clearly·
tionships are
tion with family
tion of field
spect for con·
defined. Peer
very Important
and peer group
independence.
vention and self·
models may have
and close, imbut weak com·
denial. Mexican
more status than
plying commit·
munityand
Catholic ideology
adult models.
ment for mutual
ethnic group
influenced by
help and coties. Child rear·
American Catho·
operation. Many
ing is done pri·
lie ideology.
peer-group rela·
marily by nuclear
tionships are
family.
determined by
family tin.

Dualistic

Semiurban andre·
moved from the
border. The com·
munity Is ethnlca lly heterogen •
eous. Moderately
strong ties exist
between Meltican
American families
in the community.
The primary lan·
guage of adults is
usually Spanish
while the primary
language of child·
ren Is usually
English.

Atraditional

Greater influence Predominantly
Status and roles
Identification with Family ties have
Urban and distant
field indeof Protestantism
are more dilfi·
little or no in·
community and
from the border.
, pendent.
and American
cult to define.
fluence on the
ethnic group is
Mexican Americans
Catholicism .
Peer models are
establishment of
weak. Peer·
comprise a minor·
usually more
interpersonal
group influences
ity. Few ties be·
important than
relationships.
are an important
tween families in
adult models.
part of child ·
the community.
rearing.
Eng I ish is the
primary language
_;·
of most Meltican
Americans.

Ram{rez and Castaneda, 1974, 101.
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Cultural Values, Acculturation, and Social Behavior
Studies relating cultural values to social behavior have
been developed, focusing on social behavior ''per se" and/or
attempting to discover the motivational factors of the
observed behavior.

Kagan (1977) developed a social motive

matrix to identify the components of competitive and
cooperative behaviors.

Based on this matrix, Kagan analyzed

Mexican American versus Anglo American behaviors and
concluded that Mexican Americans were oriented toward
cooperation, group enhancement, and altruism.
Knight (1977)

Kagan and

in a crosscultural study comparing first,

second, and third generation Mexican American and Anglo
American children found that economic class, urbanization
level, minority status, and cognitive styles did not account
for the difference of competitive versus cooperative
behavior.

Community characteristics, family socialization

practices, and cultural background appeared more likely as
possible causal determinants.

Mexican Catholicism was

identified as another potential determinant cause, however,
because of lack of control of this variable, no evidence was
found to substantiate this issue.
Theories on "locus of control" and ''attribution
causation" have been developed in studies on leadership,
responsibility, and motivation.

These theories considered
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that personal or internal control exist when a person
believes in his/her own capabilities to e x ercise control
over his/her life or situation while e x ternal controls e x ist
when the person believes that luck, situations, tasks,
difficulties, or other responsibilities inhibit the person
from making his/her own decisions

(Berndt, 1977; Gurin,

1978; Gutkin, 1978; Rotter, 1957, 1966; Wiener et al, 1973).
Lipton and Garza (1977), in a cross-cultural study
among different United States

subculture~,

Americans the most externally oriented.
Ames

found Mexican

However, Garza and

(1974) controlling socio-economic status found the

Mexican American culture more internal than the Anglo in
the luck-fate and interpersonal dimensions of locus of
control, probably because internal locus of control is
fostered by family environments characterized by warmth,
protection, and nurturing.

Because of the controversy and

the tendency to readily accept Mexican Americans as
characterized by traits of passivity and subjugation and to
be controlled by e x ternal focus of luck, fate, and change,
Garza (1977) analyzed the instrument to measure these
variables.

He found that the items did not convey the same

semantic meaning to Anglo and Mex ican American groups.

He,

consequently, raised the issue of discouraging the
indiscriminate use of Anglo personality tests with Chicano
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population and stated that there was not enough evidence to
sustain one or the other position.
Culture and Social Organization
Studies on the social organization and structure of the
Mexican American have usually focused on the extended
family.

Mexican Americans usually have had several relatives'

households in the same barrio, generally encompassing three
generations and several other families related by
"compadrazgo" (relatives by religious ties, usually
established through being godfather or godmother of their
children) .

There was frequent interaction and exchange of

mutual help among the related households

(Kiefe, 1977; Lewy,

1980; Murillo, 1971).
This social organization was changing and becoming
dysfunctional because of the social changes of this century
and the cultural clash with Anglo American social structure
and organization.

The primary cause appeared to be the

changing role of women in the Mexican American family which
traditionally was matrifocal

(D{az Guerrero, 1975; Knowlton,

1976; Murillo, 1971; Ram{rez, 1968; Waterman and Johnson,
1979).

In 1977, Lindberg and Ovando found that Mexican

American women were exposed to some basic contradictions
within the family.

The two most obvious were:

(a) early

adult responsibilities put on the children, while strong
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parent protection persisted, and (b) child raising
considered a primary responsibility of the mother,

while

education was shared by the entire family unit.
Nieto (1979), who analyzed the differences between
Mexican American and Anglo American women, found the former
more traditional and field dependent, with lower self-esteem,
less defined psychic selves, more concerned about the
physical self, and more easily depressed.

The type of

emotional support given by their families was more intense
than in the Anglo family.

Mexican Americans looked for

counseling from elders, relatives,

"compadres'', or priests

and had a lesser tendency to use professional counseling
services
al

(Kiefe, 1977).

A study developed by Arciniega et

(1978), found that almost all professional counselors,

including Alder, Gordon, Clark, and Glasser, did not
consider the socialization practices of the Mexican American.
Cultural Values, Socialization, and Education
A clear relationship exists between culture and
cognitive styles.

Cultural values highly influence

socialization practices, which, in turn, have a direct
effect on learning, incentive-motivation, human-relations,
and communication styles which together constitute the
cognitive styles of the person.
A conceptual framework to analyze cognitive styles was
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created by Witkin (1962) who found people being "Field
Dependent or Field Independent".

Ram1rez and Castaneda

(1974) explained that a field dependent perception organizes

.

the field as a whole, weakening the perception of its
parts.

A field independent perception is able to easily

identify items as distinct from the organized field.

These

types of perception encompass a wide range of intellectual
and affective variables, i.e. field dependent children do
best on verbal tasks of intelligence tests; learn easily
about human and social issues through fantasy and humor; are
sensitive to the opinions of others, perform better when
authority figures express confidence in their ability and
perform less well when authority figures doubt their ability.
Field independent children do best in analytic tasks; learn
easily through inanimated and impersonal materials; and their
performance is not greatly affected by the opinions of others.
Some studies have looked for direct relationship between
socialization practices and cognitive styles.
al

Ram1rez et

(1974) and Ram1rez and Castaneda (1974) found that

Mexican American children reared in more traditional
communities were the most dependent, and that those from
atraditional communities were the most independent.
Buriel

But,

(1975), in an intergenerational study among Mexican

Americans, found that there was no direct relationship
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between field-dependence-independence and first, second, and
third generation Mexican American.
In 1977, Kagan and Buriel recognized the differences in
cognitive styles between Anglo American and Mexican American
children, but considered that there was not enough evidence
to conclude that field-dependence-independence cognitive
styles were strictly related to cultural values.

However,

Ogletree and Mandujana (1981) confirmed the differences: and
Ram{rez and Price-Williams

(1974), in a cross cultural study,

found that members of groups that emphasized respect for
family and religious authority, group identity, shared
functions in family and friendship tended to be more

field

dependent.
Through the analysis of several studies, Knight and
Kagan (1977) deduced that economic class, urbanization level,
minority status, and cognitive styles did not account for
differences in social behavior.

Community characteristics,

socialization practices, and cultural background appeared
more likely as possible causal determinates.

Cohen (1969)

affirmed that both cognitive styles appeared to be
independent of each other and could develop independently in
the same individual.

Field independence or analytic style

corresponding to the left side of the brain, and field
dependent or relational style to the right side.
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Some authors cautioned against biases held by the North
American mainstream.

Witkin (1962) described how field

independent practices have been defined as more valuable
than field dependent; and Cohen (1969) described how
education in schools was based on field independent
principles leading the teacher's cognitive style, teaching
methods, textbooks, and texts.
Ram1rez and Castaneda (1974) stressed the possibility
and need to have "bicognitive education".

The charts on

page 103 describe the characteristics of behaviors and
teaching methods associated with both cognitive styles.
Combining the results of their studies on bicognitive
styles, the advantages and possibilities of bicognitive
education, and the bio-psycho-social theory of D1az-Guerrero,
Ram1rez and Castaneda (1974) formulated the concepts of
"bicultural education" and "bicultural identity" as means
of achieving cultural pluralism and cultural democracy.
Subsequently, Ram1rez

(1977) related these concepts to the

ability and flexibility to understand, deal with, and
become identified with different cultures.
In an analysis of 30 years of educational programs for
the Mexican American, Cabrera (1963) found that the programs
did not match the Mexican American values orientation.
1978, Gray discovered that even though the educational
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methods did not match the cultural values and learning style
of the Mexican Americans, they did not show significant
differences regarding achievement motivation with their Anglo
American counterparts.

Kimball

(1968) found that parent's

aspirations had the highest positive correlation with
academic achievement, and that children of parents born in
Mexico had higher achievement motivation than children of
parents born in this country.
Summary
Cultural identity seemed to play an essential role for
the appropriate development of the Mexican Americans.

It is

important to review the theoretical framework and possible
bias when studying cultural related issues, as several
studies have made evident some mistaken outcomes and
unfortunate consequences that biased studies have on the
portrayal of the Mexican American population.
Comparative studies of the Mexican American and the
Anglo American population had demonstrated significant
differences between both groups, in their values, traditions,
personality traits, cognitive styles, forms of oganization,
etc.

Furthermore, important differences had been found

also within the Mexican American population, sometimes
because of their acculturation level to the North American
mainstream, their socio-economic level or other variables.
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Any education which attempts to serve the needs of a
specific group of people should take into consideration the
characteristics of the group.

Some of the most important

characteristics of the Mexican American, as shown by the
studies presented in this chapter were:

(a) willingness to

maintain their own culture and identity, and at the same time
to become integrated into the North American mainstream,
(b) values such as cooperativeness, love and affection,
neighborly interchange of aid, sense of community, paternal
authority, children and wife obedience to the father-husband,
folk religiosity, and use of Spanish;

(c) tendency to face

stress through abnegation, passivity, and self-sacrifice;
(d)

females' tendency to have lower self-esteem, less

defined psychic selves, more concern about the physical self
and more easily depressed than North American women;

(e)

seeking support within their own community, with the extended
family, barrios, and "compadres'', playing an important role
in economic problems and when counseling is needed;

(f) a

field dependent cognitive style while North American
education is field independent; therefore, with a need for
a bicognitive approach in education.
Summary of the Chapter
The review of the literature presented in this chapter
was divided into four sections.

The presentation of a
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historical perspective of the Catholic Hispanic population
was made with the intention of providing a background to
understand the culture and psychology of this group, to
reinforce the need for CEMH, and to provide the history of
CEMH.

The section on theological, pastoral, and educational

foundations constitutes the philosophy of education for
CEMH, serves as parameter to measure the appropriateness of
such education and suggested important variables to be
considered in this study.

The section with presentation of

studies on education for ministry, permits the inclusion of
this study among other studies developed on related issues ·
and makes evident the need for this specific study.

The

final section on the cultural, psychological, and educational
characteristics of the Hispanics identified several elements
essential to any educational program serving the Hispanic
population, and specifically CEMH, as the goals of this type
of education clearly need to consider the socio-psychocultural characteristics of the students and the population
to be served through them.
The following chapter will describe the methodology
used in this study.

A description of the population studied,

the process used for obtaining the data,and its analysis will
be presented.

CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
The present study was designed to discover main
characteristics of Catholic education for ministry among
Hispanics in California (CEMH).
garding

themselv~s,

Teachers' perceptions re-

the students, _teaching conditions, and

difficulties in the educational process were analyzed.
Data were collected from questionnaires personally
distributed to a diocesan director in each of the twelve
archdioceses of California who handed them out to all the
teachers in CEMH in his/her arch/diocese.

The procedures

used in this study are presented in four sections.
are:

(1) Population,

(2) Instrumentation,

They

(3) Procedures,

and (4) Statistical Analysis.
Population
The target population consisted of all teachers in CEMH
in the twelve arch/dioceses of California.

An initial

estimate of a total of 80 subjects was made by the
investigator, based on previous visits to the different
dioceses, informal inquiries, and attendance at regional
meetings.

The investigator estimated an average of ten

teachers in CEMH in the three arch/dioceses with large
ministry among the Hispanics and five teachers in the other
nine arch/dioceses.
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The entire population of teachers in CEMH in California
was selected for this study.

A minimum of one full course

taught in CEMH or two years of pastoral work among the
Hispanics and conducting of workshops for CEMH were additional
criteria by which to select the participants in the survey.
Instrumentation
The review of the literature was the primary basis for
identifying the variables to investigate.

Further additions

stemmed from discussions with specialists and from the
investigator's personal experience.
A pool of questions dealing with teachers' characteristics and methodology, content and areas of concern in CEMH
was developed.

The questions were refined and most of them

were stated in a pre-codified pattern.

An analysis of the

terminology, sequence, and consistency led to the
questionnaire "Teachers' Perceptions of Catholic Education
for Ministry Among Hispanics".
The questionnaire was submitted for a review by a
committee of five professors and five teachers in CEMH.

Each

person was asked to review all items to insure that the
questions were clear, relevant, and significant to the
present study.

After examining the questionnaire, each

person discussed his/her reactions and made suggestions to
the investigator.

The recommendations were analyzed and
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considered by the final edition of the survey instrument.
Pilot Testing
The survey was pilot tested with five former teachers
in CEMH to avoid pilot testing with possible subjects of the
study.

These former teachers completed the survey, stated

the amount of time required, noted any questions which
seemed ambiguous because of terminology, wording, or format
and made suggestions to exclude some questions and included
other ones.

Upon return of the questionnaire each respondent

was interviewed for futher comments based upon his/her
observations.
Revisions of the draft were made based upon the
committee's review and the information collected from the
pilot testing.

The main revisions consisted of rewording

some questions and their alternate answers, excluding some
variables from the study and including some questions to

complete the perspectives in some areas of the study.
Questionnaire Format
The format of the final questionnaire was closely
similar to the pilot-tested questionnaire.

A cover letter

with specific instructions to the persons in charge of
distributing the questionnaires in each arch/diocese
accompanied the questionnaire.
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A combination of 30 questions stated in closed, open,
and Likert-type constituted the questionnaire.

(Sax, 1979). Some

questions were sub-divided into different sections to avoid
repetitious statements and to facilitate the responses.
The questionnaire was divided into four sections:
Teachers• Personal Data;

(1)

(2) Characteristics, Conditions,

and Problems of the Educational Process;

(3) Students•

Characteristics, and (4) Theological Position of the
Participants.

The first section provided information on the

background and preparation of each participant and consisted
mainly of closed and semi-opened questions.

The second

section helped to describe and evaluate CEMH through semiopened and Likert-type questions.

The third section, based

on semi-opened questions, provided data on the students• main
characteristics.

The last section, using closed and Likert-

type questions, analyzed the theological position of the
participants when acting as teachers in CEMH.

An open

question at the end of the questionnaire allowed for further
comments in any related area _· (see Appendix A).
Procedures
The questionnaires were personally distributed to a
director of an arch/diocesan office working with Hispanics
in each arch/diocese of California in a regional meeting
held in October, 1984.

Each person was instructed about the
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requirements needed by teachers in CEMH to participate in
the survey, asked to distribute the questionnaire to all the
teachers in CEMH in their horne arch/dioceses and to return
the questionnaires by December, 1984.
Most of the directors asked for larger number of
questionnaires than the five or ten previously estimated by
the investigator.

In this way, the sample was increased

from 80 to 120 questionnaires.
Through several telephone calls, letters, and notes on
incomplete questionnaires, the investigator learned that
some questionnaires were distributed to persons who did not
consider themselves as doing education for ministry, but
educating for personal enrichment.

Other persons were

unable to understand the questionnaire.
By December of 1984, the investigator had received 58
questionnaires.

The investigator contacted by telephone the

arch/diocesan directors to motivate more responses in
January.

By February of 1985 a total of 66 answered

questionnaires had been received.
After consultation with the research specialists on the
professors' committee, the decision was made to consider the
initial estimated population of 80 subjects as the basis
for the calculation of the rate of responses received.
Considering both complete and incomplete questionnaires, a
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response of 72 percent was obtained in the first round and
of 85 percent at the end of the period.
Processing of the Data
The 66 questionnaires received were examined to prevent
invalidations.

Two questionnaires were disqualified because

the respondents did not have the requirements for the length
of time working in CEMH in California.
were incomplete.

Ten questionnaires

Most of the respondents answered consis-

tently only the first part of the questionnaire and scattered
questions throughout the rest of it.

In order to facilitate

the analysis and to have a better appreciation of CEMH in
California, the incomplete questionnaires were analyzed
separately.

Furthermore, the analysis of all incomplete

questionnaires was reduced to only the first section because
the scattered responses did not present any pattern useful
for statistical analysis (see Appendix B) .
The open and semi-open questions were codified.

The

data were entered into an Vax Digital Equipment Corporation
computer and processed through the Statistical Package for the
Social Sciences

(SPSS) .

Descriptive statist~6s with frequency

distributions for all the questions were obtained.
After a first general analysis of the data, the decision
was made to seek significant divergencies between different
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categories of teachers.

A cross-tabulation by gender, place

of origin, religious status, main role in Hispanic ministry,
and academic level was made with several questions which
were considered relevant for this purpose.
Statistical Analysis
At the time of the analysis some responses were
reclustered to integrate more meaningful categories, and
some combined tables were elaborated to facilitate the
comparison between different subgroups of teachers.

Only

differences of more than 15 percent were highlighted in
the written analysis of the data.
The study had three

o~ectives.

Each objective had a

number of survey questions which attempted to elicit data
which would achieve the objective.

The study's objectives

and the survey questions which support them are as
follows:
1. Identify and describe teachers' perceptions of their
background

and preparation.

Questions number 1 to 14,

and 26 to 29.
2. Identify and describe teachers' perceptions of the
general demographic and educational characteristics of the
students.

Questions number 24 and 25.

3. Identify and describe teachers' perceptions .of
~he

characteristics, conditions, and problems of the
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educational process.

Questions number 15

~o

23.

Summary
In this Chapter an overview of the methodology used in
the study was presented.

The population, instrumentation,

procedures, and type of analysis were discussed.

The

following Chapter will present the analysis of the data,
and Chapter Five will provide a summary, discuss the analysis,
and draw some conclusions and recommendations.

CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
The objectives of this study were to determine the
perceptions of teachers in Catholic Education for Ministry
among the Hispanics

(CEMH) regarding:

background and preparation,

(a) their own

(b) general characteristics of

the students, and (c) characteristics and problems of the
educational process.

These objectives were considered

necessary to know the reality about CEMH and to identify the
areas of CEMH that needed improvement and further research.
To obtain information of these objectives, a
questionnaire of 30 items was designed (see appendix A).
This questionnaire was distributed to potential respondents.
This chapter presents the analysis of the data received from
responses to the questionnaire, according to the three
objectives listed above.

Commentaries on the analysis are

offered in Chapter Five.
The Respondents
A set of questionnaires was personally distributed to
heads of departments working in CEHM in the two archdioceses
and 11 dioceses of California.

These departments' heads

distributed the questionnaires to people under their
supervision.

Some questionnaires were given to educators
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working at regional level.
Only one archdiocese failed to send in its response.
Frpm 66 questionnaires received, 54 were complete and
fulfilled all the requirements, 10 were incomplete, and two
were cancelled.

The analysis of the 54 complete question-

naires constitutes the body of this chapter; the analysis
of the 10 incomplete questionnaires is presented
appendix B.

in

Table 4 shows the number and proportion .of

teachers in CEMH who responded to the questionnaire,
according to their place of work.
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Table 4
Number and Percentage of Teachers in CEMH
According to Location

Percent
Location

N

Los Angeles

(N=6 4)

18

28

Orange

8

13

Oakland

6

9

Monterey

5

8

Stockton

5

8

Fresno

5

8

San Diego

4

6

Santa Rosa

3

5

Sacramento

3

5

San Bernardino

3

5

San Jose

2

3

Regional Level

2

3

San Francisco
Total

64
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Teachers' Background and Preparation
To know the teachers' background and preparation, 18
questions were developed, these were: questions 1 to 14 and
26 to 29

(see Appendix A).

Four of the questions were open-

ended, two semi-opened, and the rest were closed (Sax, 1979).
The first overall analysis suggested some differences
between different subgroups of the population.

A decision

to cross tabulate some items was made, and the population
was divided into subgroups according to gender, country of
origin, role in ministry, religious status, and academic
level.

Country of origin was divided into two categories,

people born in the United States and people born in a
foreign country.

~vo

categories were formed for religious

status, laity and persons in consecrated life
sisters).

(priests and

Three groups were formed according to academic

level, people without an academic degree, people with
baccalaureate degree, and people with graduate studies
(M.A. ;

Ph. D. ) .
Teachers' Background

Questions regarding teacher's general demographic
characteristics, professional characteristics, and
theological position constituted the basis for the analysis
of the teachers' background.

The demographic
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characteristics identified were: teachers' country of birth,
age, gender, civic status, and religious status.

Teachers'

role in ministry, number of years in ministry, salary, and
goals were considered as professional characteristics.
theological position of the teachers

The

consists of their

''type of Catholicism", position regarding the structure of
the Church, commitment to different ways of promoting
Christian life, and identification with Jesus' personality
and pastoral action.
Teachers' General Demographic Characteristics
Table 5 indicates that almost three-fourths of the
educators were born outside of the United States, in
Spanish speaking countries.

More than 50 percent were born

in Mexico, and 25 percent in South America.

Data not

included in the table revealed that 75 percent of foreignborn educators had more than

10 years

residing in the United

States, and 10 percent had fewer than five years.
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Table 5
Proportion of Teachers in CEMH Classified
by their Country of Origin

Country of
Origin

N

Percent

Percent

(N=5 4)

(N=3 9)

15

28

Mexico

21

39

54

South America

10

19

26

Central America

3

6

8

Cuba

2

4

5

Spain

2

4

5

Belgium

1

2

3

United States
Foreign Country

Total

54

Table 6 indicates that 81 percent of the teachers were
between 30 and 60 years old.

Educators born in the United

States were older than foreign educators, and men were older
than women.
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Table 6
Proportion of Teachers in CEMH by their Age, and
Age Classified by Country of Origin and Gender

P

E

R

C

E

N

T

Country of Origin
(N=5 4)

Less than 31

U.S.A.
(N=15)

Foreign
(N=3 9)

Male
(N=2 0)

Female
(N=34)

33

60

45

56

67

40

55

44

15

31 to 45

37

45 to 60

44

More than 60

Gender

4

Table 7 shows that approximately two-thirds of the
educators were women.

Educators born in the United States

were nearly equally distributed between both genders.
Foreign-born women were almost double the number of
foreign-born men.
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Table 7
Proportion of Teachers in CEMH by Gender, and
their Gender Classified by Country of Origin

P

E

R

C E N T
Country of Origin
U.S.A.

Foreign

(N=54)

(N=15)

(N=3 9)

Male

37

47

34

Female

63

53

66

Gender

Table 8 indicates that 61 percent of the educators were
single and 30 percent were married.

Information not

presented in this table revealed that 66 percent of single
educators were priests or sisters, 38 percent of the laity
were single, and 62 percent of the laity were married,
divorced, or single parents.
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Table 8
Proportion of Teachers in CEMH
Classified by their Marital -Status

Percent
Civic Status

(N=54)

Single

61

Married

30

Separated/divorced

6

Single parent

4

Table 9 shows that 35 percent of the educators were
priests or sisters
lay people.

(consecrated life) and 61 percent were

Nearly one-third of the laity belonged in the

past to the consecrated life.
responded to the questionnaire.

Only one permanent deacon
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Table 9
Proportion of Teachers in CEMH
Classified by their Religious Status

Percent
Religious Status

(N=54)

Lay throughout entire life

47

Lay previously living in
consecrated life

19

Total of laity

63

Priests

15

Religious sisters

20

Deacon

2

Total of consecrated life

37

Teachers' Professional Characteristics
Table 10 presents teachers' role in ministry.

The table

has two columns of percentages because 19 teachers mentioned
two roles, and the investigator considered it more accurate
to present both, the total roles identified by the respondents
(left column) and the main role performed by the teachers
(right column).
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Table 10
Number and Proportion of Teachers in CEMH
Classified by their Role in Ministry

Role in Ministry

N

Percent
(N=7 3)

Percent
(N=54)

Diocesan Directors
Vicar of Hispanics

3

Director, Hispanic Office

5

Director, Catechesis

4

Director, Youth

2

Director, Ministries

1

Director, Permanent Diaconate

1

Director, CEB

1

Subtotal

17

23

31

18

24

59

45

Parish Directors
Director, Catechesis

4

Director, Youth

8

Director, CEB
Subtotal

1
13

Other Ministries
13

Catechists
Master Catechists
Evangelizers

4
18

Teachers

5

Other

3
Subtotal

43

Total

73

Note: Twenty people mentioned two roles.
The left part of the
table presents the total number and proportion of roles
identified. The right column indicates the main rore
performed by _the teachers. _
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Thirty one percent of the respondents were directors of
diocesan departments
as:

(they reported different titles, such

associate director, co-director, coordinator, and

consultant, but in all cases they were the top diocesan
personnel responsible for Hispanic ministry in a specific
area) .

Twenty four percent were directors of parish

offices (same commentaries as for diocesan directors apply
here).

The other 45 percent identified themselves according

to their ministry.
Data not shown in a table revealed that 53 percent of
the diocesan directors belonged to religious life and 53
percent were men and, that 77 percent of the parish
directors were lay persons and 85 percent of them were women.
Table 11 shows no important difference between laity
and people in consecrated life regarding their average age.
Almost twice as many lay women worked in CEMH as did lay men.
The difference between men and women in consecrated life also
favored women, but in a smaller proportion.

Nearly four-

fifths of the laity were foreign-born in contrast with threefifths of people in consecrated life.
People in consecrated life worked as diocesan directors
almost in double proportion to lay people.

Lay people worked

as parish directors almost in double proportion to people in
consecrated life.

Other types of ministry were equally

distributed between both groups.

Table 11
Religious Status of Teachers in CEMH Classified by their
Age, Gender, Country of -Origin, and - Role in Ministry

p

Age

E

Gender

I Male

R

E

N

Country of Origin

I

-45

+45

taity
(N=3 4)

47

53

35

65

21

Consecrated
life (N=20)

50 .

50

40

60

40

Female

c

U.S.A.

T

Role in Ministry
Diocesan
birector

Parish
Director

Other

79

27

29

44

60

40

15

45

Foreign

......
N
-...]
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Table 12 presents different types of ministries
involved in CEMH . . Because 20 teachers mentioned

two roles,

two sets of percentages are presented as in Table 10.

The

left column presents the total amount of ministries
mentioned by the teachers, while the right column presents
the proportion of ministries in relation to the number of
teachers in the study.
The most represented ministries were catechesis
(systematic study of the faith), with 46 percent representation and evangelization (presentation of the Gospel message)
with 33 percent representation.
represented by 19 percent.

Youth ministry was
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Table 12
Proportion of Teachers in CEMH According
to Category of

Ministry

Percent

Percent

N

(N=73)

(N=54)

Catechists

25

34

46

Evangelizers

18

25

33

Youth Ministers

10

14

19

8

11

15

12

17

22

Ministry

Vicars and Directors of
Hispanic Offices
Others
Total

Note:

73

Twenty people mentioned two roles. The left part
of the table presents the total number and proportion
roles identified.
The right column indicates the
roles in relation to the number of teachers in the
study.
The information on the number of years that teachers in

CEMH have been working in ministry is not presented in any
table.

The average number of years that the teachers

in pastoral ministry is 12.75 years.
years involved in CEMH is 6.45 years.

had

The average number of
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Men compared to women, as well as those born in the
United States compared to foreign-born educators, did not
present important differences in this regard.

Men had 12.95

years in ministry, women had 12.55; United States-born
teachers had 11.80 years, and foreign-born teachers had
12.65 years.

Men had 6.35 years in ministry with the

Hispanics, women had 5.9 years; United States-born teachers
had 7.5 years and foreign-born had 5.9 years in ministry with
the Hispanics.

Lay people had been involved in ministry an

average of fewer than five years less than people in
consecrated life, but they had been involved in CEMH only
an average of one year less than teachers in consecrated
life.
Table 13 shows that 52 percent of the educators
received complete salary according to diocesan standards,
35 percent were volunteers, and 13 percent received partial
salary.

Large differences regarding the salary situation

existed among different categories of people.

Almost 75

percent of people born in the United States received full
salary in contrast to 40 percent of foreign educators.
Forty-five percent of foreign people were volunteers, in
contrast to 13 percent of native educators.

More males

received full salary than did women, and more females were
volunteers.
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Table 13
Proportion of Teachers' Salary in CEMH According
to the Teachers' Country of Origin and Gender

P E R C E N
Country of Origin

T
Gender

(N=54)

U.S.A.
(N=15)

Normal salary

52

74

41

60

47

Partial salary

13

13

13

10

15

Volunteer

35

13

45

30

38

Salary

Note:

Foreign
(N=3 9)

Male Female
( N=2 0) (N=3 4)

One person did not respond to the question on salary.
Table 14 shows that more than half of the diocesan

directors, as well as people in consecrated life, and people
with an academic degree received full salary.
directors

Few diocesan

(12%) and people with an academic degree (22% of

those with baccalaureate and 15% with M.A. or Ph.D.) ,-were
volunteers.

More than half of the parish directors, the

laity and people without academic degrees were volunteers.

Table 14
Proportion of Teachers' Salary in CEMH According to the Teachers'
Role in Ministry, Religious Status, and Academic Level

p

E

c

R

N

Religious Status

Role in Ministry

Diocesan
Parish
Directors Directors Other Laity
(N=17)
(N=13)
(N=24) (N=34)

I

Salary

E

T

Academic Level

Consecrated
Life
(N=2 0)

Without
Degree
(N=16)

Bacc. MA/PhD
(N=18) (N=20)

Normal salary

64

39

50

32

85

19

67

65

Partial salary

24

8

8

12

15

6

11

20

Volunteer

12

54

42

56

75

22

15

Note:

One person did not respond to the question on salary.

I-'

w
N
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Teachers' Theological Position
Table 15 presents the different types of goals that
motivated teachers in CEMH.

An open question was asked to

learn the goal(s) that motivate the teachers to work in CEMH.
Fourteen teachers mentioned only one goal, 26 mentioned two
goals, and 18 people mentioned three goals.
not respond to this question.

One person did

The cross-tabulation did not

show which of the subgroups contained the person who did not
respond to this question.

Therefore, the percentages were

taken from the total number of persons in each of the
subgroups.

The four most common goals were evangelization

and Christian life (37%), integral education and human
promotion (35%), formation of leaders/ministers
building the Kingdom of God (22%) .

(35%), and

Responses such as

conversion, encounter with God, "vivencia del Cristianismo"
(alive, conscious experience of Christianism), catechesis
and promotion of a profound and mature faith were considered
as evangelization and promotion of Christian life.
The category "integral education and human promotion"
was differentiated from the category "development, awareness
and responsibility of the people" because of the specific
emphasis expressed in educating "the people"

(el pueblo) as

an entity, in contrast to the more general statement of
integral education or human formation.

Women seemed to be

Table 15
Proportion of Teachers' Goals in CEMH and Different Goals According
to the Teachers' Country of Origin and Gender

P

E

R

C

E

Country of Origin

N

T

Gender

(N=54)

U.S.A.
(N=15)

Evangelization, Christian Life

37

40

37

35

40

Integral Education, Human Promotion

35

40

34

25

42

Formation of Ministers and Leaders

35

33

37

40

33

Building the Kingdom of God

22

20

24

20

24

Development, Awareness and Responsibility
of the people (el pueblo)

17

27

13

15

18

Justice and Liberation from Oppression

13

-

18

5

18

Church Renewal, BCC

11

7

13

20

6

7

13

5

5

9

17

13

18

20

15

9

7

11

10

9

Goals

Integration without Assimilation into
the "Anglo" Church
Faith sharing, Service, Exercise Priesthood
Others
Note:

I

Foreign
(N=3 9)

Male Female
(N=20) (N=20)

Fourteen people mentioned one goal; 26 people mentioned two goals; and 18
people mentioned three goals. One person did not respond.

f-"

w

""
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more interested than men in these types of goals as is shown
by a contrast of 42 percent to 25 percent in relation to
integral education and human formation.

North American-born

educators presented the goals of development of awareness ahd
responsibility of the people twice as many times as foreignborn educators

(27% in contrast to 13%) .

Only foreign educators had justice and liberation from
oppression as a goal
(5%) pursuing it.

(18%) with more womeh (18%) than men

Foreign-born educators and men seemed to

be more interested in the renewal of the church and the
formation of CEB's (Basic Ecclesiastical Communities)

(13%

of foreign-born and 20% of male educators in contrast to 7%
United States-born, and 6% of women educators); and North
American and women were more interested in the integration
of the Hispanics into the "Anglo" Church, without being
assimilated by it (13% of United States-born and 9% of women
in contrast to 5% of foreign-born educators, and 5% of men).
The data suggest that native-born teachers and women
held more similar goals than any other combination, especially
regarding the four more common goals.

The only goal in which

both groups differed strongly was in working for justice and
liberation of oppression (women presented 18% while United
States born teachers did not present any person with this
goal) .
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Some of the goals did not suggest major differences
among the groups.

These were evangelization and Christian

life, formation of ministers and leaders, building of the
Kingdom, and the two last categories which include less
explicit goals, such as "share my

f~ith",

"share my

kno\vledge", "live or exercise my priesthood",
"corresponsibility of lay ministry".

"to serve",

These goals were

gathered together because of their emphasis on the educator
instead of the students, the world, or the Church.

The

category "other" is composed of goals which did not
correspond to any other category, these being "family
formation",

"better preparation for myself",

"acceptance by

the 'Anglo' Church", and "to avoid the entrance of Catholics
into the fundamentalist churches".
Table 16 analyzes the four more common goals according
to the educator's role in CEMH, religious status, and
academic level.

Only the cross-tabulation of the four most

important goals was made because of insufficient data for
the other goals reported.
Evangelization and Christian life were more important
to diocesan directors

(47%), persons in consecrated life

(40%), and teachers with baccalaureate degree
they were to other groups (19% to 35%).

(39%) than

Integral education

and human promotion was mentioned more often by teachers

Table 16
Proportion of Teachers' Main Goals in CEMH According to the Teachers'
Role in Ministry, Religious Status, and Academic Level

p

E

Role in Ministry

E

T

N

Religious Status

Academic Level

Diocesan
Parish
Consecrated Without
Life
Degree Bacc r1A/PhD
Directors Directors OtheriLaity
(N=18) (N=2 0)
(N=17)
(N=13)
(N=24) (N=34)
(N=20)
(N=16)

Goals

Evangelization,
Christian Life

47

31

21

Integral Education,
Human Promotion

29

31

Formation of Leaders/
Ministers
59
Building the Kingdom
of God

Note:

c

R

24

26

40

33

I 24

35

15

29

26

31

13

I 21

I

I

19

39

35

I

25

44

25

75

I

25

17

60

25

I

13

33

20

I

Only the four most important goals were crossed-tabulated because of
insufficient data on the other goals reported. Some respondents
mentioned more than one goal.
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holding a baccalaureate degree

(44 %) .

Other groups have a

representation of 25 % to 35 % regarding this goal.
Formation of leaders/ministers was more important to
diocesan directors

(59%), persons in consecrated life (75%),

and teachers with MA/PhD degrees

(60%).

Other groups had

a representation of 15% to 29% in this goal.
The goal of building the Kingdom of God was similarly
distributed among most of the subgroups

(from 20 to 33 %),

with exception of "other ministries" and teachers without
an academic degree.

Both were represented by only 13 per-

cent.
The question regarding the type of Catholicism (Mexican,
Hispanic, Latin American, Anglo American, or European)
with which educators identified themselves explicitly
asked to mark only one

alterna~ive

of six possible responses.

However, 20 teachers marked two alternatives and one checked
three.
Table 17 indicates that Latin American Catholicism had
the larger representation (32%), Mexican Catholicism followed
with 24 percent, and Hispanic Catholicism (Hispanics in the
United States) with 22 percent constituting the other large
group.

United States-born educators were equally represented

in Hispanic and Anglo American Catholicism, with _33 percent
in each category.

In the sam·e way, they were equally ." :
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represented in Latin American and Mex ican Catholicism, with
27 percent in each category.

Foreign educators were more

represented in Mexican Catholicism (41 %), followed by Latin
American Catholicism (23%), and Hispanic Catholicism (18%).
Males seemed to identify with Latin American Catholicism twice as often as females with a contrast of 35 percent
to 18 percent.

Men stated additional types of Catholicism

in the open part of the question.
"Jesus Catholicism"

(one person),

people), and "Protestantism"

These responses were
"Roman

C~tholicism''

(two people).

(two
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Table 17
"Types of Catholicism" in Teachers in CEMH and Different
Types of Catholicism According to the Teachers'
Country of Origin and Gender

P E R C E N T
Country of Oriqin

Gender
Foreign Male Female
(N=3 9) (N=20) (N=35)

(N=54)

U.S. A.
(N=15)

Latin American

37

27

23

35

18

Mexican

24

27

41

35

38

Hispanic in U.S. A.

22

33

18

20

24

Anglo American

13

33

5

15

12

European

13

13

13

10

15

Other

11

13

10

20

6

Type of Catholicism

Note:

Twenty people marked two options~ one person marked
three options~ and 33 persons marked one option.
Table 18 shows that diocesan directors identified them-

selves more with Latin American (41%) and Mexican Catholicism
(35%) in contrast to 18 percent identifying themselves with
Hispanic and Anglo American Catholicisms.

Parish directors

had more identification with Latin American (31%) and Anglo

Table 18
Proportion of Different "Types of Catholicism" in Teachers in CEMH and
Different Types of Catholicism According to the Teachers' Role
in Ministry, Religious Status, and Academic Level

-

p

E

Role in Ministry
Type of
Catholicism

c

R

E

N

Religious Status

T
Academic Level

Diocesan Parish
Consecrated Without
Life
Directors Directors Other Laity
Degree
Bacc
(N=2 4) (N=3 4)
(N=20)
(N=16)
(N=18)
(N=17)
(N=13)

MA/PhD
(N=2 0)

Mexican

35

8

25

26

20

25

22

25

Latin American

41

31

38

29

50

13

39

55

Hispanic

18

23

25

21

20

38

17

15

Anglo American
Anglo

18

31

9

20

25

6

10

Note:

Only the four more common types of Catholicism were crossed-tabulated because
of insufficient data in the other categories
......
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American Catholicism (31%) and very little identification
with Mexican Catholicism (8%).
other ministries

(0%~

The laity

(9 % ~

teachers in

and without academic degrees

(6%)

did not identify themselves with Anglo American Catholicism.
Half of the teachers in consecrated lives (50%) and with
MA/PhD (55%) degrees preferred Latin American Catholicism.
Table 19 presents the teachers' positions regarding the
structure of the church.

Two _personsdid not - respond to

the question dealing with this issue.

From the 51 who

responded, the vast majority (87%) were in favor of change,
81 percent preferred a type of church with the authority and
decision making shared by all members of the church, and 6
percent wanted "the people"

(meaning the grassroots:

"el

pueblo") to have the authority and the decision making
responsibility.

Few more teachers preferred a structural

change (42%) over a functional change (38%).

The difference

between educators open to change (35%) and educators
actively promoting change (46%) was a little larger.
Preferences regarding the model of the church, the type
of change desired, and the type of involvement in promoting
it varied in the different subgroups of the population.
Educators born in the United States were all in favor of a
change towards shared authority and decision making, while
20 percent of the educators born in foreign countries did
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Table 19
Proportion of Teachers in CEMH with Different
Positions Regarding Church Structure

Percent
(N=52)

Position Regarding Church Structure

N

In favor of the actual type of hierarchical structure

7

13

11

21

9

18

Open to a functional change toward
authority and decision making,
shared by all the church
Actively working for a functional
change toward authority and
decision making, shared by all
the church

81%
Open to a structural change toward
authority and decision making,
shared by all the church
Actively working for a structural
change toward authority and
decision making, shared by all
the church

7

13

15

29

Open to a structural change in which
"the people" (el pueblo) have the
authority over all the church
Actively working for a structural
change in which "the people" (el
pueblo) have the authority over
all the church
Total
Note:

3

6

52

Two persons did not express their position regarding
churc~ structure.
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not want a change, and 8 percent wanted "the people''

(el

pueblo) to have the authority and decision making
responsibilities.
Of those educators born in the United States who
favored a shared authority model, 60 percent preferred a
structural change, contrasted to 40 percent who preferred a
functional change.

Fewer teachers were actively promoting

change (47%) than those just open to change (53%).

Foreign-

born educators were equally distributed between those
favoring a functional or structural change (36% in both
cases), and they were more .actively involved in promoting
such change, with 47 percent representation in contrast to
25 percent who were just open to change if it should happen.
These numbers suggest that foreign-born educators were more
heterogeneous than educators born in the United States, with
a strong contrast between roughly 20 percent of the foreignborn population in favor of the actual system, 50 percent
actively promoting a change toward a model with shared
authority, and 10 percent actively promoting a change to
give to "the people"

(el pueblo) the authority of the church.

Table 20 shows that more educators born in the United
States preferrred structural change (60%) over functional
change (40%) and there were slightly more educators who are
open to change (53%) than who are actively promoting it
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(47 %).

As stated before, native-born educators d i d not

favor the pres e nt type of structure neither the authority
and decision making located in "the people".

Foreign born

educators were equally represented in favoring functional
and structural change (36 %), had more people promoting change
(47 %) than just open to change, had 19 percent favoring the
present type of structure and 8 percent promoting change
with authority and decision making located in ''the people".
More than twice as many males than females were in
favor of the present structure of the church (21% in contrast
with 9%).

Males seemed to be more directed towards a

structural change

(47%) than towards a functional change

(32%), while females presented the reverse pattern, with 41
percent favoring a functional change and 32 percent a
structural change.

Twice as many males were actively

promoting change, with a representation of 53 percent in
contrast to 26 percent in favor of letting change happen.
Also, more women were actively promoting change

(44%), but

the difference between them and those who only were open to
change

(38 %) was only 6 percent.

No men wanted "the people"

to have the authority of the church, while 9 percent of
women were in favor of it.

This fact, together with the

21 percent of men favoring the actual structure of the
church, revealed important differences between men and
women regarding this issue.

Table 20
Proportion of Teachers in CEMH with Different Positions Regarding Church
Structure and Different Positions Regarding Church Structure
According to the Teachers' Country of Origin and Gender

P

E

R

C

E

N

T

Country of Origin
Position Regarding the Structure
of the Church

(N=52)

Favoring present type of hierarchical structure

13

U.S.A.
(N=15)

Gender

Foreign
(N=3 7)

Male
(N=19)

Female
(N=34)

19

21

9

Favoring change with authority and
decision making shared by all the
church:
Functional change

38

40

36

32

41

Structural change

42

60

36

47

31

Open to change

35

53

25

26

38

Promoting change

46

47

47

53

44

Promoting change with authority and
decision making located in the
people (el pueblo)

Note:

6

8

9

Two persons did not express their position regarding Church structure.
I-"
~

en
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Table 21 reveals that a very small proportion of
diocesan directors

(6%) favored the actual hierarchical

structure of the church or promoted change towards the
authority held by the people

(6%).

The same proportion of

diocesan directors favored a functional or a structural
change, but a larger proportion of them (53%) were actively
promoting change, in contrast to 29 percent just open to
change.
Few parish directors

(8%) favored the actual system of

the church, and none was promoting change towards authority
held by "the people''.
directors

A larger proportion of parish

(54%) preferred functional change over structural

change (30%) ; and three times as many were just open to
change (61%)

in contrast to 23 percent who were promoting

it.
Twenty percent of teachers in other ministries favored
the present type of church structure in contrast to 6 percent and 8 percent of office directors.

Only 8 percent

favored authority held by "the people".

Structural change

was preferred by almost twice as many ministers, with a
representation of 46 percent in contrast to 25 percent
preferring functional change.

More than twice as many

educators in this category were promoting change
contrast with 21 percent just open to it.

(50%), in

Table 21
Different Positions Regarding Church Structure of Teachers in CEMH According
to the Teachers' Role in Ministry, Religious Status, and Academic Level

p

E

Role in Ministry
Diocesan
Parish
Directors Directors
(N=16)
(N=13)

Favoring hierarchical structure

Laity
(N=3 4)

Other
(N=23)

N

T

-

25

32

31

46

29

61

53

6

21

Functional

41

54

Structural

41

Open to change
Promoting change

I

Academic Level

Consecrated
Life
(N=2 6)

21

7

~vi thout

Degree
(N=16)

I

Bacc MA/PhD
(N=16) (N=2 0)

6

29

5

45

44

18

50

38

45

50

40

30

21

29

40

31

29

40

23

50

41

50

63

29

40

-

8

6

5

-

13

5

Favoring change:
shared authority

Note:

E

Religious Status

6

Promoting change
authority located
in the people

c

R

I

I

Three persons did not e x presss their position regarding church structure.

......
~
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The laity and persons in consecrated life presented the
same proportion of people favoring functional or structural
change (32% and 38% respectively for the laity and 45% in
both cases by educators in consecrated life).

Also, both

groups had more persons promoting change than just open to
it (41% in contrast with 29% of the laity and 50% in contrast
with 40% of educators in consecrated life).

An equal

proportion of the laity and of teachers in consecrated life
sought authority held by "the people"
ly).

(6% and 5% respective-

However, a large difference existed between 21 percent

of the laity favoring the actual structure of the church in
contrast to none of the educators in consecrated life.
Educators with different academic levels also presented
unique patterns in regard to the church structure.
Structural change was preferred slightly more (50%) than
functional change (44%) by teachers without academic degree.
More than twice as many educators holding a baccalaureate
degree preferred structural change (40%) over functional
change (18%) but a larger proportion of educators with
MA/PhD degrees preferred functional changes (50%) over
structural change (30%).

Educators with degrees were

equally represented in promoting change and being open to
change (29% in both categories for educators with
baccalaureate degree and 40% in both categories for
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educators with MA/PhD degree).

Twice as many teachers

without academic degree were promoting change (63%) in
contrast to 31 percent who were only open to it.

The present

type of church structure was preferred by 29 percent of the
people with baccalaureate degree in contrast to only 6 percent and 5 percent of teachers without academic degree or
with post graduate studies, respectively.

None of the

teachers without academic degree promoted authority held by
"the people", while 11 percent of teachers with baccalaureate
degree and 5 percent of teachers with post graduate studies
did.
The question regarding teachers' commitment to different
ways of promoting Christian life (see Appendix B) had four
alternatives for each of the different types of commitments
(strong commitment, little commitment, no commitment, and
in disagreement).

Only the responses of "strong commitment"

are presented and analyzed in tables 22 and 23 because of
insufficient data in the other alternatives.

Some educators

did not respond one or two of the items in this question.
To make a table feasible, the proportion of responses was
always obtained in relation to the expected number of
responses in each category.
Table 22 indicates that the three more common commitments were:

(a) reconciliation and union between Anglo and
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Hispanic Catholics (69 %),
the Hispanics
poor in

(b) reconciliation and union among

(59 %), and (c)

~Comunidades

integral development of the

Eclesiales -de Base"

(CEB's)

(59%).

The other three ways of promoting Christian life with
strong commitment of more than half of the educators were:
(a) evangelization and catechesis based on popular
religiosity (56%),

(b) spiritual growth (52%), and (c)

youth ministry (52%).

Socio-economic-politic liberation,

integral development in CEB's, migrant ministry, children's
ministry, and strong moments of conversion presented strong
commitment of 41 percent to 44 percent of the teachers.
From all the different ways of promoting Christian life
stated in the questionnaire, the only one with little commitment from part of the educators was the personalistic
integral development approach (19 %).

In addition, 31 per-

cent of the teachers were in disagreement with this way of
promoting Christian life and 9 percent did not have any
commitment regarding it.
Only differences of more than 15% were considered large
enough to represent a significant difference between
different categories of educators.

Table 22 shows that

educators born in the United States expressed strong commitment in an average of eight different ways of promoting
Christian life in contrast to foreign-born educators who

Table 22
Proportion of Teachers in CEMH who Presented Strong Commitment to Different
Ways of Promoting Christian Life and Different Commitments According
to the Teachers' Country of Origin and Gender

P

E

R

C

E

Country of Origin

u.s.A.

N

T
Gender

(N=54)

(N=15)

Foreign
(N=39)

Male
(N=2 0)

Female
(N=3 4)

Anglo-Hispanic Reconciliation/union

69

87

61

80

62

Hispanic Reconciliation/union

59

80

53

70

53

Integral Development of the Poor, in CEB's

59

73

53

55

62

Evangelization and Catechesis, based on
popular religiosity

56

73

50

50

59

Spiritual Growth

52

80

42

55

50

Youth Ministry

52

73

45

60

47

Socio-economic-politic liberation

44

60

40

50

41

Integral Development in CEB's

44

67

34

40

47

Migrant Ministry

43

53

40

45

41

Children's Ministry

41

60

34

40

41

Strong Moments of Conversion

41

47

40

50

35

Integral Development/Personalistic Approach

19

27

16

30

12

8

5

8

6

Average Number of Responses

......
(Jl

Note:

Some persons did not check any alternative (strong commitment, little commitment, no commitment, and in disagreement) in one or more of the different
types of commitment.
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presented strong commitment in an average of five items.
In all the items, native-born educators expressed
stronger commitment than foreign-born educators.
differences were:

The larger

(a) spiritual growth (80% in contrast to

42%),

(b) integral development in BEC's (73% in contrast to

53%),

(c) youth ministry (73% in contrast to 45%),

(d)

Hispanic reconciliation/union (80% in contrast to 53%), and
(e) children's ministry (60% in contrast to 34%).
Men and women had the same average
with strong commitment.
commitment than women in:
(50% in contrast to 35%),

o~

items

(6) checked

Men's responses revealed stronger
(a) strong moments of conversion
(b) Anglo-Hispanic reconcilia-

tion/union (80% in contrast to 62%), and (c) personalistic
integral development (30% in contrast to 12%).

Women did

not present substantially stronger commitments than did men.
Table 23 shows that diocesan directors had strong
commitment in an average of seven different ways of
promoting Christian life, while parish directors had an
average of four, and teachers in other ministries presented
an average of six.

Diocesan directors scored stronger than

parish educators in all different types of commitments.
Educators in other ministries also scored stronger than
parish directors in all the items but only some presented
differences larger than 15%.

There were:

(a) Anglo-Hispanic

Table 23
Strong Commitment to Different Ways of Promoting Christian Life of Teachers in CEMH
According to their Role in Ministry, Religious Status, and Academic Level
p

E

Role in Ministry

Anglo-Hispanic Reconciliation/union
Hispanic Reconciliation/
union
Integral Development of
the Poor, in CEB's
Evangelization and Catechesis, based on
popular religiosity
Spiritual Growth
Youth Ministry
Socio-economic-politic
liberation
Integral Development in
CEB's
Migrant Ministry
Children's Ministry
Strong Moments of
Conversion
Integral Development/
Personalistic Approach
Average Number of Responses
Note:

c

R

E

Relig. Status

T

N

Academic Level

Dioc.
Dir.
(N=17)

Par.
Dir.
(N=13)

Other
(N=24)

Laity
(N=34)

Cons.
Life
(N=20)

88

46

67

68

70

69

67

70

71

39

63

21

35

63

61

55

77

46

54

56

65

56

78

45

65
65
53

31
39
69

63
50
42

56
53
59

55
50
40

69
19
56

50
17
67

50
30
35

47

39

46

47

40

50

56

30

71
47
53

23
15
31

38
54
38

47
41
47

40
45
30

38
56
43

61
50
44

35
25
35

35

39

46

47

30

69

28

30

18

23

17

21

15

13

17

25

7

4

6

6

5

6

6

5

Without
Degree Bacc MA/PhD
(N=16) (N=18)
(N=20)

Some persons did not check any alternative (strong commitment, little commitment,
no commitment, and in disagreement) in one or more of the different types of
commitment.

......
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reconciliation/union (67 % in contrast to 46 %),

(b) Hispanic

reconciliation/union (63% in contrast to 39 %),

(c) evange-

lization and catechesis based on popular religiosity (63%
in contrast to 31 %), and (d) migrant ministry (54 % in
contrast to 15 %).

Parish directors scored stronger than

educators in other ministries only in youth ministry (69 %
in contrast to 42 %) . .
The differences between lay teachers and teachers in
consecrated life were small and few.

Lay educators scored

stronger only in their commitment to youth ministry (59%
in contrast to 40%) and to strong moments of conversion (47%
in contrast to 30%).

Teachers in consecrated life did not

score stronger in any of the different ways of promoting
Christian life.

Lay educators presented an average of six

strong commitments while educators in consecrated life
presented an average of five.
Teachers with MA/PhD degrees scored lower than did
teachers without academic degree and with baccalaureate in
their commitment to all ways of promoting Christian life
with an average of four strong commitments in contrast to
an average of si x by both, teachers with a baccalaureate
degree and without academic degree.

Teachers without

academic degree scored strongly in their commitment to
evangelization and catechesis based on popular religiosity
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(19% in relation to the two other categories) and to strong
moments of conversion (41% difference with teachers with
baccalaureate degree and 39% difference with educators with
MA/PhD.
The data show that educators born in the United States
and diocesan directors expressed strong commitment more
times than did the other subgroups, with an average of eight
and seven commitments respectively.

The subgroups that

expressed fewer strong commitments were parish directors and
teachers with MA/PhD degree, with an average of four and five
commitments, respectively.
Table 24 presents the proportion of teachers in CEMH who
identified themselves with different aspects of Jesus' personality and pastoral action.

It is noted that some people did

not respond to one or two of the items, but because of the
large proportion of responses to a large number of items
(see Appendix B) these omissions seem to have little effect
on the results.

As for the previous tables, only larger

differences than 15% were considered large enough to be
commen~ed

on.

fourth-fifths)

The great majority of teachers

(more than

strongly identified themselves with:

Jesus as evangelizer {85%),

(1)

(2) Jesus as teacher and leader

(81%), and Jesus announcing God's salvation (80%).

About

three-fourths of the teachers strongly identified themselves

Table 24
Proportion of Teachers in CEMH who Identified Themselves with Different Aspects
of Jesus' Personality and Pastoral Action and Different Identifications
According to the Teachers' Country of Origin and Gender

p

E

R

c

T

N

E

Country of Origin

Gende r

(N=54)1

U.S.A.
(N=15)

Jesus as evangelizer

85

80

67

85

85

Jesus, teacher and leader

81

73

84

70

88

Jesus announcing God's salvation

80

80

79

75

82

Jesus taking care of those who suffer

78

93

74

65

85

Jesus serving the poor

70

87

66

60

76

Jesus, expression of love for everyone

70

80

66

75

68

Jesus savior of the poor and oppressed

70

74

68

75

68

Jesus prophet denouncing injustice

66

74

66

65

67

Jesus savior of all men and women

61

60

63

70

56

Jesus, Good Shepherd

59

60

60

70

53

Jesus reaching to the sinners

52

53

53

65

44

Jesus redeemer on the cross

46

47

47

50

44

Jesus priest

39

47

37

45

35

9

8

9

9

Identification with Different Aspects of
Jesus' Personality and Pastoral Action

Average of strong identification
Notes:

I

Foreign
(N=39)

Some persons did not respond to one or several of the items.
The respondents had to check all the alternatives that applied.

Male Female
(N=20) (N=3 4)

I
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with:

(1) Jesus taking care of those who suffer (78%),

Jesus serving the poor (70%),

(2)

(3) Jesus' expression of love

for everyone (70%), and (4) Jesus, savior of the poor and
oppressed (70%).

More than half of the teachers were

strongly identified themselves with:
denouncing injustice (66%),
women (61%),

(1) Jesus as prophet

(2) Jesus, savior of all men and

(3) Jesus, the Good Shepherd (59%), and (4)

Jesus reaching out to the sinners

(52%).

Only 46 percent

of the teachers were strongly identified with Jesus redeemer
on the Cross, and 39 percent with Jesus as priest.
Teachers born in the United States presented higher
identification than teachers born in foreign countries with:
(1) Jesus taking care of those who suffer (93% in contrast to
74%) and (2) Jesus serving the poor (87% in contrast to 66%).
Men identified themselves, at least, 15% more than
women with:

Jesus the Good Shepherd (70% in contrast to

53%) and Jesus reaching out to the sinners
to 44%).
with:

(65% in contrast

Women identified themselves stronger than men

(a) Jesus taking care of those who suffer (85% in

contrast to 65%),

(b) Jesus serving the poor (76% in

contrast to 60%), and (c) Jesus as teacher and leader (88%
in contrast to 70%).
Table 25 indicates that diocesan and parish directors
identified themselves in similar proportions to all but one

~able

25

Proportion of Teachers in CEMH who Identified Themselves with Different Aspects
of Jesus' Personality and Pastoral Action According to the Teachers' Role
in Ministry, Religious Status, and Academic Level

p

Identification with Different
Aspects of Jesus' Personality
and Pastoral Action
Jesus as evangelizer
Jesus, teacher and leader
Jesus announcing God's
salvation
Jesus taking care of those
~'lho suffer
Jesus serving the poor
Jesus, expression of love
for everyone
Jesus savior of the poor
and oppressed
Jesus prophet denouncing
injustice
Jesus savior of all men
and women
Jesus, Good Shepherd
Jesus reaching to the sinners
Jesus redeemer on the cross
Jesus priest
Average of strong identification

E

Role in Ministry
Dioc.
Par.
Dir.
Dir.
Other
(N=2 4)
(N=17)
(N=13)

c

R

E

N

T

Rel. Status

Academic Level
Cons. Without
Laity Life
Degree Bacc MA/PhD
(N=3 4) (N=2 0) (N=16) (N=18) (N=20)

88
82

92
92

80
75

91
85

75
75

94
81

83
72

80
90

88

77

75

79

80

81

83

75

94
82

92
77

58
60

77
68

80
75

88
75

83
83

65
55

88

85

50

74

65

50

78

80

83

70

63

68

75

56

89

65

71

85

55

71

60

75

78

50

71
65
65
65
38

77
77
54
54

46
46
38

29

45
40
60
30
40

63
63
56
50

29

71
71
47
56
39

44

61
67
56
33
33

60
50
45
55
40

10

10

7

9

9

9

9

8

29

......
LTl
~

Note:

Some persons did not respond to one or several of the items.
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of the different aspects of Jesus' personality and pastoral
action.

Diocesan directors presented stronger identification

with Jesus reaching out to the sinners
54% and 38%).

(65% in contrast to

Educators in other ministries identified

themselves less than the other two subgroups in nine out of
the thirteen different aspects of Jesus' personality and
pastoral action:

(a) Jesus taking care of those who suffer

(58% in contrast to 92% and 94%),

(b) Jesus serving the

poor (60% in contrast to 77% and 82%),

(c) Jesus, expression

of love for everyone (50% in contrast to 85% and 88%),

(d)

Jesus, savior of the poor and oppressed (63% in contrast to
70% and 83%),

(e) Jesus, prophet denouncing injustice (55%

in contrast to 85% and 71%),

(f) Jesus, savior of all men

and women (46% in contrast to 77% and 71%),
Shepherd (46% in contrast to 77% and 65%),
to the sinners

(g) Jesus, Good
(h) Jesus reaching

(38% in contrast to 54% and 71%), and (i)

Jesus, redeemer on the cross

(29% in contrast to 54% and 65%).

Lay educators identified themselves in greater proportions
with:

(at least 15% more) than educators in consecrated life
(1) Jesus as evangelizer,

(2) Jesus, savior of all

men and women (3) Jesus the Good Shepherd, and (4) Jesus,
redeemer on the cross.
the 15 percent used
between subgroups.

as

Other differences were smaller than
criteria for reporting differences
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Educators without an academic degree and with a
baccalaureate presented similar proportions of identification
to the different aspects of Jesus' personality and pastoral _
action.

Teachers with MA/PhD scored lower than the other

subgroups in their identification with:
care of those who suffer

(65~

(a) Jesus taking

in contrast to 83% and 88%),

(b) Jesus serving the poor (55% in contrast to 83% and 75%)
(c) Jesus, prophet denouncing injustice (50% in contrast to
78% and 75%), and (d) Jesus, the good shepherd (50% in
contrast to 67% and 63%).

Teachers without degree identified

themselves less than the other subgroups with Jesus expression
of love for everyone

(50% in contrast to 78% and 80%).

Teachers with baccalaureate presented more identification
(about 30% more) with Jesus, savior of the poor and oppressed
and less identification (about 22% less) with Jesus, redeemer
on the cross than did the other two subgroups.
The average number of strong identification with the
different aspects of Jesus' personality and pastoral action
was very similar for most of the subgroups

(from 7 to 10).

Educators in other ministries had a lower average (7).

Teachers' Preparation
Four questions in the questionnaire gathered data
related to teachers' preparation:
academic studies,

(a) area and level of

(b) most useful formal education and
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religious ministry experiences,

(c) effectiveness of

specific types of education for CEMH in the last three years,
and (d) level of knowledge in specific areas needed in their
teaching.
Table 26 presents the data on the teachers' academic
level.

The population studied presented almost equal

proportion of teachers without any academic degree (30%)
with baccalaureate or "Licenciatura'' (33%) and with graduate
studes (37%), with seven teachers

(13%) having a doctorate

and thirteen (24%) a master's degree.
Educators born in the United States had higher levels
of academic studies than teachers born in foreign countries.
Only 13 percent of native teachers did not have a
baccalaureate degree in contrast to 36 percent of foreign
educators.

At the graduate levels, the difference between

both groups was small.

Forty percent of teachers born in

the United States and 36 percent of foreign-born educators
held at least a master's degree.
The differences between men and women were larger in the
two extremes.

More than twice as many women (38%) as men

(15%) did not have any academic degree, and half as many
women (27%) as men

(55%) had taken graduate studies.

Both

groups had almost the same proportion of educators with
baccalaureate degree

(30% for men and 35% for women).

Table 26
Proportion of Teachers in CEMH with Different Academic Levels
According to the Teachers' Country of Origin, Gender,
Role in Ministry, and Religious

p

E

Country Origin

Academic Level

Status

c

R

Gender

E

N

T

Role Ministry

Dio.
U.S.A. Foreign Male Female Dir.
(N=3 9) (N=2 0) (N=3 4) (N=17)
(N=5 4) (N=15)

Par.
Dir.
(N=13)

Rel. Status
Other Laity
(N=24) (N=3 4)

Cons.
Life
(N=20)

Wi thou·t degree

30

13

36

15

38

-

31

50

44

5

BA

33

47

28

30

35

41

46

21

26

45

37

40

36

55

27

59

23

29

40

50

MA/PhD:
MA =
PhD =

Note:

13 cases
7 cases

Some persons had double major, or two or more degrees; therefore, the sum of the
different percentages accounted for more than 100%.
,__,.
0"1

w
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All diocesan directors had an academic degree; 41 percent had baccalaureate, and 59 percent graduate studies.
Almost the same proportion of teachers who were directors of
parish offices and of teachers in other ministries had
graduate studies

(23% and 29% respectively).

Almost half of

parish directors had baccalaureate and 31 percent of them
did not have any academic degree.

Teachers in other minis-

tries presented an inverse pattern, half of them did not have
any academic degree and 21 percent had a baccalaureate degree.
Teachers in consecrated life had higher levels of
education than lay teachers.

Only 5 percent of them did not

hold a degree in contrast to 44 percent of the laity.

Fifty

percent of teachers in consacrated life had postgraduate
studies in contrast to 40% of the laity.
Table 27 indicates that almost half of the degrees of
teachers in CEMH were in the area of religious studies.
Twenty six percent of the teachers had studies in social
sciences and 26 percent in education.

Religious education

studies were more common at the master's level, with only
one person having a baccalaureate degree in religious
education and none of them holding a doctorate in this area.

Table 27
Proportion of Teachers in CEMH with Different Types of Academic Studies

Total

Baccalaureate

Percent
(N=7 6)

N

Religious Sciences, Theology,
Formation for Priesthood,
33
or Religious Life

43

18

33

Social sciences

20

26

14

Educational sciences

10

13

8

Academic Studies

Religious education
Philosophy, AdminOther:
istration, Chemistry,
Physics
Total

Note:

N

5
--

Master

Percent
(N=54)

Doctorate

Percent

Percent

(N=54)

N

(N=54)

11

20

4

7

26

4

7

2

4

8

15

1

2

1

2

10

1

2

7

13

-

-

7

5

9

-

-

-

-

N

76

Some persons have double major or two or more degrees; therefore, the sum of
different percentage accounts for more than 100%.
I-"

0'\
V1
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Table 28 reports teachers' perception on the formal
education they received and considered the most useful or
valuable for their ministry in CEMH.

Five teachers did not

respond to the question corresponding to this topic
Appendix A) .

(see

Twenty nine teachers mentioned one type of

education, 25 mentioned two types, and 12 mentioned three
types.

The column at the left side presents the number of

teachers who identified the different types of formal
education as the most useful for their ministry in CEMH.
The right column presents the proportion of teachers who
mentioned each of the different types of education.
About a quarter of the teachers mentioned:
and social sciences (29%),
catechist formation
formation

(a) human

(b) religious education and

(27%), and (c) workshops for ministry

(27%) as the most valuable ones.

Religious

sciences (22%) and education for the priesthood and
religious life (18%) followed in importance.
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Table 28
Most Useful Formal Education for Teachers in CEMH and
Proportion of Teachers Mentioning Each of Them

Percent
Most useful Formal Education

N

(N=49)

Human and Social Sciences

14

29

Religious Education, Master Catechist,
Catechis Formation

13

27

Workshops for Ministry/Leadership
Formation

13

27

Theology, Christology, Scriptures

11

22

Formation for Priesthood or Religious
Life

9

18

Education, Pedagogy

7

14

Philosophy

4

8

High School in Catholic School

4

8

Courses in MACC

3

6

Courses in Administration and Social
Work

2

4

Courses on Pastoral

2

4

Total

Note:

Five teachers
corresponding
mentioned one
types, and 12

82

did not respond to the question
to this topic.
Twenty nine teachers
type of education, 25 mentioned two
mentioned three types.
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Table 29 reports the most valuable ministry experiences
for teachers in CEMH.

Five teachers did not respond to the

question corresponding to this topic

(see Appendix A) .

Nineteen teachers mentioned one type of ministry experience,
35 mentioned two types, and 13 mentioned three types.

The

left column presents the number of teachers who identified
the different types of ministries as the most useful for
their ministry in CEMH.

The right column presents the

proportion of teachers who mentioned each of the different
types of ministries.
The most valuable ministry experience reported by the
educators was catechetical ministry (49%).

The other two

important ministry experiences were community organization
and social action (22%) and pastoral work (20%).
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Table 29
Most Useful Ministry Experiences for Teachers in CEMH
and Proportion of Teachers Mentioning Each of Them

Ministry Experiences

N

Percent
lN=49)

Catechetical ministry

24

49

Social action, community organization,
working with people

11

22

Pastoral work in the parish and with
farm workers

10

20

Teacher, educator, professor

8

16

Scripture teacher, coordinator of Bible,
sharing groups

7

14

Youth ministry

7

14

Teacher in leadership/ministry formation

6

12

Evangelization ministry

6

12

Retreats and liturgical ministry

5

10

Priestly ministry

4

8

Family/marriage ministry

4

8

Participation in ministry/apostolate
(no specification)

4

8

3

6

Participation in CEB's
Total

Note:

(2) and Cursillos

(1)

99

Five teachers did not respond to the question corresponding to this topic.
Ninenteen teachers mentioned
one type of ministry, 35 mentioned two types, and 13
mentioned three types.
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Table 30 presents the religious experiences that
teachers considered most valuable as preparation for their
ministry in CEMH.

Eight teachers did not respond to the

question corresponding to this topic (see Appendix A).
Seventeen teachers mentioned one type of experience, 36
mentioned two types, and 17 mentioned three types.

As in

the previous Tables, the left column presents the different
types of religious experiences identified by teachers as
the most useful for their ministry in CEMH and the right
column presents the proportion of teachers mentioning the
different types of experiences.
Even though the question specifically asked for
"religious experiences", 70 percent of the teachers considered educational experiences among the most valuable
religious experiences.

Participation in church lay groups

was considered valuable by half of the teachers, and 26
percent of them expressed personal spiritual experiences
amont the most valuable ones.
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Table 30
Most Useful Religious Experiences for Teachers in CEMH
and Proportion of Teachers Mentioning Each of Them

Percent
Most Useful Religious Experiences
Educational Experiences:
Catechist formation
Workshops, symposia, and congresses
School of ministry
Family formation
Studies in MACC
Subtotal
Participation in Church Lay Groups:
Youth groups
CEB's
Cursillos
Marriage encounter
Retreats
Charismatic renewal
Bible-sharing groups
Encuentros de Pastoral Hispana
Subtotal
Personal Spiritual Experiences:
Faith, confidence in God
Willingness to serve, to give, to share
Prayer
Willingness to know God and to share God
Subtotal
Influence from Other Persons:
Family
Friends
"Nuestro pueblo" (our people)
Teacher
Students
Spiritual director
Subtotal
Other:
Seminar, novitiate
Academic formation
Evangelization day
Experience in Latin American churches
Experience in RECOSS
Subtotal
Total

N

(N=4 6)

8
8
7
6
3
32

70

5
4
3
3
3
2
2

1
23

50

5
4
2

1

----r2

26

3
2
2

1
1
1
10

22

2
2
2

1
1
8
85

17
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Note:

Eight teachers did not respond to the question
corresponding to this topic.
Seventeen teachers
mentioned one type of e x perience, 36 mentioned two
types, and 17 mentioned three types.
Table 31 reveals that the great majority of teachers

attended workshops, congresses, and seminars
group discussions and reflections
training (81%).
studies.

(94%), held

(90%), and had in-service

A third of them were pursuing academic

In general, the teachers rated as "good" the

different types of - ongoing education they . had.
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Table 31
Teachers' Ongoing Education During the Last Three
Years and Analysis of its Effectiveness

Mean
Effectiveness
Percent
(N=53)

Low
1

Regular

Good

2

3

Workshops, congresses,
seminars

94

3.3

Group discussion and
reflection

90

3.2

Inservice

81

Courses

70

3.0

Studies for BA

15

3.1

Postgraduate Studies

19

3.1

Other: MACC, independent
studies, retreats,
CEB's

11

3.3

Note:

Excellent
4

2.9

One person did not respond to the question corresponding
to this topic.
Table 32 indicates the level of knowledge that teachers in

CEMH had in different subjects needed in their teaching.

The

left column shows different subjects identified by the educators
as needed in their teaching in CEMH.

The right column presents

the level of knowledge reported by the educators on each one of
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Table 32
Subject Matters Needed by Teachers in CEMH and Teachers'
Level of Knowledge in each of Them

p E R C E N T

Subject Matter
Religious Education
Scripture
Christo logy
Ecclesiology/Sacraments
Theology
Evangelization
Catechesis
Pastoral
Spirituality/Prayer
Teachings of the Church
Church History
Moral Development/Ethics
Average
Social Sciences
Socio-cultural anthropology
Christian Humanism
Psychology
Sociology
Economy
Communication
Teaching Techniques
Planning Techniques
Counseling Techniques
Leadership Techniques
Average
Hispanic Culture
Academic Spanish
Regional Spanish
Culture and Psychology
Popular Religiosity
Latin American Church History
United States Church History
Average
Overall Average

N

Percent
(N=5 4)

Level of Knowledge
Inadequate

Regular

Adequate

41
37
37
33
41
40
37
34
30
30
33

76
69
69
61
76
74
69
63
56
56
61
66

10
14
14
17
7
4
5
3
14
27
6
11

51
40
40
42
39
48
57
50
63
53
64
50

39
46
46
33
54
48
38
47
23
20
30
39

33
35
42
30

61
65
78
56

22
11
19
34

32

60

so

35
34
38
29
37

65
63
70
54
69

64

23
30
32
48
14
28

51
49
33
43
31
37
35
34
38
46
50

27
40
48
23
19
40
35
34
14
40
22

69
67
74
72
70
72
69

34
6
4
8
34
38
21

16
39
48
56
45
41
41

50
55
48
36
21
21
38

20

47

33

37
36
40
39
38
39
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the subject matters needed.
About half of the teachers felt that their level of
knowledge was moderate; however, their proficiency in the
different main areas and specific subjects varied.

In general,

they reported having better education in the religious area
and Hispanic culture than in social sciences with 39 percent,
38 percent, and 22 percent of them expressing an adequate
level of knowledge in these areas.

These data were rein-

forced by 11 percent, 21 percent, and 28 percent of the
teachers expressing inadequate knowledge in religious
subjects, Hispanic culture, and social sciences respectively.
The subjects in which the teachers needed more preparation were:

(a) counseling techniques and economy; less than

20 percent of the teachers expressed adequate knowledge in
these areas (14% and 19% respectively), with practically half
of them considering
respectively),

their knowledge inadequate (48% and SO%

(b) all subjects relating to church history;

only around one fifth of the teachers expressed an appropriate
level of knowledge

(Teachings of the church 123%], church

history [20%), Latin American church history [21%), and
United States church history [21%]), and about 30 percent
considered their level as inadequate,

(c) sociology,

teaching techniques, and planning techniques; about onethird of the teachers recognized an inadequate level of
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knowledge in these subjects

(23%, 35%, and 34% respectively),

while about another third felt they had adequate preparation
in these areas

(34%, 30%, and 32% respectively).

The subjects in which approximately one-third of the
teachers had adequate preparation were:
(b) theology (33%),

(a) Scripture (39%),

(c) moral development/ethics (30%),

teachings of the church (23%),

(e) socio-cultural anthro-

pology (27%), and (f) popular religiosity (36%).
subjects in which approximately half of
appropriate level of knowledge were:
(b) Ecclesiology/sacraments
(d) Catechesis

(48%),

Psychology (48%),

(d)

(46%),

t~e

The

teachers had

(a) Christology (46%),

(c) Evangelization (54%),

(e) Spirituality/prayer (47%),

(f)

(g) Spanish, both academic and regional

(50% and 50% respectively), and (h) Hispanic culture and
psychology (48%).
Summary of Teachers' Background and Preparations
More women than men were involved in CEHM.

Most of

the women came from foreign countries and were lay people,
while more men were native born and belonged to the consecrated life.

The majority of the teachers were foreign

born with half of them being of Mexican origin.

Educators

born in the United States were older than foreign born
educators, and men were older than women.
Teachers in CEMH were heads of diocesan offices,
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parish offices, or were involved in a variety of ministries.
Teachers in consecrated life worked as diocesan directors
almost twice as much as lay people, while the inverse pattern
existed among directors of parish offices.
The ministries with

~ore

representation in CEMH were

catechesis and evangelization, and the most common goals in
CEMH were evangelizatiort and promotion of Christian life,
integral education and human development, formation of
leader/ministers, and building the Kingdom of God.

More

teachers identified themselves with Latin American Catholicism, with Mexican and Hispanic Catholicism in second and
third place.
The great majority of teachers favored a change of
the church structure, seeking a model with shared authority
and decision making.

More than half of the teachers were

strongly committed to reconciliation and union between Anglo
and Hispanic Catholics and among Hispanics themselves, and
to the integral development of the poor, in ''Comunidades
Eclesiales de Base."

The great majority of the teachers

identified themselves with Jesus as evangelizer, Jesus as
teacher and leader, and Jesus announcing God's salvation.
Approximately one-third of the teachers had less than
a baccalaureate degree; one-third had a baccalaureate degree;
and the other third had graduate studies.

Educators born in
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the United States, teachers in consecrated life, and men hada
higher education le v el than th o se born in foreign c oun tries,
lay teac he rs, and women.

All diocesan directors had an

academic degree, and half of them had completed graduate
studies.
The most useful experiences for their rol e as teachers
in CEMH were:

(a)

in the educational area:

studies in

human and social sciences, religious education, catechist
formation, and ministry formation,
area:

(b)

in the ministerial

catechesis, community organization and social action,

and pastoral work, and (c)

in the religious area:

different

educational programs, participation in church lay groups, and
some personal spiritual experiences.
Teachers evaluated their ongoing education in general as
good.

The area in which they needed more preparation was

social sciences.
preparation were:

The subjects in which they needed more
counseling techniques, economy, church

history and church documents, sociology, teaching techniques,
and planning techniques.
Teachers' Perceptions on
General Characteristics of Their Students
According to the second objective of the study, the
respondents were asked to identify some demographic and
educational characteristics of their students to provide
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a basic knowledge on the population that they were serving
in CEMH.

Two questions gathered data regarding the students'

characteristics; these were questions 24 and 25
Appendix A).

(see

The first one asked for general demographic

data and was subdivided into six parts according to the
different variables of age,

sex, educational level, occupa-

tion, civic status, and language spoken.

The second one

identified some attitudes and religious characteristics of
the students; it was also divided into six parts concerning
the origin of the students' Christian commitment, their
involvement in ministry, their attitude toward Vatican II
renewal, Charismatic renewal

~nd

theology of liberation, and

their practices of popular religiosity.
These questions were asked only of teachers who taught
regular courses because of the impossibility of identifing
characteristics of the students by those educators who only
taught through workshops.

There were 43 teachers who

responded to these questions, however,

some of the charac-

teristics were identified by fewer than 43 teachers because
some of them reported not knowing the students well.

The

students' educational level, civic status, and occupation
were unknown by approximately 30 percent of the teachers;
and age, gender, educational level, and language were unknown
by approximately 15 percent of the teachers.
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Demographic Characteristics of the Students
Table 33 presents the general demographic characteristics of the students in CEMH as perceived by their
teachers.

The left column shows the number of teachers

who reported information about their students in each of
the different aspects and the right column presents the
students' characteristics.
Teachers perceived that 27 percent of the students in
CEMH were younger than 25 years, 39 percent were between 26
and 40, 28 percent were between 41 and 60, and six percent
older than 60 years.

Teachers identified larger proportion

of women (63%) than men

(37%) studying for ministry and

considered that 14 percent did not finish the elementary
level of education, 50 percent were at the elementary level,
28 percent had high school, and eight percent attended
college or university.
The largest occupational group as perceived by the
teachers was composed of housewives

(29%), industrial

workers and farm workers were considered equally represented
(23% each group), with 16 percent of the industrial workers
and "campesinos" (farm workers) being migrants and the other
84 percent being resident workers.

Altogether,

subprofessionals, professionals, and owners of small
businesses accounted for 10 percent.

Students in CEMH who
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were full time students in a secular type of academic
education were 13 percent, and four percent were identified
as unemployed.
Teachers perceived more than half of the students as
married (58%), 35 percent as single, very few divorced or
widowed (5%), and belonging to consecrated life (2%).
five percent of the students were identified as Spanish
speaking monolingual, 31 percent as bilingual, and four
percent as English speaking monolingual.

Sixty
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Table 33
Teachers' Perceptions of
General Characteristics of Their Students

General Characteristics

Age
Less than 25
26 to 40
41 to 60
More than 60
Gender
Male
Female
Educational Level
Less than third grade
Third to sixth grade
High school
College
University
Ocupation
Migrant "campesinos" (farm workers)
Resident "campesinos" (farm workers)
Migrant industrial workers
Resident industrial workers
Subprofessionals, officinists
Professionals
Owners of small businesses
Housewives
Students
Unemployed
Civic Status
Single
Married
Divorced, widowed
Consecrated life
Language
Only Spanish
Only English
Bilingual

N

Percent

36
27
39
28
6
37
37
63
37
14
50
28
6
2
31
11
12
5
18
7
1
2
29
13
4
32
35
58
5
2
36
65
4
31
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Note:

The question regarding the students' general
characteristics was answered only by teachers who
taught regular courses (43 teachers) .
Some
characteristics were identified by fewer than 43
teachers because some of them did not know the
students well.
Educational level, civic status, and
occupation were unknown by approximately 30 percent
of the teachers; and age, gender, educational level,
and language were unknown by 15 percent of the
teachers.
Religious Characteristics of the Students
Table 34 indicates that teachers perceived that almost

one third of the students have developed their commitment
through continuous Christian growing since childhood (32%),
while the other two-thirds were "converted"

through a strong

experience of conversion for a more authentic and committed
Christian life or changed from being a non-practicing Catholic
to a committed Catholic.
identified were:
on Christianity)

The most common means for conversion

(a) Cursillos de Cristiandad
(21%),

(b) Charismatic renewal

(c) youth groups and retreats

(Small Course
(17%), and

(15%).

Teachers identified 60 percent of the students as
already involved in ministry, with 25 percent of them being
involved in several ministries.

Twenty one percent of the

students were considered little involved in ministry and 19
percent not yet involved.
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Table 34
Teachers' Perceptions of the Religious
Characteristics of their Students

Religious Characteristics

N

Origin of Christian Conversion

45

Percent

Conversion through:
Cursillos de Cristiandad

21

Charismatic Renewal

17

Youth groups and retreats

15

Basic Ecclesial Communities

8

Marriage Encounter/Christian Family
Movement

7

Continuous Christian growing since childhood
Ministerial Involvement

32
45

Very involved in several ministries

24

Very involved in one ministry

36

Little involved

21

Not involved yet

19

Note:

The question regarding the students' religious
characteristics was answered by 45 teachers who
taught regular courses.
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Table 35 indicates teachers' perceptions on their
students' attitudes toward Vatican II Renewal, Charismatic
Renewal, and Liberation theology.

Only teachers who

taught regular courses and knew their students were able to
respond to the question concerning this issue
A).

There were 43,

(see Appendix

44, and 40 teachers who responded to

each of the different items respectively.
Fewer than a third of the students

(29%) were perceived

actively promoting Vatican II Renewal of the church, onethird seemed to favor it, but were not actively seeking it;
27 percent seemed not to be informed in this respect, and 11
percent in disagreement.

The same proportion of students

who seemed to promote Vatican II Renewal seemed to be
promoting a Charismatic Renewal.

A lower proportion of

students appeared to be ignorant about Charismatic Renewal
(18 %) than about Vatican II

(27%), and more than twice as

many students seemed to be opposed to Charismatic Renewal as
to Vatican II

(25% and 11% respectively).

Almost half of the students were identified as being
ignorant regarding liberation theology (45%), 19% in disagreement, 16 percent favoring it, and 15 percent actively
promoting its praxis.

A small percentage of the students

promoting Charismatic Renewal

(3 %) or Liberation theology

(5%) were perceived as not following Catholic teachings.

Table 35
Teachers' Perceptions on Their Students' Attitudes Towards Different
Theologies and Pastoral Action in the Catholic Church

p

Students' Attitudes

Vatican II
Renewal
(N=4 3)

c E N T
Charismatic Liberation
Renewal
Theology
(N=4 0)
(N=44)

E

R

Ignorant

27

18

45

In disagreement

11

25

19

Favorable, without promoting it

33

25

16

Actively promoting it, following Catholic
Teachings

29

29

15

3

5

Actively promoting it, outside of
Catholic Teachings

Note:

N/A

Only teachers who taught regular courses and knew their students were able
to respond to the question concerning this topic.
Some teachers did not
know one or two of the attitudes asked; therefore, 43 teachers responded
the items on Vatican II Renewal, 44 on ; Charismatic Renewal, and 40 on
Liberation Theology.
.....,.
())

0"1
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Table 36 analyzes the students' level of popular
religiosity.

As for the previous topics, only teachers who

taught regular classes and knew their students
responded to the question concerning this issue

(47 %)
(see Appendix

A) .
Fifty nine percent of the students were identified by
the teachers as having strong popular religiosity and 20
percent as having little popular religiosity within Catholic
teachings.

Eight percent were perceived as having strong

popular religiosity outside of Catholic teachings and 13
percent as not presenting beliefs or practices of popular
religiosity.
Table 36
Teachers' Perceptions of their Students'
Level of Popular Religiosity

Level of Popular Religiosity

Strong, within Catholic teachings
Strong, outside of Catholic teachings

Percent
(N=47)

59
8

Little popular religiosity

20

None

13

Note:

Only teachers who taught regular courses and knew
their students responded to the question concerning
this issue.
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Summary
Teachers perceived approx imately two-thirds of the
students as younger than 40 years, and approximately twothirds of the students being female.

Their educational

level was identified, in general, at the elementary level,
with two-thirds being monolingual in Spanish.

More than

half of the students seemed to be married and approximately
one-third seemed to be single.
workers and ''campesinos"

Housewives, industrial

(farm workers) were the most

common occupations identified.
Teachers identified one-third of the students as having
a growing Christian commitment since childhood and conversions
through Cursillos de Cristiandad, Charismatic Renewal, and
youth groups and retreats as the most common means of
conversion.

Sixty percent of the students seemed to be

already involved in ministry and three-fifths presenting
strong popular religiosity.
Teachers believed that Vatican II Renewal is known by
fewer people than the Charismatic Renewal but that there is
the same proportion of students actively promoting one and
the other.

However, more students seemed to oppose the

Charismatic Renewal than Vatican II Renewal.

Liberation

theology appeared as unknown by almost half of the students;
the other half are divided into students who disagreed with
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it and students who were in favor but without promoting its
praxis.
Teachers' Perceptions on Some
Characteristics and
of the

Problems

Educational Process

The third objective of this study was to identify the
main characteristics and problems of the educational process
in CEMH.

For this purpose, eight questions were developed,

these were:

questions 15 to 22

(except question 17), for

the main characteristics and question 23 for the problems
(see Appendix A) .

The analysis of the data gathered on

these topics is presented in this section.
Characteristics of the Educational Process
Data on three different areas of the educational process
were gathered to identify its main characteristics.
were:

These

(a} the proportion of the educators' time spent in

CEMH, as well as the proportion of time allotted to different
tasks of CEMH itself,

(b) the types,

length, and content,

of regular courses and workshops, seminars, and conferences
taught by the surveyed teachers, and (c)_ an _evaluatton of the
educational materials and teaching methods.
Table 37 presents the distribution of the teachers' time
among different activities, including CEMH.

Four educators
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did not respond to the question regarding this issue (see
Appendix A) and not all of the teachers reported the same
types of activities.
the number

The left side of the table indicates

and proportion of teachers performing the

different types of activities.

The right side of the table

analyzes the average proportion of time allotted by the
teachers to the different activities.
The great majority of the teachers allotted some time
to family or community responsibilities

(88%), sports and

recreation (94%), and personal enrichment and ongoing
education (96%), but, with the exception of the family or
community responsibilities, the average proportion of time
for these activities is very small
less than 10%).

(in most of the cases

Also the great majority of the teachers

had other pastoral activities

(82%), but in this case, more

proportion of time is dedicated to them (an average of 25%) .
Thirty six percent of the teachers held a secular job
or profession in addition to their pastoral duties or
ministry in CEMH.

Almost three-quarters of the teachers

(72%) dedicated less than a quarter of their time to CEMH,
with 30 percent of the teachers teaching less than 10 percent
of their time, and 10 percent spent more than half of their
time in CEMH.

Educators with other pastoral activities

dedicated more time to them than to CEMH.

Table 37
Teachers' Distribution of Time Among Different Activities

AVERAGE PROPORTION OF TIME
(N=50)
Number

Percent
(N=50)

Education for Ministry among
Hispanics

50

100

30

42

18

8

2

Pastoral Activities

41

82

22

22

30

6

2

18

36

8

10

16

2

Family/Community Responsibilities

44

88

40

30

16

-

Sports, recreation

47

94

82

12

Personal enrichment/ongoing
education

48

96

60

32

-

4

Activities

Sec~lar

Notes:

job or profession

Less than 10 to 26 to 51 to More than
10 %
25 %
50 %
75 %
75 %

I

I

2

Four persons did not respond to the question regarding this issue.

1-'>
~

1-'>
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Table 38 shows that one third of the time that the
respondents dedicated to CEMH was spent in teaching.

The

time spent teaching through workshops, seminars, and
conferences was almost the same as for teaching regular
courses

(16% and 17% respectively).

Teachers spent 24

percent of their time in administrative functions and the
rest of the time divided among different activities.
Table 38
Teachers' Distribution of Time Among
Different Aspects of CEMH

Average hours/month
per teacher

Percent
(N=71)

Preparation of Classes and
Workshops

21

30

Administrative Functions

17

24

Workshops and Seminars

11

16

Regular Classes

12

17

Counseling

5

7

Meetings and Committees

3

4

Traveling and Transportation

1

2

Secretarial Work

1

1

Aspects of CEMH

Teaching:

Total

Note:

71

Nine persons did not respond to the question regarding
this issue
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Table 39 presents the characteristics of regular classes
conducted during (1984-1985) by the surveyed educators.
Twenty-seven percent of the courses were on Scriptures and
24% on catechesis at the basic level.

The other courses were

taught in a variety of subjects.
The number of participants in the classes varied from
fewer than 10 to more than 60, with the most common size of
the classes being between 11 and 30 students.

A total of

2,106 persons studied for CEMH through regular courses.

The

courses' number of hours ranged from fewer than four hours
a month to more than 40, with almost half (47%) being between
4 to 10 hours per month.
varied.

The length of the full course also

One-third lasted a year, 30 percent a semester, 22

percent three quarters, and few,

just a quarter (10%) or more

than a year (4%).
Data not presented in the table indicated that 43 teachers

taught regular classes with an average of 50 students per
teacher.

Forteen teachers only taught regular courses while

36 teachers taught both regular courses and workshops,
conferences and seminars.
courses taught per teacher.

There were an average of 2.1
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Table 39
Characteristics of Regular Courses Taught in CEMH

Type of Courses

Number

Percent
(N=92)

Scriptures

25

27

Catechist Formation/Catechesis and
Evangelization

22

24

Leadership/Communication Skills

10

11

Liturgy

6

7

Marriage/Family Formation

6

7

Master Catechist

5

5

Pastoral Action

5

5

Evangelization ("Nican Mapohua")*

3

3

Ecclesiology/Sacraments

4

4

6

7

Other:

Christology, Ethics, National
Encuentros, Music, History,
Psychology (one of each)
Total

Number of Participants
Fewer than 10 students

92

Number

Percent
(N=77)

9

11

11 to 20 students

26

34

21 to 30 students

19

25

31 to 40 students

7

9

41 to 50 students

6

8

51 to 60 students

6

8

More than 60 students

4

5

Total
Total number of participants

77
2,106
Cont.
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Cont'd Table 39

Number of hours per month

Number

Percent
(N=77)

Fewer than 4 hours

17

22

4 to 10 hours

36

47

11 to 20 hours

17

18

21 to 40 hours

4

5

More than 40 hours

6

8

Total

77

Length of courses

Number

Percent
(N=77)

8

10

One semester (4 to 6 months)

23

30

Three quarters

17

22

26

33

More than one year

3

4

Total

77

One quarter (1 to 3 months)
(7 to 9 months)

One year (10 to 12 months)

Note:

*

Some persons did not provide information on the size
of the class, number of hours per month, or length of
courses.

Method of evangelization based on the "Nican Mapohua"
(first narration on the Apparitions of the Virgin of
Guadalupe in Tepeyac).
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Table 40 presents the characteristics of the workshops,
seminars, and conferences conducted in 1984-85 by the
educators who participated in this study.
taught more frequently were:

(a) catechesis

"pastoral juvenil" (youth ministry)
(10%).

The subjects
(21 %),

(b)

(11%), and (c) Scriptures

The other 58 percent were conducted on more than 20

different areas of study.
Some workshops, seminars, and conferences had fewer
than 10 participants, others as many as 500, with 65% having
between 11 and 50 participants.

A total of 8,612 persons

studied for CEMH through these means.

Their lenght of time

ranged from one hour to more than 50 hours, with 86% being
from two to 12 hours and the most common ones of 3 hours
(26%).
Data not presented in the table indicates that 47 teachers
conducted workshops, conferences, and seminars.

An average of

185 students per teacher assisted to this type of educational
opportunities.

There were an average of 1.95 workshops,

conferences, or seminars conducted per teacher.
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Table 40
Characteristics of Workshops, Conferences, and
Seminars Conducted in CEMH

Types of Workshops, Conferences,
and Seminars

Number

Percent
(N=13 7)

28

21

15

11

Scriptures

14

10

Evangelization

11

8

Ecclesiology/Sacraments

9

7

Leadership/Communication Skills

8

6

Family/Marriage/Pre-marital

8

6

Pastoral Action

8

6

Prayer, Spiritual Direction, Retreats

6

4

Christology

6

4

4

3

Psychology

4

3

National Encuentros

3

2

12

9

Catechesis
Pastoral Juvenil

(Youth Ministry)

Hispanic Culture
I

Other:

Pastoral Letters on the Hispanics (2),
Ministries (2), CEB (1), Ethics (1),
Theology (1), Renewal (1), RCIA (1),
Music (1), Popular religiosity (1),
Liturgy (1)
Total

137

Cont.
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Cont'd Table 40

Number of Participants
Fewer than 10

Number

Percent
(N=137)

8

6

11 to 25

47

34

25 to 50

43

31

51 to 100

15

11

101 to 200

10

7

201 to 300

10

7

4

3

500 persons
Total
Total number of participants
Number of hours per workshop,
conference, or seminar

137
8,612

Number

Percent
(N=137)

3

2

2 hours

25

18

3 hours

25

26

4 hours

20

15

5 to 8 hours

16

12

9 to 12 hours

20

15

12 to 20 hours

4

3

21 to 30 hours

10

7

31 to 50 hours

2

1

More than 50 hours

2

1

1 hour

Total

137
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Table 41 indicates that all of the different subjects
previously identified in the questionnaire

(see Appendix A)

were taught, at least at a basic level, in both, regular
classes and workshops, seminars and conferences.

However,

all of them were taught more frequently in regular classes
than in the other types of teaching opportunities, the main
differences were in religious subjects:
moral development/ethics

Church history and

(seven and four more times respec-

tively); Scriptures, evangelization, spirituality/prayer and
church teachings

(twice as often); and Christology,

ecclesiology, theology, and catechesis
frequently).

(1.5 times more

The only religious subject taught with similar

frequency through regular classes and through workshops was
pastoral action.

The differences in the social subjects were

smaller (1.2 times more often in regular classes), but for two
exceptions:

counseling techniques and leadership techniques.

Regular classes had more emphasis on religious subjects
(average of 41.3) than on social subjects
Social subjects

(average of 31.3).

(average of 25.1) were taught more frequently

than religious subjects

(average 20.3) through workshops,

seminars, and conferences.
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Table 41
Proportion of Subjects Taught by Teachers in CEMH
at Least at Basic Level

Proportion of Subjects Taught
Regular
Classes
(N=54)

Subjects

Difference
in frequency

Workshops
Seminars
Conferences
(N=5 4)

Religious Subjects:
Scriptures
Christology
Ecclesiology
Theology
Evangelization
Catechesis
Pastoral Action
Spirituality/Prayer
Church Teachings
Church History
Moral Development/Ethics
Average

57
35
31
33
44
41
39
30
44
46
54
41.3

> 2.4>
> 1.8>
>L4>
>L6>
>2.2>
>L3>
>1.1>
>2.7>
>2.3>
>6.6>
>3.6>
2.1

24
19
22
20
20
31
35
11
19
7
15
20.3

Social Subjects:
Cultural Anthropology
Christian Humanism
Psychology
Sociology
Economy
Communication
Teaching Techniques
Planning Techniques
Counseling Techniques
Leadership Techniques
Average
Note:

41
39
35
41
33
33
17
24
19
31
31.3

>Ls>
>L3>
>L2>
>Ls>
>L3>
>1.2>
>2.4>
>1.2>
<1.1<
<1.2<
1.2

28
30
30
28
26
28
7
20
20
37
25.1

Other subjects taught by one or two teachers were CEB's,
11
liturgy, popular religiosity, and "Renewal •
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Table 42 presents the teaching methods used by teachers
in CEMH.

The most frequent methods were:

interaction (85%),
tions

(72%),

(b) exams

(a) students'

(79%), lectures and explana-

(d) students' presentations in class

(e) team work

(70 %).

(72%), and

From these methods, lectures and

explanations and students' presentations were the only ones
rated as highly effective by a large proportion of teachers
(72%).

Exams and students' interaction were rated as highly

effective by approximately half of the teachers who used
them (56% and 41%, respectively).

Other methods rated as

highly effective were reading and study homework

(41%) and

research (47%); however, these methods were used by only 59
percent and 35 percent of the teachers, respectively.
The five methods identified as low effective were:
memorization (86%),

(b) reading aloud

practice (77%),

"educacion liberadora y concientizadora"

(d)

(awareness and liberating education)
exercises (49%).

(83%),

(a)

(c) supervised

(60%), and (e) written

In spite of their low effectiveness,

memorization was used by 44 percent of the teachers, reading
aloud by 59 percent, "educacion concientizadora y
liberadora" by 55 percent, and written exercises by 57 percent.

Supervised practice and memorization were the only

two methods without any rating as highly effective.
methods used less frequently were:

The

(a) supervised practice
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Table 42
Frequency in the Use of Different Teaching Methods in CEMH
and Evaluation of Their Effectiveness

Use

Effectiveness

Number

Percent
(N=5 4)

Students' Interaction

46

85

28

30

41

Exams

43

79

14

30

56

Lectures, Explanations

39

72

5

23

72

Class Presentations by
Students

39

72

28

72

Written Homework

38

70

29

45

26

Teamwork

38

70

24

50

26

Individual Work

33

61

9

64

27

Reading/Study Homework

32

59

3

56

41

Written Exercises

31

57

49

44

7

Reading Aloud

31

57

83

15

2

Awareness and Liberating
education (educacion
concientizadora y liberadora)

30

55

60

23

17

Teacher-Student interaction

29

54

14

62

24

Memorization

28

44

86

14

20

37

30

50

20

Research

19

35

21

32

47

Study of Textbooks

18

33

44

50

6

Supervised Practice

13

24

77

23

Teaching Methods

Active Education
by doing)

Note:

(Percent)
Low Medium High

(learning

Percentages in the right colum were taken from the
number of teachers using each method.
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(24 %),

(b) study of te x tbooks

(33 %),

active education (learning by doing)

(c) research (35 %),

(d)

(37 %), and (e)

memorization (44%).
Table 43 indicates that all of the teachers used
reference books for themselves, and 73 percent of them used
reference books for their students.

Self-made materials were

used by 67 percent of the teachers and 59 percent of the
teachers used audio-visual materials, magazines, articles,
research, and textbooks.
Only the content of the educators' reference books
was considered excellent by a large proportion of the
teachers

(71%).

Audio-visual materials and magazines,

articles and research had the same rating regarding their
content, with half of the teachers considering them
excellent and one-third of them evaluating them as good.
Students' reference books, textbooks, and self-made
materials had the lower rating regarding their content, with
textbooks being the poorest of all

(Table 44).

In general, the level of understanding of the materials
was rated an adequate

(71.3%) and the content was considered

excellent by 45 percent of the teachers and good by 44
percent of them.

Table 43
Frequency in the Use of Different Educational Materials in CEMH and Evaluation
of Their Contents and Levels of Understanding

p

Types of Educational
Materials

Percent
Number (N=51)

I

E

c

R

E

N

T

Evaluation of
Evaluation of
Level
Understanding
Content
Excellen ·t Good Poor High Adequate Low

Teachers' Reference Books

51

100

71

25

4

35

65

Students' Reference Books

37

73

38

57

5

21

70

9

Self-made Materials

37

67

29

68

3

23

73

3

Audio-visual Materials

30

59

50

37

13

28

68

4

Magazines, Articles, Research

30

59

50

37

13

16

76

8

Tex tbooks

27

53

I

37

12

76

12

I

45.8

41 ~
44.2 10.0

22.5

71.3

Average

Notes:

6.0

1. Three persons did not respond to the question dealing with this issue.
2. Percentages in the right column are taken from the number of persons who
use that type of material.

N

0

""'
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Problems Related to CEMH
One question

(number 28)

1

subdivided in sections and

sub-sections was developed to identify the problems faced by
teachers in CEMH.

The question asked the teachers to

indicate the level of problems or difficulties confronted
by them in different aspects related to their ministry
(see Appendix A) .

Only those aspects which present numerous

problems or difficulties were analyzed because of the need
to address them in order to improve CEMH.

The analysis of

the problems according to the different categories of
teachers was considered important as means for concretizing
the problems.

Only differences of more than five percent

between the subgroups were considered large enough to be
reported.
Table 44 summarizes the types of problems identified.
The most numerous problems caused by other personnel were
because of Anglo administrative personnel
with Hispanic administrative personnel
teachers

(17 %).

(54 %) in contrast

(28 %) and other

In relation to areas of pro blems, teaching

c o nditi o ns were the most numerous (42 %) 1 f o ll owe d by far by
pastoral differences
(17%).

(20 %)

1

and adaptation to students
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Table 44
Summary of the "Numerous Problems or Difficulties"
Faced by Teachers in CEMH

Problems

Number

Percent

N=46
Type of Personnel:
Anglo Administrative

25

54

Hispanic Administrative

13

28

8

17

Other Educators
Total

46
N='=ll2

Area of Problems:
Theological Differences

15

13

Pastoral Differences

23

20

8

7

Adaptation to Students

19

17

Teaching Conditions

47

42

Interpersonal Relationships

Total

112

Table 45 shows that educators born in the United States
faced, in general, more problems than foreign-born educators
(an average of 3.1 in contrast to 1.9), the greater contrast
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being with Anglo administrative personnel

(22 % in contrast

to 13.3 %), and adaptation to the students

(18.5 % in contrast

to 3.5).

Time pressure was also a larger problem among

United States-born educators (40% in contrast to 24 %).
Foreign-born educators complained more than native
educators about the location in which the teaching takes
place (19 % in contrast to 7%).
Men reported more problems than women, because of
pastoral differences with Anglo administrative personnel
(20% in contrast to 13%), theological differences with
Hispanic administrative personnel

(15% in contrast to 3 %)

and the quality of the educational materials (30% in
contrast to 15%).

Women faced more problems than men because

of the attitude and values of their students
contrast to 5%).

(21% in

Table 45
Numerous Problems Faced by Teachers in CEMH and Identification of the Problems
According to the Teachers' Country of Origin and Gender

Cont'd

Table 45

P

E

R

C

Country Origin
Problems

Percent
(N=54)

U.S.A.
(N=15)

Foreign
(N=39)

E

N

T

Gender
Male Female
(N=20) (N=34)
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Table 46 indicates that diocesan directors reported
more problems than parish directors and educators in other
ministries caused by Anglo administrative personnel

(44% in

contrast to 7.7% and 12.3%) and teaching conditions (36.6% in
contrast to 7.6% and 15.6%).

Parish directors faced more

problems than the other two groups because of the students'
attitudes and value (23% in contrast to 12% and 13%).
Educators in consecrated life had more problems than lay
educators because of pastoral differences with Anglo
administrative personnel

(35% in contrast to 20%) and because

of the ideology (15% in contrast to 3%) and educational level
of their students

(25% in contrast to 0.0%).

Educators with

baccalaureate or MA/PhD degrees presented more problems than
teachers without an academic degree because of problems
with Anglo administrative personnel
to 8.7%) and the teaching conditions
to 16).

(20% and 16.7% in contrast
(28% and 19% in contrast

On the other hand, educators without a degree faced

more problems because of their students' attitudes and values
than did educators holding a degree
2 2%) .

(5% in contrast to 19% and

Table 46
Identification of Problems Faced by Teachers in CEMH According to Their Role
in Ministry, Religious Status, and Academic Level
p

E

Role in Ministry
Dioc.
Dir.
(N=17)

Problems

Par.
Dir.
(N=13)

c

R

E

Rel. Status

Other
(N=2 4)

Laity
(N=3 4)

N

T

Academic Level

Cons. Without
Life
Degree Bacc
(N=20)
(N=16) (N=18)

MA/PhD
(N=20)

Anglo Administrative Personnel
Theological

24

Pastoral

47

Interpersonal Relations

61

8

15

44

7.7

Theological

12

8

Pastoral

Average

8

15

10

13

11

15

25

20

35

13

28

35

4

12

11

10

16.7

20

12.3

15.7

15

8.7

Hispanic Administrative Personnel

Interpersonal Relations
Average

4

9

5

6

12

17

12

10

13

6

8

9

15
11

13

10

2.7

9.71 - 10

5

12

8

4

9

5

8

3

10

1

3

4.3

5

10.7

10
5

3.7

10

Other Teachers
Theological
Pastoral

6

Interpersonal Relations
Average

6

2.7

17
19

5

11
6

5

6.3

11.3

1.7
N

Cont.

......

......

Cont'd

Table 46

p

E

Problems

Par.
Dir.
(N=13)

E

Rel. Status

Role in Ministry
Dioc.
Dir.
(N=17)

c

R

Other Laity
(N=2 4) (N=3 4)

N

T

Academic Level

Cons. Without
Life Degree Bacc
(N=20) (N=16) (N=18)

MA/PhD
(N=20)

Adaptation to Students
Educational Level

18

-

8

-

25

-

17

10

Attitudes, Values

12

23

13

15

15

19

22

5

-

8

6

-

-

4

3

15

-- -

11

18

-

11

10

12

5.75

8.3

6

13.8

15.3

6.25

Location

24

-

11

18

15

16

11

25

Classroom

24

8

4

9

15

6

11

15

Quality of Materials

35

-

21

21

20

13

23

25

Availability of Materials

53

15

21

30

24

25

28

35

Time Pressure

47

15

21

30

25

19

Age
Ideology
Average

4.8

Teachings Conditions

Average
Average Number of Problems
Expressed

--

36.6

7.6

15.6

21.6

19.8

3.6

1.0

2.0

2.2

2.4

22
-15.8
19

1.7

2.5

40

-28

2.6
['...)

.....

['...)
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Summary
Most o f the teachers in CEMH had other pastoral duties
and slightly more than one-third had a lay profession.

The

time spent in CEMH varied from less than 10 percent to more
than one-half of the teachers' time.

One-third of the time

spent in CEMH was spent in teaching, the rest of the time
was allotted to other related activities.
Half of the regular courses taught were in scriptures
and catechesis.

The more common workshops, seminars, and

conferences were on catechesis, scriptures and youth
ministry.

In a one-year period approximately 2,106 students

attended regular classes, and 8,612 participated in workshops,
seminars, and conferences given by the surveyed teachers.
All the subject matters identified in the questionnaire were
taught more frequently in regular classes than in workshops,
seminars, and conferences.

Regular classes emphasized more

religious subjects than social subjects, while social
subjects were more common than religious subjects in workshops, seminars, and conferences.
The most common teaching methods were students' interaction, exams, lecture
presentations.

with e x planations, and students'

Exams and cathedras were evaluated as the

most effective methods.

All the teachers used reference

materials for themselves, and in general rated them as
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excellent in content and with an adequate level of understanding.

Reference materials for the students and self-

made materials were used by more than half of the teachers.
Their content was considered generally good and their level
appropriate for their students.
The most frequent difficulties faced by the educators
in CEMH were related to theological and pastoral differences,
chiefly with Anglo administrative personnel.

The teaching

conditions also presented numerous problems.

Educators

born in the United States and diocesan directors were the
two subgroups reporting more problems.
Summary of the Chapter
The purpose of this chapter was to present and analyze
the data gathered in this study.

The presentation was

organized into three sections according to the specific
objectives of the study to determine the perceptions of
teachers in Catholic Education for Ministry among the
Hispanics

(CEMH) regarding:

preparation,

(a) their own background and

(b) their general characteristics of the

students, and (c) the characteristics and problems of the
educational process.
The data showed that the majority of the teachers were
born in foreign countries, more than half of them in Mexico.
All the teachers were involved in other ministries and most
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of them dedicated less than 25 percent of their time to CEMH.
Goals such as the evangelization and promotion of
Christian life, integral education and human development,
formation of leader/ministers, and building the Kingdom of
God were common to a large proportion of teachers.

More

than half of the educators were strongly committed to the
reconciliation between different groups of Catholics and the
great majority were looking for a church model with shared
authority and decision making.
One-third of the teachers did not have any academic
degree; another third had a baccalaureate degree, and onethird had graduate studies.

The most useful experiences for

their ministry as teachers in CEMH were:

(a) studies in

human and social sciences, religious education, catechist
formation, and ministry formation;

(b) ministry experiences

in catechesis, community organization, social action and
pastoral work; and (c) participation in church lay groups
and experiences in personal spiritual growth.
Two-thirds of the students taught by the teachers in this
study were younger than 40 years old, and two-thirds of them
were women.
level.

In general, their education was at the elementary

Two-thirds of the students were involved in ministry

and three-fifths of them had strong popular religiosity.
In a one-year period approximately 2,000 students
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attended regular classes and more than 8,000 attended workshops, congresses or seminars in CEMH.

Scripture and

catechesis were the most common subjects of study.
The most common teaching methods were:
interaction, exams, lectures,

students'

and students' presentations.

More than half of the teachers used self-made materials and
considered them appropriate for their students.
The most frequent problems faced by teachers in CEMH
were related to theological and pastoral differences and to
the teaching conditions.

Native-born educators and diocesan

directors expressed more problems than the rest of the
subgroups.
Chapter five will present the interpretation of the data.
Some conclusions and recommendations will be made.

CBAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This study has identified some of the major
characteristics of Catholic Education for Ministry among
Hispanics

(CEMH) .

This chapter presents

(a) a brief

summary of this study on Catholic Education for Ministry
among Hispanics in California (CEMH);

(b) conclusions drawn

from comparing the data analyzed in the previous chapter
with the literature reviewed in Chapter Three; and (c)
recommendations for improving CEMH and for further research.
Since apparently no other studies were found on CEMH, this
study was designed to provide extensive descriptive data on
CEMH.

The conclusions and recommendations constitute an

important contribution to the knowledge and possible
improvement of CEMH.
Summary
The purpose of this study was to provide basic knowledge
on CEMH through the identification and description of
teachers' perceptions on
preparation;

(a) their own background and

(b) general demographic and educational

characteristics of their students; and (c) characteristics
and problems of the educational process.

The data gathered,

analyzed, and contrasted with the literature was intended to
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provide a basis for improving teacher training, curriculum
planning, teaching methodology, and educational materials
for CEMH.
The framework for this study was supported with
literature on (a) the history of Catholic Hispanics
in California;

(b)

the theological, pastoral, and

educational foundations of CEMH;

(c) studies on education

for lay ministry; and (d) studies on cultural, psychological,
and educational characteristics of Hispanics.
The main goals, needs, and areas of concern identified

in the literature were the basis for the questionnaire sent
to all teachers in CEMH in California after having been
pilot-tested and approved (see appendix A).

Eighty-five

percent of the teachers estimated as doing CEMH in California
returned the questionnaire.
invalidated.

Some questionnaires were

Others were incomplete and analyzed separately.

The core of the study is based on 54 teachers

(67% of the

population initially estimated).
The questionnaire had 30 questions and was analyzed
using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences

in an IBM computer.

(SPSS)

Frequency distributions were obtained

for all the questions.

Cross-tabulation by gender, place

of origin, religious status, main role in ministry and
academic level was obtained for those questions relevant for
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this purpose.
The analysis of the questionnaire provided information on
(a) teachers' main demographic characteristics, goals and
commitments in CEMH, ministry identity, preparation for their
role in CEMH, and distribution of their time;

(b) students'

main demographic and educational characteristics, and (c)
conditions in which CEMH is taking place such as types of
educational settings, sizes of groups, teaching methods and
resources used, etc., and problems faced by the teachers in
relation to other personnel related to CEMH, their students,
and teaching conditions.
Conclusions
The conclusions were obtained by contrasting the findings
of this study with the goals and requirements in education for
ministry expressed in Church documents* and the results and
recommendations found in related studies.

The conclusions are

presented in relation to each objective.

*

To avoid continuously citing the major Church

documents reviewed (Catechesis Tradendae, 1980; Evangelii
Nutiandi, 1979; Medell{n, 1968; Puebla, 1977; Sharing,
1977, and Vatican II, 1965) they will be referred to just
as "Church documents."
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Teachers' Background and Preparation
In the last twenty years the North American Church has
officially acknowledged the presence and pastoral needs of
Catholic Hispanics

(Sandoval, 1983; Segundo Encuentro, 1977;

Tercer Encuentro, 1985) who in the next century might
constitute the majority of the Catholic population in this
country

(Fitzpatrick, 1982).

Awareness of inappropriate

faith education and pastoral care to the large proportion and
number of Catholic Hispanics has caused increasing petitions
for more and better ministry among them

(Encuentro Regional,

1985; Segundo Encuentro, 1977; Tercer Encuentro, 1985).
The 1980 United States Census counted about 4.5 million
Hispanics in California (Characteristics, 1981).

Data from

Glenmary (1981) identified about 4.7 million Catholics in
California and estimates by Catholic bishops and Protestant
ministers found that roughly 80 percent of Hispanics in the
United States were Catholics (Sandoval, 1983).

It is possible

to estimate that 75% of the Catholics in California are
Hispanics.

The proportion of Spanish speaking Hispanics is

unknown.
Ethnic, Cultural, and Ministry Identity
Church documents recommended that ministers belong to
the ethnic and cultural group they serve.

Hispanics in
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California are mainly from Mesoamerican origin, with people
from Mexico constituting the largest subgroup (68%)
Laboral, 1981).

(Mercado

This study shows that teachers in CEMH in

California were mainly from Mexico (39%), United States
and South America (19%).

(28%),

Although the ethnic background of

native-born teachers is unknown and Central Americans were
not equally represented, in general the teachers belonged to
the same cultural group they were serving.
This study provides an insight on the teachers' cultural
approach to Catholicism.

They identified themselves mainly

with Latin American (37%), Mexican (24%), and Hispanic
Catholicism.

(22%)

Twenty teachers reported identification with two

"types'' of Catholicism and different subgroups showed diverse
tendencies.

~hese

data indicate

multicultural input in

CEMH in California.
Catholic Hispanics expressed their ideal of unity in
pluralism, with integration without assimilation into the
nation's mainstream (Segundo Encuentro, 1977; Tercer
Encuentro, 1985).

Studies on cultural identity among

Hispanics show their different levels of acculturation,
assimilation, and integration into the American mainstream
(Buriel, 1975; Kiefe, 1977; Landman, 1954; Moerk, 1974;
Ramirez and Castaneda, 1974; Ramirez et al., 1974).
Me Daniels (1967) and Pruneda (1973) demonstrated that
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acculturation l eve l did not affect the pe rs on 's self-esteem.
Buri e l

(1 98 0)

s howed that strong identification with one's own

culture promoted greater integration into the nati on 's
mainstream.

Comparative studies show significant differences

in values, traditions, personality traits, cogniti ve styles,
organizational forms, etc. between Me x ican Americans and
Anglo

~~ericans

Guerrero,

(D{az-Guerrero, 1975; Holtzman and Diaz-

1975) and between Mexican Americans at different

levels of acculturation
Wolcott (1981)

(Ramirez and Castaneda, 1974).

recommended the development of a

pluralistic society and cautioned against confusing the
concepts of "pluralistic culture'' and "pluralistic society."
He stressed the inappropriateness of the last concept and
underlined that healthy integration with other cultural
groups presupposes strong identity with one'$ own family
and

co~nunity

culture.

Scriptures and Church documents consider ministry also
under the ideal of unity in pluralism (1 Cor. 12,5; Eph 4,
12; Puebla, 1977; Vatican II: A.A.
Doohan

(1984)

12;. L.G. l-8; 12; 32).

identified differences in theologies, models,

and spiritualities among lay ministries.

Monroe

identified different levels of lay ministry.

(1983)

The need for

ministerial identity through understanding and valuing
theological foundations of ministry in general and o f the
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person's specific ministry was recommended by all the studies
dealing with this topic (Ewers, 1979; Cuny, 1982; Granberg,
1983; Hammer, 1985; Nelson, 1980; Padgett, 1982; Van Wyk,
1979, Partisano, 1983).
This study reveals that teachers in CEMH served in a
variety of ministries and represented different levels of
participation in the hierarchical ministry.

They served as

Hispanic vicars, directors of diocesan departments of
catechesis, youth ministry, and Hispanic apostolate (31%),
as directors of catechetical parish offices, youth ministry
and other ministries (18%) or in evangelization, catechesis
and other ministries.

Approximately half of the teachers

earned full salary, one third were volunteers, and the rest
received partial salary.

Ethnic, cultural, and ministry

plurality of the teachers provide a natural environment that
may facilitate an intentional promotion of cultural and
ministry identity among students.
Laity's Role in CEMH
Latin American laity has played an important role in the
Church (Cuevas, 1947; Medellin, 1968; Meyer, 1973, 1974;
Puebla, 1977).

In California, lay Hispanics kept alive their

faith even without proper pastoral care and initiated the
movement of social justice (Sandoval, 1983).
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According to this study, two thirds of the teachers in
CEMH in California were lay persons, more than half worked
as volunteers and one third earned full salary.

Lay teachers

had lower academic preparation than teachers in consecrated
life (44 % vs. 5% without academic degree; 26 % vs. 45 % with
baccalaureate and 40% vs. 50 % with postgraduate studies).
Regardless of these differences, a large proportion of
diocesan directors

(43%) and parish directors

(77%) doing

CEMH were lay persons.
Considerably fewer lay teachers

(26 %) than teachers in

consecrated life (75%) expressed the formation of leaders and
ministers as one of their goals for CEMH.

But, slightly more

lay teachers than teachers in consecrated life reported
stronger identification with Jesus as teacher and leader
(85% vs. 75%).

These data might suggest that lay teachers

lacked intentionality or security in their role as educators.
Confusion on the nature of lay ministry (Directory, 1981;
Hayes, 1983; Monroe, 1980) or lack of clergy support
(Padgett, 1982, Wilson, 1983) could be some of the reasons
for this apparent contradiction.
In this study, the teachers identified workshops for
ministry and leadership formation among the educational,
religious, and
role in CEMH.

ministry experiences more useful for their
These results indicated that education for
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ministry has been a strong source of preparati o n f o r teachers
in CEMH.
Doohan

(1984)

spiritualities.

identified different lay the o logies and
Cuny,

1982; Granberg, 1983; Nelson, 1980,

and Padgett, 1982 considered lay theology as imperative for
lay ministers.

This study indicated that almost two thirds

of the teachers in CEMH taught basic theology but only one
third of them had adequate theological preparation.

Based

on the literature cited above and because of the large
proportion of lay teachers and students in CEMH, it would
appear that the study and promotion of lay theology is
important for CEMH.
Women's Role in CEMH
Almost two thirds of the teachers were women, the
majority being foreign-born lay persons.
of them were directors of diocesan
offices.

(47%)

A large proportion

and parish (85 %)

Also, two thirds of the students were women.

These facts indicate the important role of Hispanic women in
CEMH.
The study revealed major differences between female and
male teachers.
(38 % vs. 15%)

More women did not have any academic degree
less women had postgraduate studies

55%) and less women earned full salary (47 % vs.

(27 % vs.

60 %).
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Some studies portray Hispanic women as abnegate, passive,
idle, dependent, obedient, sacrificing, looking for harmony,
cooperation and protection (D{az-Guerrero, 1975; Nieto, 1979).
Personality changes related to changes in their role in
society have also been reported (D{az-Guerrero, 1975;
Knowlton, 1976; Murillo, 1971; Ram{rez, 1968; Waterman and
Johnson, 1979).
Data from this study revealed that less female than
male teachers favored the hierarchical structure of the
Church (9% vs. 21%); some women were promoting that authority
and decision making be located in "el pueblo", the people,
meaning the grassroots in contrast to none of the men; less
women than men were actively promoting change (44% vs. 53%)
but more were opened to change (38% vs. 26%); women preferred
functional change

(41% vs. 32%) and men preferred structural

change (47% vs. 31%).
These data provide an insight on a possible special
characterization of Hispanic women involved in ministry.
Some of the data clearly contradicted the idea of women as
abnegate, passive, idle, dependent, and obedient.
Goals and Commitments in CEMH
The mission of the Church is to continue the ministry
of Jesus as prophet, priest, and king.
from charisms of the Spirit.

Ministries flow

They are not tasks to be
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accomplished but living symbols of Christ (Sanchez, 1985)
This study showed that teachers in CEMH had a strong
identification with Jesus as evangelizer (85%), teacher and
leader (81%), announcing God's salvation (80%), taking care
of those who suffer (78%), serving the poor (70%), expression
of love for everyone

(70%), and saviour of the poor and

oppressed (70%).
Among the main goals of ministry stated in Church
documents are

integral Christian development of the person;

conversion of the sinners; reintegration of alienated
Catholics to the Church; transformation of society according
to the Kingdom values; maturation of the faith and incarnation
of Christ in daily life; enhancement and better participation
in the liturgy; and promotion of social justice and social
services.
were

7he main goals for CEMH expressed by the teachers

evangelization and promotion of Christian life,

integral education and human promotion, formation of leaders
and ministers and building the Kingdom of God.
were reinforced and incremented by the teachers'
to promote Christian life through

These goals
co~mitment

reconciliation and union

between Anglo American and Hispanic Catholics, and among
Hispanics; promoting integral development of the poor, in
''Comunidades Eclesiales de Base"; evangelization and
catechesis based on popular religiosity; promotion of
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spiritual growth; and youth ministry.
Most of the teachers' goals matched the goals stated
in Church documents.

The commitment to the reconciliation

between Anglo Americans and Hispanic Catholics and among
Hispanics correspond to the particular needs of the
Hispanics in the United States Church (Encuentro Regional,
1985; Sandoval, 1983; Segundo Encuentro, 1977).
Few teachers mentioned social justice and social services
as goals, maybe because they were

considered within the

goal of promoting integral development of the poor.
only few teachers mentioned liturgical goals.

Also

A study on

the existence of these goals may provide some insights on
the need to reinforce them in CEMH.
Ministry is the Church in action and it depends on the
structural and organizational model of the Church (Marins,
1976; Permanent Deacons, 1983; Sanchez, 1985).

The role of

ministry is the transformation of the world, the Christian
development of church members and the incarnation of the
gospel in all cultures.

A renewal of pastoral structures is

needed so that all people, especially the poor, might be
ministered to effectively (Medell{n, 1968; Puebla, 1979;
Sharing, 1977; Vatican II, 1965).
The majority of the teachers expressed the need for
change in Church structure toward authority and decision
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making shared by all its members

(81 %).

There were more

teachers actively promoting this change than just open to it
(46 % vs. 35 %).

Almost half of the teachers preferred

structural changes and half preferred functional changes.
The most active groups were teachers without an academic
degree, diocesan directors, and males.
Teachers'

Pr~ration

Church documents have expressed several requirements for
education for ministry.

This type of education needs to

(a) be comprehensive, providing basic human formation,
general culture and doctrinal, moral, theological, and
philosophical foundations;

(b) promote open dialogue, sharing

and collaboration; and (c) provide practical training on how
to see,

judge, and act as ministers.

Hispanics in California

identified the need for the preparation of ministers in the
areas of evangelization, integral education, youth ministry,
and social justice (Encuentro Regional, 1985).
According to this study, CEMH in California was
attempting t o fulfill these requirements.

Basic knowledge in

religious and social subjects had been offered.
co~~on subjects taught were scriptures,

The most

pastoral action,

catechesis, moral development and ethnics, cultural
anthropology, Christian humanism, s o ciology, l e adership
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techniques, psychology, evangelization and communication.
Subjects taught with less frequency were economy, Christology,
theology, ecclesiology, Church history, planning techniques,
and spirituality and prayer.

Very few teachers taught

counseling and educational techniques.

Education for social

justice and liturgy were not considered in the questionnaire
nor mentioned by the teachers.
The facilitation of open dialogue, sharing and
collaboration through teaching methods such as students'
interaction, teamwork, awareness and liberating education
and teacher-student interaction was identified.

Practical

training on how to see, judge, and act as ministers was
offered mainly through the catechetical proccesses
(Sharing, 1977) and the process of the Encuentros

(Encuentro

Regional, 1985; Segundo Encuentro, 1977; Tercer Encuentro,
1985).
This study revealed that the efforts of teachers in CEMH
are being hampered by several problems.

Only one quarter of

the teachers included supervised practice as part of their
teaching and most of them considered it of low effectiveness.
The

need for supervised practice was emphasized in the

studies of Ewers, 1979; Nelson, 1980, and Stamey, 1980.
Also in an evaluation of their education, permanent deacons
stressed the need for supervised practice and the inadequancy
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of it in their program (National Study, 1981).
Another problem was the lack of preparation reported by
the teachers.

Less than one third felt competent in

theology, teachings of the Church, Church history, moral
development, ethics, anthropology, sociology, economy, and
counseling.

Almost half reported inadequate knowledge in

economy and counseling techniques.

More than a quarter

indicated lack of preparation in general, Latin American and
United States Church history; sociology; _a nd academic Spanish.
Kiefe

(1977)

found that Mexican Americans looked

more for counseling from elders, relatives, "compadres" or
priests than from professionals.

Arciniega (1978) indicated

that almost all counseling theories in this country did not
consider the socialization practices of Mexican Americans.
The requests for an integral type of ministry, specific
pleas for counseling services and recognition of tensions in
the family due to cultural shock call for an efficient
counseling ministry among Hispanics.

Counseling was taught

by a few teachers and most of them reported inadequate
training.

Special efforts and resources should be assigned

to this subject.
Padgett (1982)

found that ministry students wanted

knowledge and skills to improve the effectiveness o£ their
ministry and that biblical, historical, and theological
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understanding of lay ministry improved the appreciation of
their role as ministers.

Teachers in CEMH need better

preparation in these areas.
Teachers' preparation in education deserves special
analysis because of their role as educators.

Studies in

education for ministry developed by Braden (1982), Herrera
(n.d.), Little (1965), and Padgett (1982) identified
weaknesses because of inappropriate adult education
principles and practices.

This study revealed that from the

70% of the teachers with academic degrees, only one third
had studies in education and a few teachers had master
catechist studies that usually provide training in adult
education.
According to the Church documents, education needs to
be a liberating process.

It has to promote a consciousness

of being the author of one's own development and of the
history of society striving to obtain the Kingdom of God.
To

~chieve

these purposes, education needs to go deeply into

conscience, favor continuous and integrated development,
facilitate community experiences and enable continuous and
organic change.

Studies in education for ministry by Ewers

(1979), Nelson (1980), and Wilson (1983) stressed the need
for providing education for the cognitive and affective
domains at the human and faith levels.
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This study showed that most of the teachers had
inadequate knowledge in teaching and planning
The evaluation of different teaching methods

techniques.
(commented

further on) reinforces the need for more educational
formation of teachers in CEMH.

General Demographic and Educational
Characteristics of the Students
Ministry to the Hispanics and CEMH began in the last
15 years
1981).

(Sandoval, 1983; Segundo Encuentro, 1977; Directory,
Church documents emphasize the dignity of all the

children of God and their inherent right to freedom,
indicate that human and Christian formation constitute the
basis for living with dignity and freedom and call for
special care to unprivileged people, usually

estrang~d

from all types of education.
Demographic Characteristics of the Students
Catholic Hispanics in California have asked for
special pastoral care for families, women, migrants,
farmworkers, and youth and have required that their ministers
belong to the groups they serve and have appropriate
ministry formation (Encuentro Regional, 1985).
This study indicated that CEMH was reaching all these
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groups, mainly women (61%), married people (58%), people
between 26 and 40 years
(27%), migrants

(39%) and younger than 25 years

(16%) and farmworkers

(23%).

The

educational level of the students was very low.
Educational Characteristics of the Students
The majority of the students had an elementary education
or less (64%), were Spanish monolingual

(65%) and had a

strong level of popular religiosity (67%).

These data

indicated the students' low level of acculturation and
integration into the nation's mainstream and their tendency
to identify themselves more with the "traditional" culture
of their country of origin than with the "industrialized"
culture of the United States

(Buriel, 1980; D{az-Guerrero,

1975; Ram{rez y Castaneda, 1974).
Differences in the acculturation level and in psychocultural and religious characteristics of Mexican-Americans
acc.ording to the generation of migration, type of
neighborhood and nearness to the United States-Mexico border,
and command of the English language have been identified
in several studies

(Buriel, 1975; Kiefe, 1977; Landman,

1954; Moerk, 1974; Ram{rez Castaneda, 1974; Ramirez et al.
1974). Kuvlensky (1979) concluded that women were more
assimilated than men to the American mainstream.
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Hotzman and D{az-Guerrero (1975) found that Mexican
Americans tended to face life passively and to modify
themselves when dealing with stress while Anglo Americans
tended to face life actively and modify the environment.
They suggested but did not prove that these traits were
related to Catholic and Protestant values repectively.
Knight (1977) suggested that Mexican Catholicism was one
of the causes why Mexican Americans were more cooperatively
oriented than Anglo Americans.

Ramirez and Castaneda

(1974) identified traditional, dualistic and

atraditional

Mexican American communities and characterized them based
on their level of identification with family, community, and
ethnic group; closeness and extension of interpersonal
relationships; status and role definitions; religious
ideology; and preferred cognitive style.
Sandoval

(1982) identified several lay movements that

have influenced the life of Catholic Hispanics.

In 1977,

Murrieta concluded that "Cursillos de Cristiandad" and
"Comunidades de Base" were the two lay movements that
better satisfied the religious, educational and social
needs of Catholic Hispanics.

In this study teachers

considered that one third of their students experienced
Christian growth since childhood while two thirds had a
conversion through Cursillos de Cristiandad, Charismatic
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Renewal, Youth Groups and Retreats,

"Comunidades

Eclesiales de Base" and Marriage Encounter/Christian
Family Movement.

Half of the teachers expressed their

participation in these lay movements among the three
most useful religious experiences for their role in CEMH.
Family religious formation has kept the Catholic
faith alive among Hispanics nurturing Christian growth
since childhood (Brambila, 1964; Cuevas, 1947; Elizondo,
1978; Lopez Moctezuma, 1968, 1970; Meyer, 1973, 1974;
Sandoval, 1982).

Lay movements have fostered conversion

and reintegration to the Church and leadership formation
(Sandoval, 1982, 1983; Soto, 1978, 1979).

Data from this

study show that both family formation and lay movements
constitute an important basis for CEMH.
Vatican II council theological and pastoral
redirecting of the Church gave new meaning to ministry
within the Church and toward the world (Vatican II, 1965).
This renewal led to some movements and theologies.
Liberation Theology in Latin America and Charismatic
Renewal in the United States have influenced the life and
ministry of Catholic Hispanics

(Sandoval, 1982).

This study indicated the students' attitudes and
level of knowledge toward these renewal efforts.

The same

proportion of students were actively promoting Vatican II
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and charismatic renewal

(29 %).

More students were

ignorant of Vatican II than of charismatic renewal
vs. 18 %).

(27 %

More students were in disagreeme nt with

charismatic than with Vatican II renewal

(25 % vs. 11 %).

Liberation Theology appeared by far less important among
the students, 45 % percent of them were ignorant, 19 percent
in disagreement, and only 15 percent promoting it.

The

influence of the charismatic renewal and the lack of
knowledge of Vatican II theology and pastoral approach are
important to be considered by teachers in CEMH.
Characteristics and Problems of
the Educational Process
Information on the educational process facilitates a
more comprehensive understanding of CEMH and provides a
broader basis to substantiate recommendations for improving
it.

A complete study of the characteristics and problems

of the educational process was outside the scope of this
study.
Most of the studies reviewed in education for ministry
focused on specific ministries or particular issues.
Direct comparisons of the general characteristics of CEMH
with these studies or identification with a specific type of
education provided for a particular ministry were not

possible because of the

gen~ral

scope of this study.

Characteristics of the Educational Process
Teachers reported emphasis on education for the
specific ministries of catechesis, youth ministry, and
evangelization (27%,

6%, and 6% respectively).

The rest

was on basic, general or complementary subjects such as
scriptures, ecclesiology, pastoral action, leadership
and communication skills, etc.

The existence of

guidelines for catechist certification (Guidelines, 1980)
and the planning of guidelines for youth ministry
(Propuesta, 1984) and evangelization agents

(Certification,

1985) indicate a relationship between a ministry level of
formalization and training provided for it.

A relationship

between teachers' ministry and specific programs also was
found

(25% of the teachers were catechists, 18% evangelizers,

and 11% youth ministers).

These conclusions reinforced the

need for ministerial identity identified in the first
section of this chapter.
A contrast between Church and teachers' goals in education
for ministry, students' characteristics, and general conditions
of the educational process with the teaching methods used in
CEMH lead to some conclusions on the appropriatness of
the methods used in CEMH.

The majority of the 92 courses
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(70 %) and 137 workshops*

(50 %) r e ported, had less than 30

students, few groups had more than 50 students
courses and 28 % of the workshops).

(13 % of the

The size of the classes

was adequate for a more frequent use of active and
participative methods than the reported by the teachers.
Awareness and liberating education was used by 55 percent
of the teachers, teacher-student interaction by 54 percent,
active education by 37 percent, and research and supervised
practice only by 24 percent.
Given that most of the courses taught had more than

100 hours per year, that all subject areas with the except1on
of counseling and leadership tethniques were taught more
frequently in courses than in workshops and that the large
majority of the students were already involved in ministry
(81%), it should be possible to teach skills and techniques
that need practice more through courses than workshops and
to include supervised practice in most of the courses.
The teaching methods that were frequently used, had
positive evaluation from part of the teachers, and were
related to Church goals were:

students' interaction, exams,

class presentations, written homework, team work,
work, and reading/sttidying homework.

individual

A large proportion of

* Workshops, seminars, and conferences will _be referred
to just

as workshops for the sake of abbreviation.
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teachers used
effective

lectures

(72%).

(72 %) and evaluated them as highly

The use of lectures is

only in partial

agreement with the formative and participative goals of
education for ministry and might not be suitable for the low
educational level of the students.
Although reading aloud and memorization do not
correspond to the goals of education for ministry and in
general were evaluated as ineffective (83% and 86%
respectively) by teachers who used them, they were used
approximately by half of the teachers.

The use of these

methods seem to be irrelevant for CEMH.
Textbooks' content and level of understanding were
considered adequate by most of the teachers.

However, only

one third of them used textbooks in their classes and very
few considered them highly effective.
All teachers used reference books and considered them
excellent in content and with adequate level of
understanding.

Most of them also used students' reference

books, self-made materials, audio-visual materials,
magazines and research and usually evaluated them as
appropriate in content and level of understanding.
However, in another question, teachers identified lack of
availability and low quality of educational materials as
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causing numerous problems in CEHM.

These findings are

evidently contradictory.
Problems Related to CEMH
The most frequent problems for the teachers were their
relationships with Anglo administrative personnel and
teaching . conditions.

Pastoral differences with Anglo

administrative personnel, lack of availability and quality
of educational materials, and time pressure were other
reasons for numerous problems.

Different subgroups were

characterized by diverse problems, sometimes confirming
other conclusions about a particular subgroup, at other
times appearing as paradoxical.
Native-born teachers reported more problems than
foreign-born teachers with Anglo administrative personnel
{22% vs. 13.5%) and adaptation to the students {18.5% vs.
3.5%).

The first problem seems paradoxical, the second one

corresponds to the ideal that ministers serve people of
their own ethnic and cultural group.
Men reported more problems than women with Anglo
administrative personnel
teaching conditions

{20% vs. 13%) and because of the

{25% vs. 19.2%).

Women had more

problems than men for adapting themselves to the students
{11.2% vs. 5%), mainly because of their attitudes and values.
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Diocesan directors were identified as having
considerably more difficulties with Anglo administrative
personnel than parish directors and teachers in other
ministries

(44% vs. 7.7% and 12.3 respectively).

Most of

these difficulties were because of interpersonal relationships and pastoral differences.

They also reported

considerably more problems due to teaching conditions
(36.6%, 7.6%, and 15.6% respectively).

These large

differences might be related to other characteristics of
these groups.

More diocesan directors had the goals of

educating leaders and ministers, changing the structure of
the Church and reconciling Anglos and Hispanics.

Following

the same pattern, parish directors had a lower commitment
to these goals, with teachers in other ministries falling
in between.
Teachers in consecrated life did not report any
problems of interpersonal relationships, but lay teachers
did.

These data indicated that diocesan lay personnel had

a large number of problems with Anglo administrative personnel.
On the other hand, teachers in consecrated life reported
more problems than laity due to pastoral differences with
Anglo administrative personnel

(35% vs. 20%) and because

of the students' educational level
ideology (15% vs. 3%).

(25% vs. 0.0) and

This information suggests more
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understanding and acceptance of the educational reality
(educational level and ideology of the laity) by lay
ministers regardless of their own academic le v el.

This

means that lay ministers had greater identification and
less tensions with the people they serve and more personal
problems with the hierarchy and their representatives while
teachers in consecrated life presented the inverse pattern.
Teachers with different academic levels presented
some characteristic problems.

Teachers with academic

degrees had more difficulties with Anglo administrative
personnel (16.7% and 20% vs. 8.7%), than teachers without
degrees.

Teachers with baccalaureates had more problems

with adapting themselves to the students

(15.3% vs. 4.8%

and 6.3%) and teachers with postgraduate studies reported
more problems with

t~aching

conditions (28% vs. 15.8% and

19%) .
Diocesan directors, native-born teachers, teachers
with academic degrees, males, and teachers in consecrated
life reported more problems than the average amount of
problems reported by all the teachers.

These groups

had more teachers earning full salary and with higher
academic preparation.

Apparently, the identification of

problems is related to the level

of participation in the

hierarchical ministry and of academic studies.
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Recommendations
The conclusions of this study show that CEMH in
California is working toward the goals of the National
Office for the Spanish Speaking to move from social
assistance services to fully pastoral services, to enable
Hispanic people to become conscious builders of their own
history, and to increase the number of professional ministers
serving the Hispanics

(Segundo Encuentro, 1977).

Therefore,

as a result of this study, recommendations for the improvement of teacherq' training, ' curriculum planning; ' teaching
conditions, and educational materials seem appropriate for a
better utilization of the resources already allocated to
CEMH.

Recommendations for further research on the same or

related topics are also presented.
Recommendations for Improving CEMH
A.

Improvement of Teachers' Training

1.

To offer extensive training as educators, mostly in
the following areas

(a) philosophy of education;

(b) adult education principles and practices;

(c)

planning techniques, specially for curriculum and
lesson planning, and (d) teaching techniques,
specially for awareness and liberating education,
teacher-student interaction, active/experiential
education, bi-cognitive education, multicultural
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education, and supervised practice.
2.

To offer intermediate, ad v anced, and ongoing
education courses on theology, teachings of the
Church, history of the Church, ethics ahd moral
development, anthropology, sociology, economy, and
counseling techniques.

3.

To include supervised practice as an important
component of teachers• training.

4.

To facilitate studies and reflections on lay
theology,

lay ministry theology, and the theology of

particular ministries based on their biblical and
historical foundations within the Catholic tradition.
5.

To promote security and intentionality of lay
teachers as educators for ministry.

6.

To reaffirm cultural and ministerial identity of
each teacher and to foster unity in pluralism.

7.

To use teachers• experiences of family religious
education, participation in lay movements, and
devotions of popular religiosity as a foundation
for their own development as educators for ministry.

B.

Impr?vement of Students• Education
Better preparation of teachers in the areas cited above
will necessarily improve the education provided by them.
Other specific recommendations for improving the
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students' education are as follow:
1.

To integrate teams of teachers with different
cultural and ministerial identity to work in specific
educational projects with the intention to
reaffirm cultural and ministerial identity of
the students and exemplify unity in pluralism.

2.

To provide education for the cognitive, affective,
and motor domains at the human and faith levels.
Special efforts are recommended for providing
training in the specific skills needed for a
particular ministry and for including supervised
practice as part of the curriculum.

3.

To emphasize more the mission of the Church and
therefore of ministry based on the theological and
pastoral approach of the Second Vatican Council and
to promote reflections geared to clarify and unify

(within the approach of unity in pluralism) the
theological and pastoral approaches to ministry
according to the Second Vatican Council and
"pastoral de conjunto."
C.

lmprovement of Teaching Conditions
1.

To promote the formalization of the different
ministries by having specific certification
guidelines for each type of ministry.

2.

To develop a system for using workshops, conferences,
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and seminars not only as isolated educational
opportunities but as a part of an ongoing integral
educational program.
3.

To establish an ongoing open dialogue between
diocesan personnel ministering to Hispanics and
Anglo-American administrative personnel for
collaboratively seeking solutions to the pastoral
problems that hinder CEMH.

4.

To improve the level of affirmation, support, and
collaboration from part of the clergy, mainly in the
parishes, in relation to Hispanic lay ministry.

5.

To increase the number of personnel involved in
CEMH to prevent overwork and burn-out.

6.

To establish better two-way collaboration with
Hispanic lay movements.

D.

Improvement of Educational Materials
1.

To promote the publication of educational materials
specifically designed for CEMH.

2.

To develop a clearinghouse system for an ongoing
compilation, indexing, evaluation, distribution,
piloting, and eventual publication of educational
materials made by teachets in CEMH.

3.

To elaborate and continuously revise an annotated
bibliography of different types of educational
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materials useful for CEMH, in Spanish as well as in
English (teachers' resources).
Recommendations for Further Research
1.

To replicate the present study focusing on Catholic
Education for Ministry among English speaking population,
controlling by ethnic background the education provided
to Anglo American, other European, Blacks, Asians, and
Hispanic Catholics.

2.

To develop complementary studies in CEMH in the following
aspects:
a.

a comparative study to this study, focusing on the
students.

b.

a survey on the types of programs, number of people
registered and graduating, requirements, costs,
levels of success, specific curriculums, etc. of
available programs in CEMH.

c.

the role of Hispanic women in Catholic ministry.

d.

different roles and characteristics of ministry by
teachers in consecrated life and lay ministers among
the Hispanics.

3.

To develop specific studies useful for improving CEMH,
such as the following:
a.

a comparative study on the psycho-social, cultural,
and religious characteristics of Catholic Hispanic
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lay ministers, active Catholics, and inactive
Catholics.
b.

a direct evaluation of the effectiveness of
different teaching methods used in CEMH.

c.

an evaluation of the availability and appropriateness
of the textbooks used in CEMH according to their
method, content, and level of understanding.

d.

theoretical and practical studies on the use of
appropriate educational methods for CEMH according
to the psycho-cultural characteristics of the
students.

e.

to conduct research projects on the already existing
programs of CEMH to pilot different administrative
models, types of curriculums, lenght of courses,
motivational means used, teaching methodologies, etc.

f.

to conduct evaluative studies each five years for a
continuous improvement of CEMH.
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Stockton, Ca. 25 de Octubre, 1984
Estimadoe educadores y educadoras en la
Formaci6n de Lideres/Servidores Hispanos:
Esta investigaci6n esta siendo realizada en todo el estado de California, y se est~ pidiendo que particjpen en ella todas las personas que
trabajan como "Educadores en la Formaci6n de L:!deres/Servidores Hispanos"
en la Iglesia Cat6lica. La investigaci6n corresponde a un proyecto de
disertaci6n para obtener · el doctorado en Psicologia Educative en la
"University of the Pacific", Stockton, Ca. Tiene por objeto conocer las
caracteristicas y condiciones generales de la educaci6n que se est~ dando
en Cp.lifornia para former l:!deres/servidores hispanos, identificar las
~reas de mayor problema para los educadores y los m~todos de ensenanza
oue parecen ser m~s apropiados~
Conf{o en que su inter~s y motivaci6n para lograr una formaci6n m~s
adecuada y de mayor calidad de los servidoree lee anime a contester con
cuidado y honestidad eete cuestionario~ el cu~l lee llevar~ aproximadamente 20 minutos.
Lee aseguro que las respuestas individualee ser~n manejadas con estricta confidencialidad y s6lo los resultados ya analizados seran publicados. Las instrucciones est~n en el interior del cuestionario, por favor lean cuidadosamente la pregunta complete antes de contestarla y sien
tanse con complete libertad para expresar otras oniniones e ideas que
ayuden a complementar esta inveetigaci6n.

Favor de regresar este cuestionario, antes del 20 de Noviembre,
cerrado con grapes alrededor, a la miema persona que se los di6, dado
que ella leva el control de cuestionarios en cada di6cesis. jRecuerden
que hay pocae personas trabajando en este ministerio, por lo ·tanto
SU RESPUESTA ES DE VITAL IMPORTANCIAi
Posteriormente podran obtener
los resultados de esta investigaci6n por medio de sue oficinas diocesan&s de Pastoral Hispana.
Que Dios lee bendiga
y muchas gracias,

(2_~-:Q4~·

k-

Carmen Meria Cervantes
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PRB:ERf.

SECCJON:

12_atos Personales

Por favor ponga un circuli) alrededor de la. letra corresuondiente
a la respuesta corrects en las siguientes preguntes. Antes de contestar
la pregunta l~ala en su totalidad.
1. · <,D6nde naci6 us ted?
a. Estados Unidos de
b. M~_xico

c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
2.

4.

(sa1te a 1a pregunte. n. 3)

Centroam~rica
Suram~rice.

Las Antillas
Espana
Otro, especifique:
de aflos gue 11eva viviendo en Estedos Unidos
rnenos de uno
c. 5 a 10 e.nos
1 e. 4 enos
d. rn~e de 10 enos

N~ero

a.
b.

3.

Norteam~rica

(,Ctidl es su edad?
e.. rnenos de 31 afios
b. 31 e. 45
(,Cu~l

e..

es su sexo?
rne.sculino

c.
- d.

b.

46 e. 60
6i en e.de1ante

femenino

5.

(,C6mo se considera usted?
a. completamente bi1ingUe ing1~s-espe.fio1
b. casi bilingtie, mejor en espe.fio1
c. casi bilingcre, rnejor en ingl~e
d. monolingGe espe.flol, escaso dominio del ingl~s
e. monolingUe ingl~e, escaso dorninio del espafio1

6.

(,Cual es su estedo civil?
a. sol tero (e.)
b. casado(e)
c. viudo(a)

7.

d.
e.

separado(a), divorciado(a)
padre/madre soltero(a)

(,Cu!!l es eu estado religioso?
e. laico
b. laico, quise ser eacerdote, no me or den~
c. laico, quise ser religioso(a), no hize votos finales
d. sacerdote laicizado
e. laico(a) ex-religioso(e)
f. laico, estudiando para sa.cerdote
g. laico(e.), estudiando para religioso(e)
h. di~cono perrnanente
i. sacerdote diocesano
j. sacerdote religioso
k. hermano religioso
1. hermana religiosa
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8.

6Cu~l

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

9.

ee su rol PrinciPal en el ministerio entre los hispanos?
evangeliza.dor
catequista
coordinador de grupos juveniles
maestro(a)
director de departamento, especifique:
otro, especifique:

6Cu~ntos

afios lleva trabajRndo en el rninisterio pastoral?

10.

(.Ct!Mtos af'ios lleva trabajando en la "eeucaci6n de l:!deres/servidores
hispanos?

11.

Especifique brevemente cu~l es Gl ideal o meta que le rnueve a trabajar
en la educac16n de l:!deres/servidores hispanos.

12.

A.

recibida
1.

2. -----------------------------------------------------

3; ----------------------------------------------------B: Trabajo
y ministerios (usted al eervicio/educaci6n de otros)
1.
2.

3.
C.

Experiencias reU_gioea

(usted recibiendo el servicio/educac16n
de otros)

1.
2.

3.
13.

Marque todos los grados acad~micos que tiene y especifique el area
a. No tengo ningUn grado acad~mico
b. licenciatura (BA): ~ee(e)
c. maeetria: area(e)
a. doctorado: area(e)
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14.

Marque usted los ti~os de actividades que ha re a1iza do durante los
Ultimos tree afios con el fin de capacitarse mejor para su ministerio
como "educAdor de l:!deres/servidores" hispanos. Evalue su efectividad.
Excelente
(1)
a. educaci6n en el trabajo (inservice)
b. congresos, seminaries, talleres
c. cureos completos sueltos
d. estudio para licenciatura
e. eetudio de postgrado (~~, PhD)

f.
g.

diecueiones, reflexi6n de grupo
otro: especifioue: ________________

SEGUNDA SECCION:

Caracter:!sticas, condiciones y problemas del proceeo
educative.

Indique la proporci6n del tiempo oue dedica a la "educ aci6n de
lideree/servidores hispanos" en relaci6n con otros tr8bajos y resuonsabilidadee. Considere el tiempo oue pasa despierto como base ~ara
contester esta pregunta.
a. educeci6n de l:!deres/servidores hispanos
~
b. otras responsabilidades pastorales
c. ocupaci6n o profesi6n laica
d. responsabilidades familiares o de la
comunidad religiose
e. diversiones, deportee, descanso
f. -capacitaci6n-, : enr1quecimiento personal
g. otro; especifique: ____________________________
100

16.

Indique la cantidad de horae .por mes que dedica a la
hispanos.
a. pieparaci6n de lec~iones y talleres
b. ensefianza de clsses regulares
c. ensefianza a trav~s de talleres y seminarios
d. planificaci6n y administraci6n
e. consejer!a a estudiantes
f. otro, especifique:

%

educ~"ci6n

de

l~deres/servidores

100

17.

horae por mea

%

z,Gana usted sueldo por su trabajo en la educaci6n de lfdE'res/servidores hispanos?
a. si, un sueldo normal de acuerdo a la escsla diocesans
b. si, un sueldo parcial de acuerdo a la esc ela dioces e> na
c. no, trabajo como volunte.rio (a)
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ae·-·ciase
ej.~rb.a iJliAM
1'ip(i

B.

NUrn.ero de
eetudiantes

Nmnero de
horae/mes

NU!nero de
me see

Talleres y seminarioe
~enilftica

Ntimero aprox.
partic:ipantes

NU!nero de
horae/ evem to

_lL ..

19.

Maraue el. ti'Po de ma teriales educativos que utiliza 'Para usted y sus
estudiantes y evalue su utilidadVcalidad en relaci6n a las necesidades de sue estudiantes. Haga una evalua~i6n muy general.
CONTENIDO
Ex~el.

a. libroe de referencia 'Para usted
b. libros de referencia 'Para estudiantes ___
c. libros de texto
d. revistae, ert!culoe,
investigaciones
e. mat. audio-visual
f. mat. hecho por
usted mismo(a)

Reg.

NIVEL DE COMPRENSJ:ON

Pobre

Alto

Adecuado

Bajo
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20.

Marque en la columna I a uellas materias ue ensefl6 en sus clases
regularee y en la columna II aguellae que enee
mediante talleres
y seminarios. (No tiene que ser un curso completo sobre dicha materia, pero al menos una unidad de imno~tancia significative o un
~nfasis euficiente para dar los conocimientoe fundamentalee en di~
cha drea) Base eu reepuesta en los ~timos 12 mesee de ensefianza.

A.

Materiae Religiosas
a. Sagradas Escrituras
b. Cristolog!a
c. Ecleeiolog!a/Sacramentos
d. Teolog!a
e. Evangelizaci6n
f. Catequesis
g. Pastoral
h. Espiritualidad/Oraci6n
1. Magisterio de la Iglesia
j. Historia de la Iglesia
k. Desarrollo moral/Etica
1. Otra, especifique:

Columna I
Clases Regulares

Columna II
Talleres y Sem.

B• .. Desarrollo Humano
a. Antropolog!a socio-cultural
b. Humaniemo Cristiano
c. Psicolog:!a
d. Sociolog{~
e. Econom:!a
f. ComunicPci6n
g. T~cnicas de le ensefianze
h. T~cnicas de planificaci6n
i. T~cnices de consejer:!a
j. T~cnicas de liderezgo
k. Otra, espeoifique: _____________
C.

Pre"Pareci6n
·Especifique c
e.

b.
c.
d.
e.

o

oe

eervici~ ~~isterio esnecifico
ministerio eucaristico.
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21.

Par favor mnraue el nivel de conocimienta/comprensi6n c'le l::~s siientes ~reas en relaci6n a la educaci6n o ue ha brindad a a las
1 deres servidares his anos durante los dltimos 12 meses.
Inadecuada Refjlar AdecuAdo
(1)

A.

EducAci6n Religiose
a. Sagradas Escritnras
b. Cristalogia
c. Eclesialogia/Sacra:nentOP.
d. Teolog:ra
e. Evangelizaci6n
f. Catequesis
g. Pastoral
h. Espiritualidad/Oreci6n
i. Maginterio de la Iglesia
j. Historia de le. Iglesia
k. Desarrollo moral/Etica
1. Otra, especifique___________

B.

Desarrollo Humano
a. Antrapalogia socio-cultural
b. Humanismo cristie.no
c. Psicologie
d. Sociologia
e. Econamia
f. Comunic8ci6n
g. T~cnices de la ensenanza
h. T~cnicas de ~lanificaci6n
i. T~cnicas de consejerie
j. T~cnicas de liderazgo
k. Otra, especifique___________

c.

Cultura Hisp~na
a. Lengua espeflola acad~mica
b. Espaiiol nue se habla en la
regi6n
Cul
tura y psicolo.rz:ia:
c.
valores, ··. coatumbres
d. Religiosidad popular
en
e. Historia de la Iglesia
Latinoanmrica - · . .. -·. .
f;

Historia de la Iglesia en
Es ~ ados Unidas

--- ·

2)

(3)
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22.

Indique en la colu~ na I el us o que hace usted de lo s sj guientes
de ense nanza y en l a columna II inci que l a efectivida d de
c~da uno de ellos de acuerdo a su experiencia en la educ Rci6n de
lfderesjservidores hispanos.
Col. I Uso
Col. II Efectividad
nada/ frecuen muy
.E.Q.S.Q.
·t e
me diana alta
f(~)· '
T3)
tl)
( 2)
(2)

m~todos

a, c~tedra/explicaciones
b. lecture en voz alta
c. estudio de textos
d. educaci6n concientizadora y liberadora
e. investigaci6n
f. ejercicios escritos
g. educeci6n active
h. interacci6n entre los
estudiantes
i. interacci6n profesorestudiantee
j. memorizeci6n
k. trabajo de campo
supervisado
1. tareas escritas
m. tares de lectura;estudio ____
n. exrunenes
o. presentaciones en
clase
p. trabajo en eauipo
q, trabajo individual
r. otro:
s. otro: __________________
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23.

De loa aigu.ientes elementos ._que influyen en la educaci6n, indinue
el grado de dificul tadea/ptoblemaa a . que tiene . que enfrentarse para
poder re alizar una enseffanza adecuada.
much as

air t~rrobl,
A.

Personal

1. Personal Administrative "Anglo"
a. diferencias teol6gicas
b. diferenciaa pastorales
c. relaciones interpersonales
d. otro,
2. Personal Administrative hispano
a. diferencias teol6gicae
b. diferenciaa pastorales
c. relaciones interpersonales
d. otro,

3. Otros E!Ofesorea(asl
a.
b.
c.
d.

diferencias teol6gicas
diferencias pastorales
relacionee interl)ersonales
otro,

4. Otro tipo de personal, especifigue
a;
b.

c.

B. Aaaptaci6n :- a los estudiantee
a. a su nivel educativo
b. a sus actitudes y valore s
c. a su edad
d. a su posici6n ideol6gica
e. otro,

·c. Condj c iones para la ensefianza
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

localizaci6n geogr~fica
condici6n del sal6n de clase
calidad de los materiales
existencia de m a teri~les
presi6n de tiempo
otro,

D. Otros Pro bl emas, especifique:
a.
b.

c.

-----------------------
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TERCE;1A SECCION:
24.

CaracteriEticas de los Estudi antes

Estime las caracterfsticas de os estudiantes oue tuvo usted en los
Ultimos doce meses como alumnos en clases regulares. F jese nue la
respue sta se pide en porcentayes. Si usted no ensen6 cla ses regul~
res marque "NA" (no aplicable • Trate de contester lo mejor oue
'flUeda, s6lo si de plano no tiene ni idea, maroue "no se".
A.

B.

Edad de sus estudiantes
a. menos de 25 aft. OS
b. 26 a 40 ~
c. 41 a 60
d. m~s de 60
Sexo de sus estudiantee
a. ma f·;culino
b. feme nino

NO SE

·--NA

_J

100 '%
_ _NOSE

__1.
. 100%

c.

Nivel educativo de sus estudiantee
a. inferior al tercer grado de ~rimaria
b. tercero a eexto d~ primaria
c. secundaria/preparatoria (high school)
d. "college"
e. universidad

D.

Proporci6n de sus estudiantes en los siguientes traba jos _____NO SE
a. campesinos migrantee
b. campesinos residentes
c. obreros migrantes

E.

F.

a.

obreros residentes

e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

sub-profesionales_, -oficinistas
profesionales
propietarios de pequenos negocios
grandee propietarios
amas de casa
estudianttls

NO SE

desemp~eados

Estado clvil de sus estudiantes
a. solteros
b. casados
c. viudos
a. s~paradoe' padres/madree sol t _eros (as)
e. religi osos(ae) · y secerdotes
Idiomas gue hablan sus estudiantes
a. s61o babla bien el espanol ~
b. s6lo babla bien el ingl~s
c. bilinglle espanol-ingl~s

100
NO SE

%
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25.

Esta pregunta se refiere a elgunas caracteristicas religjosas de sus
estudiantes, por favor estime sus porcentajes. Al igual que en la
pregunta anterior, ~i usted no ensen6 clases reguleres, marque ~NA"
(no eplicable).
NA
A.

Natureleza/origen del· compromieo erietiano de sus estudiantee
NOSE

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

g.

vide cristiena en crecimiento continuo desde
su niftez.
.
conversion a trav~s
niles.
conversion a trav~s
conVersion a trav~s
conversi6n a trav~s
conversion a trav~s
Movimiento Familiar
otros, especifique:

de grupos/encuentroe juvede Oursillos
de CEB'e
de la Renovac16n Cerism~tica
de Encuentros Metrimoniales/
Cristiano
100

B.

Situacion ministerial actual de sus estudiantes
a. muy envuelto en varios ministerios
_____%
b. muy envuelto en
ministerio
c. poco envuelto
d. a~ no envuelto

%

NOSE

un

C.

Actitud de sus estudiantes ante la Renovaci6n del Vaticano I I
NOSE

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

D.

ignoran te
en complete desacuerdo, muy conservative
en poco/parcial desacuerdo
favorable, sin trabajar activarnente para lograrlo
muy favorable, trabajando ectivamente para lograrla

Actitud de sus estudiantes ante la Renovecion

Carism~tica

___;,

NO

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

ignorante
en completo desacuerdo
en poco/parcial desacuerdo
favorable, sin trebajer activarnente en ella
rnuy favorable, trabajando activemente
muy activo, pero fuera de las lineae cat6licas

(continua)

SE
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(continuaci6n)
E.

Actitud de los estudi antes ante la Teologfa de l a Libere ci6n
NO SE
a. ignorante
b. en corn~leto desacuerdo
c. en poco/parcial desacuerdo
d. favorable, sin trabajar activamente en esta linea
e. muy favorable, rnuy activo en esta l!nea
f. muy activo, fuera de las l!neas cat6licas

F.

Pr~cticas y sostumbres de sus estudiantes en relacion a una
Religiosida d Popular
NOSE
a. fuerte/mucha religiosidad po~ular, dentro de las
lfneas de la Iglesja Cat6lica
b. fuerte/mucha religiosidA.d po~ula.r, fuera de las
l!neas de la. Iglesia Cat6lica
c. poca religiosidad po~Ular
d. casi nada/nada de prdcticas de reliosidad po~u1ar

CUARTA SECCION:

Posici6n teol6gica de usted como "Educador de lideres/
servidores Hispanos"

26.

Por favor marque el tipo de catoliciamo con · el cudl se identifica
usted m~s. Seleccione s6lo una alternative.
a. catolicismo "mexicano"
b. catolicismo "latinoamericano"
c. catolicismo "his~ano" {hispanos en EU)
d. catolicismo "norteamericano" (anglosaj6n)
e. catolioiamo "europeo"
f. otro, es~ecifique:

27.

Idique cual es su .P.Q_stci6n ante el rnodelo estructural de l a Iglesia
Cat6lica. Seleccione s6lo una alternative.
a. a favor de la estructura jerarquica del tipo actual
b.
c.
dQ

abierto a un cambio funcional hacia una estructura m~s igualitaria, con la autorid~ la cenacidad de decisi6n compartidas
entre toda la Iglesia.
trab~jando activarnente para logrer un cambio funcional hecia una
eetructura m~s igualitaria, con la autoridad y la cepacidad de
decision com·partidae entre toaa la ·tgleela.
abierto a · un cambio estructural hacia una estructura mas iguelitaria, con 1a autoridad y le capacidad de decisi6n compartides
entre toda la _lglesia.

e,
f.

g.

abierto a un cambio estructural hacia una estructura en donde
el t>Ueblo tenga la autoridad sobre toda la Iglesia. · ·
trabajando activamente pare logter un cambio estructural hacia
una estructura en donde el pueblo tenga la autorida d sobre
toda la Iglesia.
o tro;- ~--p-e-o-~r1o ue:
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28.

Indique el grade de su compromise personal hacia cada una de las
maneres de promover la vivencia "del cristianjsmo entre
el
en E.U.
fuerte
POCO
no estoy
de ::: cuerdo
comyr· comnr,
l2)
ll
(4)
siguiente~
~ueblo his~ano

a, promotor de la lucha del pueblo
oprimido ~or le justicia: ~nfe
sis en la liberaci6n econ6mica,
social y politica como menera de
vivir el Evangelio.
b.

~romotor de un desarrollo integral de todas y cade una de las
nersonas: ~nfasis en un humanismo
persoilalista,

c.

~+omotor de un desarrollo integral de t<1das y cada una de las
personas: ~nfesis en un crietienismo vivido en pequefias comun1dades eclesiales,

d, promotor del desarrollo integral
de los pobres: ~nfasis'en un cr~
tianisrno vivido en uertuenas comunidades eclesiales.

e. promotor del desarrollo religioso/espiritual de le persona: ~n
fesis en la relaci6n de le persona con Dios.
·
f. promotor de "conversiones" y "retorno a la Iglesia": ~nfasis en
momentos fuertes de evangelizaci6n
g. nromotor de la uni6n entr~ todos
ios miembros de la Iglesia: ~nfe
sis en reconciliaci6n y sanearnie~
to entre los mirnos hispanos
h.

~romotor de la uni6n entre todos
los miembros de la Iglesia: ~nfa
sis en reconciliaci6n ' com~ren
si6n y saneamiento entre los hispanos y el resto de la Iglesia en
E.U.

i. promotor de la evangelizaci6n ~
cate~uesis con· base·en ·la religi~
sided popular
j, nromotor de una vivencie. del
tianismo _entre los j6venes

cri~

k.

promotor de una vivencia del cri~ .
tianismo entre los nifios.

1.

promotor de una vivencia del erie
tianismo entre los campesinos, es
pecialrnente los migrantes.

m.

otro, especifique:

·- -
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29.
mucha
identif~

(l)

a,
b.
c,
d,
e.

f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k,

1.
m.
n.

30.

poe a
i de 11tif,

na da de
i dentif,
(3)

( 2)

Jesus, el Buen Pastor
Jesus, profeta que denuncia la
injusticia
Jes~s, profeta que anuncia la
obra de Dios
Jes~s, que atiende a los pobres
Jes~s, que atiende a los que sufren
Jes~s, que busca a los pecadores
Jesus, maestro y guia
Jesus, expresi~n del amor por todos
J es~s sacerdote, lazo con el Padre
Jes-ds evangeiizadot
Jes~e, salvador de ·todos los hombres
Jes~, salvador de los pobres y
oprimidoe
Jesus, redentor en la Cruz
otro, especifique:

Utiliz~ ~1 sigui~nt@ ~~paeio para pon~r al ,

.

pueda servir para conocer mejor la f
16gun otro eom~nter1o qu~
hispanos,
ormac n de lideres/eervidores

Le agradezco eincera~ ente eu colabor~c16n con esta investigac16n.

APPENDIX B
ANALYSIS OF THE INCOMPLETE QUESTIONNAIRE
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ANALYSIS OF THE INCOMPLETE QUESTIONNAIRE
Eleven teachers responded consistently only to the first
part of the questionnaire and to scattered questions throughout the rest of it.

Six of them stated that they did not

understand the questions, and two of them stated that the
questionnaire was too long.

The small number of cases,

together with the amount of non-applicable responses and
negative answers did not permit a detailed analysis of the
data.

However, these educators are integral part of this

study because they complied with the criteria stated for
participation.

Knowledge of their characteristics complement

the picture obtained through the 54 teachers who completed
the questionnaire.

Only relevant data that describes the

general characteristics of this group of people is presented
here in a summary format.
From these 11 cases:
{a) Nine were born . in Mexico and two were native-born
(82%).

(b) Eight have lived for more than ten years in the
United States (73%).
(c) Six were between the ages of 35 and 45 (55%) ; three
were between 46 to 60; one was older than 60 and
one was younger than
(d) Six were men (55%) and five were women (45%).
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(e) Eight were bilingual

(73%).

Two were completely

bilingual, and six were better in Spanish than in
English.

The other three teachers were monolingual

in Spanish.
(f) Eight were married (73%) and the other three were
single.
(g) Nine were lay people (82%) and two were religious
sisters.
(h) They were six evangelizers (45%), two parish youth
coordinators, two catechists, and three teachers in
other ministries.
(i) Their average number of years working in past.oral
ministry was of 8.3 years, and the average number
of yeari working in CEMH was 5.5 years.

(j) Their goals as teachers in CEMH were:

evangeliza-

tion and Christian life (3), sharing the faith and
be of service (3), leadership/ministry formation
(2), building the Kingdom (2), conscientization of
the people (2), renewal of the church (1), and
other goals

(4).

(k) Only four teachers reported some formal education
useful to them as teachers in CEMH. Two of them had
studies in social

sciencies~

catechist formation.

the other two had
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(l) The ministries that had been helpful to t h em as
teachers in CEMH were:

evangelization {3), youth

ministry {2), cursillos

(2), family ministry (2),

and catechetical ministry (2).
(m) The religious experiences useful to them as teachers
in CEMH were:

cursillos

niales . (2), CEB's

(3), encuentros matrimo-

(1), participation in a school

of ministry (3), and contact with the people (2}.
(n) Only one person had a baccalaureate degree in
social sciences.

The other ten teachers did not

have any academic degree.
(o) Only five teachers reported in-service training and
only one of them was studying for an academic
degree.

Eight had attended congresses and work-

shops (73%); and also eight had participated in
group discussions and reflections

(73%).

These

opportunities for their continuous education were
qualified as excellent in 31 percent of the cases,
as good in 51 percent, and low by the other 18
percent.

